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POPE JOHN PAUL II 
ON THE HOLOCAUST 

Introduction 

The addresses excerpted here were 
delivered in various countries and on three 
continents. Wherever he has traveled, Pope 
John Paul II has called on Catholics to 
remember "in particular, the memory of the 
people whose sons and daughters were intended 
for total extermination" (Auschwitz, 1979), 
who were "exterminated only because they 
were Jews" (Miami, 1987). From the intensity 
of his own personal experience, the Pope is able 
to articulate both the uniquen.e..ss of the Jewish 
ex~rience oi_the Shoah_, __ while_~e 
tinie...r.eye.rio.g_Jhe memory o.f all of Nazism's 
mil ions of non-Jewish victims. He thus frames 
our understanding o 'e Holocaust as 
Christians very much according to the 
formulation of Elie Wiesel: "Not every victim J 
of the Holocaust was a Jew, but every Jew was a . 
victim." . 

In his 1987 address to the Jews of Warsaw, 
the Pope probes the myste·ry even deeper, 
acknowledging the priority as well as 
uniqueness of Jewish suffering in the Shoah: "It i· 
was you who suffered tfi.is terrible sacrifice of 
extermination: one might say that you suffered 
it also on behalf of those who were likewise to 
lbe exterminated." From this, he derives the 
very significant theological insight that the ) 
Jewish witness to the Shoah is, for the Church 
as weli as for all of humanity, a "saving 

. warning," indeed a continuation "in the 
contemporary world" of the prophetic mission 
itself. The Church, in turn, is therefore called 
ito listen to this uniquely Jewish proclamation 
and to unite its voice to that of the Jewiish 
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people in their continuing "particular 
vocation," one may say, to be a light to the 
nations. 

The order of the Pope's theological 
reflection on the Shoah is important. As he 
states in his letter to Archbishop John L. May 
(August 8, 1987), an "authentic" approach first 
grapples with the "specific," and therefore .· 
spe,cifically Jewish r~ality of the event. Only 
then, and with this continually in mind, he 
seems to be saying to us, can one begin to seek out 
its more "universal meaning." 

In Miami, the Pope speaks of the "mystery 
of the suffering of Israel's children," and calls 
on Christians to learn from the "acute insights" 
of "Jewish thinkers" on the human condition 
and to develop in dialogue with Jews "common 
educational programs which ... will teach 
future generations about the Holocaust so that 

.,., ryever again will such a horror be possible. 
Never again!" (Sept. 11, 1987). From "the 
suffering and martyrdom of the Jewish people," 
understood within the context of their "constant 
progression in ·faith and obedience to the loving 
call of God" over the centuries, then, our 
remembrance of the Shoah may lead to "even 
deeper hope, a warning call to all of humanity 
that may serve to save us all" (June 24, 1988, 
Vienna), a prophetic "prick of conscience" that 
may tell us "what message our century (can) 
convey to the next" (Mauthausen, June 24,.1988). 

The challenge to Christian complacency 
and to Christian teaching in these statements, 
taken together, I believe, is both very clear and 
very strong. · 

Dr. Eugene ]. Fisher, Executive Secretary 
Secretariat for Catholic-Jewish Relations 
National Conference· of Catholic Bishops 

· August, 1988 
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Excerpts of Selected Statements, 
1979-1988 

1. June 7, 1979: 
Visit to Auschwitz 

I have come and I kneel on this Golgotha of 
the modern world, on these tombs, largely 
nameless like the great Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier. I kneel before all the inscriptions that 
come one after another bearing the memory of 
the victims of Oswiecim in the languages 
Polish, English, Bulgarian, Romany, Czech, 
Danish, French, Greek, Hebrew, Yiddish, 
Spanish, Flemish, Serbo-Croat, German, 
Norwegian, Russian, Romanian, Hungarian and 
Italian. 

In particular I pause with you, dear 
participants in this enco~nter, before the 
inscription in Hebrew. This inscription 
awakens the memory of the people whose sons 
and daughters were intended for total 
extermination. This people draws its origin 
from Abraham, our father in faith (cf., Rom 
4:12), as was expressed by Paul of Tarsus. The 
very people who received from God the 
commandment "thou shalt not kill" itself 
experienced in a special measure what is meant 
by killing. It is not permissible for anyone to 
pass by this inscription with indifference. 

2. April 13, 1983: 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 

Today I want to recall those words to mind 
again, remembering with all the Church in 
Poland and the whole Jewish people the 
terrible days of the uprising and the destruction 
of the Warsaw Ghetto forty years ago (from 
April 19 to the middle of July, 1943). It was a 
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desperate cry for the right to life, for liberty 
and for the salvation of human dignity. , .. 

3. September 10, 1983: 
"Europe Vespers," Vienna 

The history of Europe is marked by discord 
not only in the sphere of states and politics. In 
conjunction with political interests and social 
problems, these have resulted in bitter 
fighting, in the oppression and expulsion of 
dissenters, in repression and intolerance. As 
heirs to our forebears, we also place this guilt
ridden Europe under the Cross. For in the Cross 
is our hope. 
. .. The fate of the Jewish community, once so 
fruitfully integrated into the nations of Europe 
now so tragically decimated, admonishes us to 
seize every opportunity for promoting human 
and spiritual understanding, so that we can 
stand before God together, and to serve 
humanity in God's spirit. 

4. April 19, 1985: 
To the Angelicum Colloquium 
on Nostra Aetate 

I note the reference in your program to the 
catastrophe which so cruelly decimated the 
Jewish people, before and during World War II, 
especially in the death camps. I am well 
aware that the traditional date (Yo m 
haShoah) for commemoratior'f:falls.riear.; .Let us 
pray together tQ.a~;it .~ill . ~ey~r:: happ~n; .. again, 
,and that whatever w,e do to get to.know ~ach 
{)th'e'r!·better; to ·collaborate" with' on·e 'another 
·ah&fo1beir witness to· tne ori~1c~°d ·and to God's 
,., .• • • • ( , . , r , . • , . ~ '' • • ... •. . 

w~ll/ as ·expre~sed in the· Dec~logtie, )viU help 
-.na:1q ·peop1e1 St'm .-"mo'ref a~ate of :th.1? a1'yss 
1\-vl\ich:~Hi.mia~ity c;·a~dalljnto when we .do;not 
'iid(rio\4Ie&ge· !ofher 'pe'opfe'· as'·'·b'rothers . an'd 

sisters, sons and daughters, of the same 
heavenly Father. 

5. October 28, 1985: 
On the Anniversary of Nostra Aetate 

I would say that for Catholics, as the 
Notes (1985) have asked them to do, to fathom 
the depths of the extermination of many 
millions· of Jews during World War II and the 
wounds thereby inflicted on the consciousness of 
the Jewish people, theological reflection is 
also needed. . . . By the same token, anti:
Semitism in its ugly and sometimes violent 
manifestations must be completely eradicated. 
Better still, a positive view of each of our 
religions, with due respect for the identity of 
each, will surely emerge, as is already the case 
in so many places. 

6. April 13, 1986: 
At the Great Synagogue in Rome 

I would like once more to express a word of 
abhorrence for the genocide decreed against the 
Jewish people during the last War, which led 
to the holocaust of millions of victims. When I 
visited in June 1979 the concentration camps at 
Auschwitz and prayed for the many victims 
from various nations, I paused in particular 
before the memorial stone with the inscription 
in Hebrew and thus manifested the sentiments 
of my heart. ... 

The Jewish community of Rome also paid a 
high price in blood. 

7. November 26, 1986: 
To the Jews of Australia 

This is still the century of the Shoah, t~e 
inhuman and 'ruthless attempt to exterminate 
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European Jewry, and I know that Australia has 
given asylum and a new home to thousands of 
refugees and survivors of that ghastly series of 
events. To them in particular I say ... it is the 
teaching of both the Hebrew and Christian 
Scriptures that the Jews are beloved of God, 
who has called them with an irrevocable 
calling. No valid theological justification 
could ever be found for acts of discrimination or 
persecution against Jews. In fact, such acts must 
be held to be sinful. 

8. May 1, 1987: 
The Beatification of Edith Stein 

'These are the ones who have survived the 
time of great distress; they have washed their 
robes and made them white in the blood of the 
lamb.' (Rv. 7:14). 
Among these blessed men and women, we greet 
today in deep veneration and holy joy a 
daughter of the Jewish people; a woman rich in 
wisdom and heroism. Grown up under the 
influence of the strict tradition of Israel, 
credited by her virtuous and sacrificing life; 
she showed heroic-mindedness on her way into 
the extermination camp. She gave her life, 
united with Christ crucified, 'for the true 
peace' and 'for the people': Edith Stein, 
Jewess, philosopher, sister of an order, martyr .. 
.. 'You, oh Lord, chose Israel from among all 
peoples, and our fathers from among all their 
ancestors as a lasting heritage. . . . Save us by 
your power.' (Esther 4C: 14-25). 

Today's solemn liturgy puts this prayer for 
help, more than 2,000 years old, in the mouth of 
the servant of God, Edith Stein, a daughter of 
Israel of our century. It became up to date 
again, when here, in the heart of Europe, 
another plan was made to exterminate the 
Jews, determined by an insane ideology in the 
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name of a fatal racism and executed with 
merciless consistency. 

Simultaneously with the dramatic events 
of the Second World War, extermination camps 
and combustion furnaces were constructed in 
haste. Several million sons and daughters of 
Israel found their death in these places of 
horror: children and old women and men~ The 
terrific machinery of power, part of a 
totalitarianism, didn't spare anyone, and the 
most cruel measures were taken against 
everybody who had the courage to defend the 
Jews. 

As a daughter of her tortured people, Edith 
Stein perished in Auschwitz, an extermination 
camp. Only temporarily she found protection 
from the expanding persecution of the Jews 
despite her removal from Cologne to the Dutch 
Carmelite convent in Echt. Immediately after 
the occupation of the Netherlands, the 
National Socialists there also started the 
extermination of Jews of Catholic faith. So it 
happened, that Sister Teresa Benedicta of the 
Cross went on her way to martyrdom, together 
with her blood sister Rosa, who too had found 
asylum in the Carmelite convent in Echt. 

-Leaving the convent, Edith took her sister 
by the hand, and she only said: 'Let us go, we 
will go for, our people.' She had the strength, 
coming from the willingness to self-sacrifice 
inherent in the imitation of Christ. Although 
she seemed to be helpless she found a way to 
render her people a last service. Some years 
before that, Edith compared herself already 
with Queen Esther being in exile at the-Persian 
court. One of her letters tells us: 'I have 
confidence in the fact that the Lord has taken 
my life in exchange for all (the Jews). Again 
and again, the example of Queen Esther comes 
in my mind, she was the chosen one of her 
people to speak for them in the presence of the 
king. I am only a helpless poor little Esther, 
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but the king I was chosen by, he is infinitely 
great and merciful." In the extermination camp 
she died as a daughter of Israel, ' for the 
glorification of the most holy name (of God),' 
and at the same time as Sister Teresa Benedicta 
of the Cro:ss - as the one blessed by the cross. 

9. June 14, 1987: 
To the Jews of Warsaw 

Be sure, dear brothers, that the Poles, this 
Polish Church, is in a spirit of profound 
solidarity with you when she looks closely at 
the terrible reality of the extermination--the 
unconditional extermination--of your nation, an 
extermination carried out with premeditation. 
The threat against you was also a threat 
against us; this latter was not realized to the 
same extent, because it did not have the time to 
be realized to the same extent. It was you who 
suffered this terrible sacrifice of extermination: 
one might say that you suffered it also on 
behalf of those who were likewise to have been 
exterminated. We believe in the purifying 
power of suffering. The more atrocious the 
suffering, the greater the purification. The 
more painful the experiences, the greater the 
hope. Today this nation of Israel has become a 
loud warning voice for all humanity. More 
than anyone else, it is precisely you (Jews) who 
have become this saving warning. In this sense 
you continue your particular vocation, show.ing 
yourselves to .be still the heirs of that election 
to which God is faithful. This is to be your 
mission in the contemporary world . . . and in 
this Church, peoples and nations feel united to 
you in this mission. 
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10. August 8, 1987: 
Letter to Archbishop John L. May, 
President, National Conference of 
Catholic Bishops 

. .. With our hearts filled with this unyielding 
hope, we Christians approach with immense 
respect the terrifying experience of the 
extermination, the Shoah, suffered by the Jews 
during World War II, and we seek to grasp its 
most authentic, specific and universal meaning. 
Before the vivid memory of the extermination, 
it is not permissible for anyone to pass by with 
indifference. 

Reflection upon the Shoah shows us to 
what terrible consequences the lack of faith in 
God anq a contempt for man created in his 
image can lead. It also impels us to promote the 
necessary historical and religious studies on 
this event which concerns the whole of 
humanity today. 
. .. There is no doubt that the sufferings endured 
by the Jews are also for the Catholic Church a 
motive of sincere sorrow, especially when one 
thinks of the indifference and sometimes 
resentment which, in particular historical 
circumstances, have divided Jews and 
Christians. Indeed this evokes in us still firmer 
resolutions to cooperate for justice and true 
peace. 

11. September 11, 1987: . 
'. . '. A,ddress to American Jezcish Le~'d~r:~, "' 
. . ~. Miam~ . . · · · . :~ .. :'. 

• ; . ·~onside~irig history in ~he l_ight of 't~e 
·principles of faith in God, we must also re'flect 
ori the·· catastrophic 'event of 'the Sh'oah, that 
ruthless and ·inhuman attempt to exterminate 
the Jew'ish jieople in Europe, an attempt that 
resul~ea· in millions of victimS-:.including wpmen 
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and children, the elderly and the sick
exterminated only because they were Jews. 

Considering this mystery of the suffering of 
Israel's children, their witness of hope, of 
faith and of humanity under dehumanizing 
outrages, the church experiences ever more 
deeply her common bond with the Jewish 
people and with their treasure of spiritual 
riches in the past and in the present. ... 

We also remember many others who, at risk 
of their own lives, helped persecuted Jews and 
are honored by the Jews with the title of 
Tzaddiqe 'ummot ha- 'olam (righteous of the 
nations). 

The terrible tragedy of your people has led 
many Jewish thinkers to reflect on the human 
condition with acute insights. Their vision of 
man and the roots of this vision in the 
teachings of the Bible, which we share in our 
common heritage of the Hebrew Scriptures, 
off er Jewish and Catholic scholars much useful 
material for reflection and dialogue. 

In order to understand even more deeply the 
meaning of the Shoah and the historical roots 
of anti-Semitism that are related to it, joint 
collaboration and studies by Catholics and Jews 
on the Shoah should be continued. Such studies 
have already taken place through many 
conferences in your country, such as the national 
workshops on Christian-Jewish relations. The 
religious and historical implications of the 
Shoah for Christians and Jews will be taken up 
formally by the International Catholic-Jewish 
Liaison Committee .... And as was affirmed in 
the important and very cordial meeting I had 
with Jewish leaders in Castel Gondolfo on 
September 1, a Catholic document of the Shoah 
and anti-Semitism will be forthcoming, 
resulting from such serious studies. 

Similarly, it is to be hoped that common 
educational programs on our historical and 
religious relations, which are well developed 
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in your country, will truly promote mutual 
respect and teach future generations about the 
Holocaust so that never again will such a 
horror be possible. Never again! · 

When meeting the leaders of the Polish 
Jewish community in Warsaw in June of this 
year, I underscored the fact that through the 
terrible experience of the Shoah, your people 
have become 'a loud warning voice for all of 
humanity, for all nations, for all the powers of 
this world, for every system and every 
individual. . . . A saving warning' (Address of 
June 14, 1987). . . . · 

After the tragic extermination of the 
~hoah,. the .Jewish people began a new period 
m their history. They have a right to a 
~omela~d, as does any civil nation, according to 
i~ter~ahonal law. 'For the Jewish people who 
hve m the State of Israel and who preserve in 
that land such precious testimonies to their 
history and their faith, we must ask for the 
~esired security and the due tranquillity that 
is the prerogative of every national and 
con.diti?n of life and of progress for every 
society (John Paul II, Apostolic Letter on 
Jerusalem Redemptionis Anno, April 20, 1984). 

12. June 24, 1988: 
To the Jewish Community of Vienna 

You (Jews) and we (Christians) are still 
weighed down by memories of Shoah, the 
murder of millions of Jews in camps of 
destruction . . . An adequate consideration of 
the suffering and martyrdom of the Jewish 
people is impossible without relating it in. its 
deepest dimension to the experience of ·faith 
th~t h.as characterized Jewish history, from · 
the faith of Abraham to the Exodus to· 'the 
covenant on Mount Sinai. It is a constant 
progression in faith and obedience in response to 
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the loving call of God. As I said last year 
before representatives of the -Jewish community 
in Warsaw, from these cruel sufferings may 
arise even deeper hope, a warning call to all of 
humanity that may serve to save us all. 
Remembering Shoah means hoping that it will 
never happen again, and working to ensure that 
it does not. Faced with this immeasurable 
suffering we cannot remain cold. But faith 
teaches us that God never forsakes those who 
suffer persecution but reveals himself to them 
and enlightens through them all peoples on the 
road to salvation. Our (Christian) faith does 
not prevent us from feeling solidarity with the 
deep wounds that have been inflicted on the 
Jewish people by prescription, especially in 
this century, by contemporary anti-Semitism. 
On the contrary, it makes this solidarity a 
bounden duty .... Cooperation and joint studies 
should be undertaken at all levels in order to 
inquire into the significance of the Shoah. We 
have to trace, and wherever possible, 
eliminate, the causes of anti-Semitism ... 

13. June 24, 1988: 
Mauthausen Concentration Camp, 
Austria 

Here ... and in so many other places ... a 
totalitarian domination existed. From this, one 
of the most terrifying experiences in its history, 
Europe emerges defeated ... defeated in what 
seemed to be its inheritance and mission .... 
'Its ways are blocked.' The burden of doubt has 
come down hard on the history of people, 
nations and continents. 

You people who have experienced fearful 
torture- show worthy you are of the 
Lamentations of Jeremiah: What is your last 
word? Your word after so many years which 
separate our generation from the sufferings in-
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the Mauthausen concentration camp and in 
many others. 

You people of yesterday, and you people of 
today, if the system of extermination camps 
continues somewhere in the world even today, 
tell us, what message can our century convey to 
the next? 

Tell us, in our great hurry, haven't we 
forgotten your hell? Aren't we extinguishing 
traces of great crimes in our memories and 
consciousness? 

Tell us, what direction should Europe and 
mankind follow 'after Auschwitz' ... and 'after 
Mauthausen'? Is the direction that we are 
following away from those past dreadful 
experiences the right one? 

Tell us, how should today's person be and 
how should the generation of humanity live in 
the wake of the great defeat of the human 
being? How must that person be? How much 
should he require of himself? 

Tell us, how must nations and societies be? 
How must Europe go on living? 

Speak, you have the right to do so-you who 
have suffered and lost your lives. We have the 
duty to listen to your testimony. 

Hasn't humanity and the system 
established by humanity aroused the anger of 
God with the abuses they have created? 

Hasn't humanity darkened the image of 
God in the consciousness of generations? 

Nevertheless, the prophet calls out with 
the words of Lamentations: 'The favors of the 
Lord are not exhausted, his mercies are not 
spent. They are renewed each morning, so great 
is his faithfulness' (Lam. 3:22-23). 
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Introduction: From Historical 
Mistrust to Mutual Recognition 

For almost two millennia, Christians and Jews have lived in the same 
universe, under the same sky. They are both in history, experiencing 
history. But, they have seldom been together. To be in the same place 
does not necessarily imply togetherness, the sharing of a Jiving pres
ence of the other as a child of God. Although there are eloquent 
contemporary e)'.Cceptions, Jews and Christians primarily have seen 
each other as objects-in many respects, as objects of contempt. The 
negative opinions of each other have, at times, translated this alien
ation into an enmity of word and action. Prejudice all too often still 
shapes the faith commitment, influencing the spiritual encounter and 
society itself. 

This relationship of monologue, of seeing not the other but only 
one's own construct-;-<>r stereotype--of the other, is undergoing a 
transformation in the last decades of the twentieth century. The focus 
now is on dialogue, a meeting of hearts, a prophetic encounter of 
faith. This encounter through diaJogue is a reckoning of time past, 
of deeds, of what has been done and left undone. It is a momen.t of 
facing history. True dialogue between Jews and Christians is a process 
that entails a consideration of each other's faith comm_itment as part 
of God's design and way. It demands a critical examination by Chris
tians of their traditional presentation of Jews and Judaism; and by 
Jews of their attitudes toward Christianity. Dialogue means a reflection 
on the witnessing of each faith and on the possibility of a joint wit
ness-a witnessing to each other and to the world, which is respectful 
of each other's differences. DiaJogue necessitates a reckoning with 
centuries of one-sided teaching and centuries of memory. Christians 
have to overcome 2,000 years of contempt for Israel's covenant with 
God, for Israel's mission in the world. Jews have to overcome 2,000 
years of memories, memories of the crusades, of ghettos, and of the 
wearing of special garments to identify their Jewish condition. They 
have to overcome memories of the present as well-memories of 
widespread Christian silence during, and even complicity in, the Hol-
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ocaust ~nd with continuing Christian misunderstandings of the State 
of Israel and of the struggle of Jews for security in their ancient 
homeland. ' 

Some 2,000 years ago, during the first century in Christian chro
nology, two divinely appointed vocations were shaped out of a com
mon heritage. It was, as Paul seems to portray it in the Epistle to the 
Romans, like the relationship between root and branches. The root 
is the word of God expressed in the Hebrew Bible from the first to 
the last book; the branches are rabbinic Judaism and Christianity. 
God's word, especially after the destruction of the temple by Roman 
troops in the year -70 c.E. (Common Era), was expanded into distinct 
yet related messages by these two great movements of faith. 

Rabbinic Judaism, which developed from Pharisaism, was the in
depth process of understanding God's covenantal relationship after 
the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple. Rabbinic Judaism built an 
inner temple that has lasted for centuries. In our time, this inner 
temple has suffered its greatest challenge by the devastating wind of 
the Shoah, the Holocaust committed by Nazi totalitarianism. The 
twentieth century marks a new time for Jews searching, once again, 
for the meaning of God, the presence of God in Jewish existence. 

Christianity, the other branch that developed from the root of 
biblical Israel, expressed itself in the writings of the New Testament 
and related texts, conveying the mission of Jesus to humanity. In
terestingly, it too finds the source of many of its doctrines and rituals 
in Pharisaic and Synagogue Judaism. Due to the impact of history, 
both arms of God have been fighting with each other for centuries 
up to our own days. 

Christianity, especially after its alliance with Constantine, the fourth-
century Roman emperor, became the established religion of the Ro
man Empire. That gave to Christian leaders the political power that 
enabled God's word to be spread through the then-known world. But, 
it also opened Christians to the corruptive force of power. The alliance 
of secular power and ecclesiastical power in Christian history meant 
for the Jewish community numerous restrictions in its civil life. In 
the late Middle Ages, Jews were ordered to live in special quarter~ 
the ghettos-and were forbidden to exercise the normal work and 
professions open to other citizens. Jews were forbidden to own or 
cultivate land or to engage in certain kinds of business activities and 
were, thus, pressed into the exercise of money-lending, which was 
not allowed to Christians. Jews were at the mercy of ecclesiastical 
leaders and secular kings. Often, mobs, incited by sermons and the 
Christian teaching of contempt-especially, it is sad to say, during 
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Holy Week when the deicide charge would burst forth-would erupt 
into violence against the Jews. 

The theological teaching of contempt accused the Jews of being 
the killers of Jesus and condemned them to eternal Diaspora. The 
teaching of contempt disqualified the covenant between God and 
Israel, arguing that it was' superseded by a new covenant-the Chris
tian testimony-with the coming of Jesus. In the Middle Ages, religious 
confrontations were called to debate theological points. Jews, rabbis 
and religious teachers, were obligated to explain biblical passages, 
such as references to Emanuel or to the suffering servant in Isaiah, 
which Christians saw as typological references to Jesus and his vo
cation. The confrontations generally ended in expulsion of the Jews 
from the city, the burning of sacred Hebrew books, or the imposition 
of more restrictions on the civil rights of the Jewish community. 

In modern times, social changes introduced by the Industrial Rev
olution and modernity somewhat change the picture. Jews were al
lowed to become citizens, with the same obligations as other citizens 
but, generally, not with the same advantages. Jews were "tolerated" 
but never fully accepted into European society. This lack of pluralism, 
of respect for the other as he or she is, transformed the theological 
anti-Judaism of Christian teaching into a new dimension. Modem 
social and racial anti-Semitism is a force that is trying to restrict 
Jewish rights and threatens the very destruction··of the Jewish com
munity. The ·culmination of modem soCial anti-Semitism took place 
with the pagan totalitarianism of Nazi Gennany. In a way, anti-Jewish 
policies of the Soviet Union today can be understood as an extension 
of this ultimate anti-Semitism. 

The Holocaust was a devastating wind that took six million Jews 
to the gas chamber and to systematic murder. The Holocaust is one 
of the turning points in Jewish history, but it is also the greatest 
challenge to Christian commitment. The Holocaust occurred in the 
very heart of Western Christian civilization and was performed by a 
nation that had proclaimed for centuries its Christianity, had given 
to the world great Christian thinkers and theologians as well as the 
most sophisticated diabolic murderers. The Holocaust entails for the 
Jewish people a rethinking of Jewish vocation and role in history. It 
also entails a Christian reckoning of Christian silence, indifference, 
and complicity, despite the heroic deeds of some Christians in saving 
Jewish lives. 

The twentieth century marks for Jews and Christians a new mo
ment It is a time of vast spiritual change, of incredible scientific 
creativity1 and of historical development. It is a time of great hope 
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but, equally, a time of profound despair. Persecutions, murder, hun
ger, lack of sensitivity over the situation of the vast majority of hu
manity are signs of a failure in our religious witnessing. For Jews and 
Christians, the twentieth century is the first century in proclaiming 
together God's covenant. For Jews, it is a rethinking of their com
mitment vis-a-vis tolerance and the nearly eternal danger of total 
destruction. Rethinking the meaning of the covenant and God's call 
signifies a consideration of the diabolic forces that will always attempt 
to destroy the people of God. Totalitarianism in any form is an attempt 
to destroy God's covenant. 

Christians and Jews are, for the first time, together in history, 
together to discover for themselves their own proper vocations in a 
time of radical change. It is a time to look closely at each other, to 
overcome the teaching of contempt and memories, and to see the 
other as a part of the covenant of God. It is a new time of reckoning, 
renewal, and prophetic response . 
. The Second Vatican Council, in the 1960s, began a period of ac
tualization and active awareness, of experien~e of God, and of God's 
presence in the contemporary Christian historical context. It was 
called aggiornamento ·by Pope John XXIll. The Council initiated in 
the Church a process of inner renewal that entails respect for the 
other. Pope John Paul II has played a key role in expounding certain 
concepts and ideas for further reflection by the Catholic community. 
Along with the Church's fundamental probing of the mystery of God's 
people-Israel-two questions require the serious consideration and 
reflection of the Catholic people of God today. Pope John Paul II has 
paid attention to both of them. One is the question of anti-Semitism 
and the Holocaust, and the other is the reality of the State of Israel. 

The consideration of anti-Semitism was central to the Second Vat
ican Council's reckoning with the Jewish people in its declaration 
Nostra Aetate (1965). Its language, however, was seen by many to 
Jack strength. In the words of Nostra Aetate, the Church "deplores 
anti-Semitism." The 197 4 Guidelines and Suggestions for Implementing 
"Nostra Aerate" (no. 4) "condemn (as opposed to the very spirit of 
Christianity) all fonns of anti-Semitism." Pope John Paul II has more 
recently called anti-Semitism "sinful" .for all Catholics. In such pro
gressive interpretations, one can see the positive development of 
church teaching today. 

The following commentary and texts, it is hoped, will enable the 
reader to chart the extraordinary contributions-made by Pope John 
Paul II to the historic dialogue between Jews and Catholics today. 
The spiritual pilgrimage undertaken by the pope on his way to the 
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Synagogue of Rome, the first visit ever by a pope to a synagogue since 
the time of Peter, spanned centuries of mistrust. The story of that 
pilgrimage, here presented, is, we believe, an exciting one and one 
filled with profound courage and faith in the future. 

Leon Klenicki 
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Pope John Paul II's 
Pilgrimage of Reconciliation: 
A Commentary on the Texts 

Through the choice of the name that would mark his pontificate, Pope 
John Paul II paid homage and made a commitment to all three of his 
immediate predecessors: ~ohnXX.l!!._who called the Second Vatican 
Council and who mandated that it address the ancient, long-neglected 
question of the Church's s~ritual debt to Ju~~VI, whOiili": 
pleIJ\ented that mandate and who institutionalized it throagh the 
creatiQn of the Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations with -
the Jews; and John Paul I, the "s~." whose all too brief reign 
was marked by an appreciation for the "divine humor" of creation 
and a sense of..@!ding hope in humanity. · · 

The declaration on the Jews, Nostra Aetate.....1i_ distilled in fifteen -
tightly worded Latin sentences the essence of the Second Vatican 
c'ouncil's major themes of biblical reappWsal. liturgical renewal, and 
o~nness to the Spirit working in the world beyond the visible bound
aries of the Church. lmple"ffientat1on ofNostra Aetate, then, can prop
erly be seen as a "litmus test" for the success or failure of the Council's 
vision as a whole. HOWhas Pope John Paul II fulfilled his commitment 
to his predecessors in the area of Catholic-Jewish relations, the area \ 
of the Church's ministry that embodies the most ancient and, some } 
would say, potentially divisive issues posed to the Church by its own ,.__ 
history? 

The following addresses and remarks by the pope were given on 
numerous occasions and in a re.!!larkably wide range of locations 
throu~lcCVirtually wherev~e_p_o.p.e has travelled, it 
can be said, there exists a Jewish community, wheth~r large, as in 
the United States, or tragically small, as in the tiny remnant of the 
once-flourishing Jewish community of Poland. And, wherever the pope 
goes, he seeks out those communitiestOreach out to them in rec-
onciliation an · f the infinite worth of Judaism's coiitlriUing .-
proclamation of the name of the ne Go in the world. 

7 
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The papal talks included here represent all those that have been 
officially printed. They provide a record of a p_!Q!ound spi~al pil
grimag~ f°r{.1;he P__QlMl ~the Church, almos!_ two millennia after the 
Churchs 1r as a JewisrtxnQYement in ~and and among the 
people of Israel. They are ordered in this book chronologically rather 
than.tiieiilatically. For, as we will try to show in thethematic analysis 
that follows, if read carefully, one can discern in them a growth and 
development in the pope's understanding of and a~reciation for how 
"the)ews define themselves in the light of their own religious ex-

._ penence" (Prologue, 1974 Guidelines, cited by the pope in his first 
address to representatives of Jewish organizations, 3/12/79). • Perhaps 
more important, this development teaches us much about how the 

~ 

( 
Church must reinterpret today its own understanding of its relation-
ship to the Jewish people as "people of God." · 

The ongoing papal reconsideration and redefinition of ancient the
olqglcal categories represent the fruits of a painstaking effort, sup-
ported by the efforts of thousands of Catholics and Jews in dialogue 
throughout the world, as the pope has acknowledged (Historic Visit 
to the Synagogue.9f Rome, 4/13/86, no. 4), to articulate anew the 

( 

mystery ofthe Church in the light of a_positive articulation of the 
abiding mystery-of Israel. The results, as the patient reader will dis
cern, are as b~athtakiqg as they have beeQQainstaking. 

£r.ogiess-, iA ORe sense, ha>Jleen painfully slow since the Second 
Vatican..._Council. It is measured in small ste~ere uttered 
to clarify an awkw~d phrase there; a slightly Ie~s ambigyous wording 
to replace a more. C\ffib1guous, potentially misleading theological for
mula; and so for~. _ Bu!Jbf'Jlirecti~clear, we believe, and the 
basic message starlqy__..!:!!liUDbi~he Church is not alone in the 
world as -:eeople of God." The Church isjoined-ey-tJleJewish people 
in its P.roclamat1on of ffie oneness of Goa and the true nature of 
human history, which is defined fiYTts end, the coming Re ign of God 
for 'WiiiCh Jews and Christians alike pray daily and, through their 
prayers, proclaim universally (cf. 1985 Vatican "Notes," II, 9-11). Ttie 
following thematic categories serve to organize just some of these 

• The papal addresses cited in this commentary are referred to by the dates on which 
they were delivered. For a complete listing of titles and chronological order, see 
Contents in this publication. 
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small steps and interventions by which the pope has sought to frame 
and to move forward the Church's side of historic dialogue between r 
Catholics and Jews. 

In assessing the major events of the year .1986 in the Diocese of 
Rome, the pope singled out his visit to "our eld~ · · 

b aham in their Rome a o " 1s most si~~tion ) 
~ the year. lt will be remembered, he predicted, "for centuries and 
millenniums in the history of.this city and this Church. I thank Divine 
Providence because the task was given to me" (National Catholic 
News Service, 12131/86). 

L The Spiritual Bond between the Church and the 
Jewish People: -The Special Relationship 

The notion of a "spiritual bond" linking the Church and the Jewish 
people ("Abraham's stock") was central to Nostra Aetate. lt has be
come a major theme of Pope John Paul H's own reftectfons on the 
subject over the years, one which he has consistently tried to probe 
and refine. In his first address to Jewish representatives, for example, 
he interpreted the conciliar phrase as meaning "that our two religious ) 
communit~s are cop.nected and clo~ly related atthevery level of 
their respedive identities" (3112179) and spoke of "fraternal dialogue" 
between the two. -

Terms such as fraternal and addressing one another as brothers 
and sisters, Of course, reflect ancient usage within the Christian com-,......__ 
munity. They imply an acknowledgment of a commonality of faith, 
with liturgical implications. It was an eclimeniCalbreakthrough, for 
example, when the Second Vatican Council and Pope Paul VI began 
the practice of addressing Orthodox and Protestant Christians in such 
terms. Pope John Paul ll's extension of this terminology to Jews, 
therefore, is by no means accidental. 

The relationship, he is saying, is not marginal to the Church. Rather, 
it reaches to the very essence of the nature of Christian faith itself, 
so that to deny it1S to deny somethin essential to the teaching of 
the Church (cf. Vatican "Notes," I, 2). The spiri!Yalbond wi Jews, 
for the pope, is properly understood as a "sacred one, stem.!!!i!!g ~ ,.
it does from the mysterious wHI of God" (10128185). 

In bringing this lesson home, the pope has used s tartling and 
powerful language. In his im tant allocution to the JewislLcom
munity of Mainz, W. German 11/17/80), for example, the pope likened 

--~~~~~~---~~ 
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the relationship to that between "the first and second part" of the 
- Christian Bible (i.e., between the Hebrew Scriptures and the New 

Testament). 
The dialogue between Catholics and Jews, therefore, is not a dia

logue between past (Judaism) and present (Christianity) realities, as 
- if the former had been "s~perseded" or "replaced'""15Y. the latter, as 

certain Christian polemicists would have it. "On the contrary," the 

( 

pope made clear in Mainz, "it is ~question rather of reciprocal en
lightenment and lanation 'ust as is the relationshi De"tween the 
Scriptures themselves" (cf. Dei Verbum, 11 . 

In this vein, the pope has also moved to assist Catholics to for
mulate more sensitive biblical terminology. Instead of the traditional 
terms Old Testament and New Testament, which might be understood 
to imply that the ~Id" has· been abrogated in favor of the "new" (a 
false conclusion known from history as the Marcionite heresy), the 
pope, in his recent address to the Jews of Aus i OJ/26186), has 
suggested the use of the terms, the ebrewScriptures and the Christian 
Scriptures as appropriate alternatives. Again, small changes can have 
major consequences in ·fueOiogical and sociological perception. 

( 

In the pope's view, so close is the spiritual bond between our two 
"peoples of God" that the dialogue is properly considered-unlike 
any other relationship between the Church and a world religion-to 
be "a~in-our Church" (Mainz, 11117/80). _,Interpreting 
NostraAetate during his visit to t:tie Rome Synagogue, the pope brought 
these themes to a dramatic culmination: 

The Church of Christ discovers her "bond" with Judaism by 
"searching into her own mystery" (Nostra Aetate, 4). The Jewish 
religion is not "extrinsic" to us, but in a certain way is "intrinsic" 
to our own religion. With Judaism, therefore, we have a rela-

hich we do not have with any other religion. You are 
dear!y~brothers ~ a certain waY, it could be said 
that you are our elder bro ers (Rome, 4/13/86). 

2. A Living Heritage 

The phrase, "elder brothers," used here with caution, raises the ques
tion of how the pope has dealt with the sometimes awkward (for 
Christians) question of the Church'sj;piritual debt to_J.udaism. Tra
ditionally, this debt has been acknowledged-as in m~dieval canon 

_ law's exception allowing Jews freedom of worship (~certain 
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limitations }-a right granted to no other religious group outside Chris-
tianity. · . 

Yet, the acknowl~gment often came negatively. For many Chris
tians over the ages, for example, the use of the tenn elder brother 
applied to the Jews would have conjured images of apologetic inter
pretations of the ~unger/elder brother stories of Genesis in which, 
the younger brother taJ<es over the hen e or ammony of the elder 
(e.g.,' sau and Jacob . The powerful imagery of the gothic cathedrals 
of Europe· is another example of this. Juxtaposed on either side of 
the portals of many medi~val cathedrals is a statue of the Synago~e 
(portrayed in the physical form of a woman), her head bowed, holding 
a broken~staff of the law, with the tablets of the Ten Commandments 
slippiMrrom her fin ers o and the Church, resplen
dently ~rect and triumphant on the other. The pairings sym o 1zed 
for the medieval artists th~ ~ge of the CovenantTrom Judaism to 
Christianity. · ._ 

Here, as in .so many other ways, however, the pope has sought to 
reinterpret cient a lo etics and to replace negative images with 
positive affirmations. In his address to the ew1s community in Mainz, 
the pope cited a passage from a declaration of the Bishops of the 
Federal Republic of Germany, issued earlier that year, callfug attention 
to "the spiritual heritage of Israel for the Churc;.!:!." He added to the 
citation, however, a single word that removed any possible ambiguity 
and opened up a new area of theological reflection, calling it "a living 

7 heritage, which must be understood and preserved in its depth and 
r@finess 0y us o ic Christian~" (11117180). 

Speaking to delegates frpm episcopal conferences, gathered in 
Rome in March 1982_, from around the world to discuss ways to foster 
improved Catholic-Jewish relations, the pope confirmed and advanced 
this direction of his thought: 

Ctiristians have taken the right path, that of justice and broth
erhood, in seeking to come together with their Semitic brethren, 
respectfully and perseveringly, in the common heritage, a her
itage that all value so highly .... To assess it carefully in itself 
and with due awareness of the faith and re ligious life of the 
Jewish people as they are rofessed a ctised still today, -
can greatly help us to understand better certain aspects of e 
life of the Church ([3/6/82], italics added). 

The "common spiritual patrimony" of Jews and Christians, then, 
is not som~ of Uie past but of the present. Just as the Church, 
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through the writings of its doctors and saints and the statements of 
its c;;ouncils. has developed a rich tradition interpreting andClarifying 
its spiritual heritage over the centuries, so has Judaism developed, 
throughJabbinic literature and the Talmud, through Jewish philos
ophers and mystics, what was 1ven to 1t m its foundin b God, as 
the 19 ati n "Notes" ex licit! state (Section VI). Today, then, 
the pope calls us to understand the "c.~:munon spiritual patrimony" 
not only positively but assertively as a joint witness of GOd's truth 

_ to the wo.!19: "Jews and Christians are the trustees and witnesses of 
. an ethic marked by the Ten Commandments in the observance of 
which man finds his truth and freedom" (Rome Synagogue, 4/13786). 
In the perspective of this renewed papal vision, one can imagine a 

- new statue of the S on cathedrals, head held high in faithful 
servance of God's perduring law; and a new statue o e Cflurch, 

with a look of saving humility mj!igatjng the triumphal expresslonof 
the past. The two, while remaining distinct, would stand together to 
proclaim the divine truth that both share and, yet, interpret in unique 
ways. 

3. Permanent Validity of God's Covenant with the 
Jewish People 

·, 

Underlying the above considerations is a central message that Pope 
John Paul II has made his own wherever he has travelled. This message 
grows out of the Second Vatican Council, and what the pope has done 
is to make explicit what was implicit in the Council's teaching. Not 

- only Nostra Aerate but the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, 
Lumen Gentium, drew upon the strong affirmation of St. Paul in Ro
mans 11 :2~29 when seeking to define the role of the Jewish people 

( 

in God's plan of salvation, even after the time of Christ: "On account 
of their fathers, this people [the Jews] remains most dear to God, for 
God does not repent of the gifts He makes nor of the calls He issues" 
(lumen Gentium, 16). 

Logically, the conciliar affirmation means that Jews remain God's 
chosen people in the fullest sense ("most dear"). This affirmation, the 
pope teaches, is JJneguivocal and in no way dimin!§hes the Church's 
own affirmation of its own standing as1_>eople of God." In Mainz, the 
pope addressed the Jewish community with full respect as "the people 

,.,..--of God of the Old Covenant, which has never been revokedby God," 
referring to Romans 11:29, and emphasized the "permanent value"-of 
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both the Hebrew Scriptures and the Jewish community that witnesses ) 
to those Scriptures as sacred texts (11/17/80). 

In meeting with representatives of episcopal conferences, the pope 
stressed the present tense of Romans 9:4-5 concerning the Jewish 
people, "who have the adoption as sons, and the glory and the cov- _ 
enants and the legislation and the worship and the promises" (3/6/82), 
whiie also affirming "the universal salvific significance of the death 
and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth" (ibid.). The pope does not seek 
a superficial reconciling of these two great tmths but alfinns thC,m 
both togetl'ler, commenting: "this means that the links between the 
Church and the Jewish people are founded on the design of the God 
of !;!!e Cove~1d.). Or, as the pope put it in addressing the Arit1-

clamation i:gU; of-B'nai B'rith, "the respect we speak of is based ) 
on the mysterious spiritual link which brings us close together, in 
Abraham and, through Abraham, in God who chose Israel and brought 
forth the Church from Israel" (3/22/84). -

Here, the·re ·1s.not the slightest hint of supersessionism or of that 
subtler form of triumphal~m ~that would envision Israel as having 
exhausted its salvilic role in "giving birth" to Chnstianity. The mystery, 
in the pope's profound vision, lies much deeper than any such "either/ 
or" theological dichotomies can reach_ It is precisely such a "both/ 
and" approach that the pope is calling Catholic scholars and ed~cators 
to develop today. In the words of the "Ecumenical Aids" for the Diocese 
of Rome, the ,mys!:._ry (a te~eserved for the sacraments and the 
deepest truths of.Qte Catholic faith) encompasses "the people of God, 
Jews and Christians!' -

Thepope's remarkable formulation in Australia distills years of 
theological development: "The Catholic faith is r~nal 
truths of ~Hebrew Scriptures anC!Tri the irrevocable covenant m 
with Abraham_ We, too, ratefull hold the e same truths of our JeWish 
heritage and look upon you as our brothers and sisters m l'eLord" 
011261ssr 

4. Catechetics and Llturgy 

For the pope, it is not enough to rework the framework of Christianity's 
traditional understanding of Jews and Judaism. The renewed vision 
of the relationship needs to permeate every area of church life. In his 
address to representatives of bishops' conferences, for example, the ) 
pope stressed especially, "the .£_ase of (Catholic] liturgy, whose Jewish 
roots remain still to be examined in depth. and in any case should --- -
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be known and appredated by our faithful" (3/6/82). Regarding cate
chesis, he encouraged a major effort: "We should aim, in this field, 

( 

that Catholic teaching at its different levels, in catechesis to children 
and young people, pres~ Jews and Judaism, not only in an honest 
and objective manner, free from prejudices and without any offenses, 
but also with full awareness of the heritage sketched above'libid.). 
~ In his response to the International Conference of Christians and 

Jews,. the pope noted that the ·~great common spiritual patrimony" 
shared by Jews and Christians rests on a "solid" foundation of ''faith 
in a God ... as a loving father ... ; in a common basic ·liturgical 
pattern, and in a common c~itment, groundea in faith, to all men 
and women in need, who are our 'nei hbors' (cf. Lv 19:18, Mk 12:32 

. and paralle s ' (716184). Catechesis and the liturgy itself, in other 

(
. words, have as a primary goal makmg clear the "spiritual bond" that 

links the Church to the people Israel (cf. Vatican "Notes," II, VI). 
Also needing to be made clear to Catholic youth is the often tragic 

history of Christian-Jewish relations over the centuries: "The proper 

(

- teaching of history is also a concern of yours [ICCJ's ]. Such a concern 
is very understandable~jyen the sad and entangled common history 
of Jews and Christians-a history that is not always taught or trans
mitted correctly" (7/6/84). As Fr. Edward Flannery commented in his 

(

classic sfiiely of that history, The Anguish of the Jews (Paulist, 1985), 
"those pages of history that Jews have committed to memory are the 
very ones that have been tom from Christian history books" (p. l). 

FinaJly, in his visit to th .. e Rome Synagogue, the pope added a note 
oJ .. urgency and even impatience to his encouragement to Catholic 
eciu~tors and homilists "to r;e:ent always and everywhere, to our
selves ang others, tf\e true;ic of the Jews and of Judaism ... at 

,,_... every level of _gutlook, teaching, and communication.'.' ( 4113/86), re
minding "my brothers and sisters of the Catholic Church" that guide

...-
lines "are already ava.ilable to everyone." In the 1974 Guidelines for 
the Implementation of"NostraAetate" (no. 4), and in the 1985 "Notes" 
issued by the Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations with 

( 

Judaism, the pope concluded that "it is only a question of studying 
them carefully, of immersing oneself in their teachings, and of putting 

,.-., them into practices" ( 4113/86). 

5. Condemnations of Anti-Semitism and 
Remembrances of the shiiiih 
A major theme that runs through the following addresses is the pope's 

_......., deep abhorrence of anti~Semitism. This abhorrence is not s imply 
theoretical. The pope lived under Nazism in Poland and experienced 
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personally pie malignancy of the ancient evil of Jew-hatred. 

In his very first audience with Jewish representatives, the pope 
reaffirmed the Second Vatican Council's repudiation ...Q[ anti-Semitism-I 
"as opposed to the very spirit of Christianity," and "which in any case 
the dignity of the human person alone would suffice to condemn" 
(3/12/79). The pope has repeated this message in country after country 
throughout the world. 

And, in country after country, especially in Europe, the pope has . 
called on Catholics to remember, "in p~lar, the memory of the ) 
people whose sons and dau hters were intended for total extermi
nation" (Hom1 y at uschwitz, . From llie intensity of his OWn 
experience, the pope is able to articulate ooth the uniqueness of the 

_Jewish experience of the Shoah (Holocaust) while, at th~ same time, ~ 
revering the mel_!lory of all of Nazism's millions of non-Jewish victims. 
He would, it may be appropriate to say, agree unreservedly with the 
formulation of Elie Wiesel: "Not every victim of the Holocaust was a ) . ../ 
Jew, but every Jew was a victim." 

Meeting with Jews · Paris 5131/80), the pope made a point of 
mentioning the great suffering of e Jewish community of France 
"during the dark years of the occupation," paying homage to them 
as victims "whose sacrifice, we know, has not been fruitless." The 
pope went on to acknowledge that from the French Jewish survivors 
came the courage of "pioneers, including Jules Isaac" to engage in 
the dialogue with Catholics .,,__that led to N<JH!a Aetate. In Germany 
(11/17/80), the .pope addressed the subject at some length. And, in 
his controversial homily at Otranto, he linked, for the first time, the r 
Holocaust and the rebirth Ol a Jewish State in the land of Israel: "the · 

Jewish People, after tragic experiences connected with the extenni- i./ 
nation of so many sons~d daugnter=s,-driven oy the desire for se
curity, set '!P . th~ State of Israel" (10/5/80, see below). 

Speaking as a Pole and as a Catholic on the fortieth anniversary 
of the uprising and destruction of the Warsaw Ghetto, the pope termed 
"that horri and tra ic event" a "desperate c for the right to life, 
for lil2_erty, and for the saJvation of human dignity" ( 4/25/83). On the ) 
twentieth anniversary of Nostra Ae~ pope stated that "anti
Semitism, in its ugly and sometimes violent manifestations, should 
be completely eradicated." He called the attention of the whole Church 
to the mandate given in the 1985 Vatican "Notes" tn...deYeJop.Holocaust 
curricula in Catholic schools and catechetical programs: "For Cath
olics, as the 'Notes' (no-:25) have asked them to do, to fathom the 
depths of the extermination of many millions of Jews during World 
War II and the wounds thereby inflicted on the consciousness of the 
Jewish people, theological reflection is also needed" (10/28185). 
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be known and appredated by our faithful" (3/6/82). Regarding cate
chesis, he encouraged a major effort: "We should aim, in this field, 

( 

that Catholic teaching at its different levels, in catechesis to children 
and young people, pres~ Jews and Judaism, not only in an honest 
and ob"ective manner, free from re·udices and without any offenses, 
but also with full awareness of the heritage sketche above ibid.). 
"' In his response to the International Conference of Christians and 

Jews, the pope noted that the ''.great common spiritual patrimony" 
shared by Jews and Christians rests on a "solid" foundation of ''faith 
in a God ... as a loving father ... ; in a common basic -liturgical 
Pilttem. a11d in a common C<2_Il1Illitment, groun<Iea in faith, to all men 
and women in need, who are our 'nei hbors' (cf. Lv 19:18, Mk 12:32 

. and paralle s (716184). Catechesis and the liturgy itself, in other 

(
, words, have as a primary goal makmg clear the "spiritual bond" that 

links the Church to the people Israel (cf. Vatican "Notes," II, VI). 
Also needing to be made clear to Catholic youth is the often tragic 

history of Christian-Jewish relations over the centuries: "The proper 

(

. teaching of history is also a concern of yours [ICCJ's]. Such a concern 
is very understandable,...giyen the sad and entangled common history 
of Jews and Christians-a history that is not always taught or trans
mitted correctly" (7/6/84). As Fr. Edward Flannery commented in his 

(

classic sfiiay of that history, The Anguish of the Jews (Paulist, 1985), 
"those pages of history that Jews have committed to memory are the 
very ones that have been torn from Christian history books" (p. 1). 

Finally, in his visit to th~e Rome Synagogue, the pope added a note 
o.f:_u~gency and even impatience to his encouragement to Catholic 
edu,.etors and homilists "to re:ent always and everywhere, to our
selves an~ others, thle truenc of th~m ... at 

.-- every level of _Qutlook, teaching, and communication'.' ( 4/13/86), re
minding "my brothers and sisters of the Catholic Church" that guide

...- lines "are already available to everyone." In the 1974 Guidelines For 
the Implementation of"NostraAetate" (no. 4), and in the 1985 "Notes" 
issued by the Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations with 

( 

Judaism, the pope concluded that "it is only a question of studying 
them carefully, of immersing oneself in their teachings, and of putting 

,,...,, them into practices" (4/13/86). 

5. Condemnations of Anti-Semitism and 
Remembrances of the Sliiiiih 
A major theme that runs through the following addresses is the pope's 

__...., deep abhorrence of anti-Semitism. This abhorrence is not s imply 
theoretical. The pope lived under Nazism in Poland and experienced 
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personally pie malignancy of the ancient evil of Jew-hatred. 
In his very first audience with Jewish representatives, the pope 

reaffirmed the Second Vatican Council's repudiation ..Q[ anti-Semitism .

1 
"as opposed to the very spirit of Christianity," and "which in any case 
the dignity of the human person alone would suffice to condemn" 
(3/12179). The pope has repeated this message in country after country 
throughout the world. 

And, in country after country, especially in Europe, the pope has . 
called on Catholics to remember, "in pa~ the memory of the ) 
people whose sons and dau hters were intended for total extermi
nation" (Hom1 y at uschwitz, 6 . From e intensity of his oWri 
experience, the pope is able to articulate both the uniqueness of the 

_Jewish experience of the Shoah (Holocaust) while, at th.!: same time, ~ 
revering the mel_!lory of all of Nazism's millions of non-Jewish victims. 
He would, it may be appropriate to say, agree unreservedly with the 
formulation of Elie Wiesel: "Not every victim of the Holocaust was a ) .../ 
Jew, but every Jew was a victim." · 

Meeting with Je\\'.s · Paris 5131/80), the pope made a point of 
mentioning the great suffering of e Jewish community of France 
"during the dark years of the occupation," paying homage to them 
as victims "whose sacrifice, we know, has not been fruitless." The 
pope went on to acknowledge that from the French Jewish survivors 
came the courage of "pioneers, including Jules Isaac" to engage in 
the dialogue with Catholics ...__that led to Ngura Aetate. In Germany 
(l l/17180), the pope addressed the subject at some length. And, in 
his controversial homily at Otranto, he linked, for the first lime, the } 
Holocaust and the rebirth Ol a Jewish State in the land of Israel: "the -

Jewish People, after tragic experiences connected with the extenni- J 
nation of so many sons..gnd daugnters,ariven by the desire for se
curity, set 1!£:th~ State of Israel" (10/5/80, see be low). 

Speaking as a Pole and as a Catholic on the fortieth anniversary 
of the uprising and destruction of the Warsaw Ghetto, the pope termed 
"that horri and tra ic event" a "desperate c for the right to life, 
for liQ.erty, and for the salvation of human dignity" ( 4125/83). On the ) 
twentieth anniversary of Nostra Aetafe;tne pope stated that "anti
Semitism, in its ugly and sometjmes violent manifestations, should 
be completely eradicated." He called the attention of the whole Church 
to the mandate given in the 1985 Vatican "Notes" to dellelop.Holocaust 
curricula in Catholic schools and catechetical programs: "For Cath
olics, as the 'Notes' (no-:25) have asked them to do, to fathom the 
depths of the extermination of many millions of Jews during World 
War II and the wounds thereby inflicted on the consciousness of the 
Jewish people, theological reflection is also needed" (l 0/28185). 
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~ In Australia, the pope recalled that "this is still the century of the 
· ... .._ Shoah" and praised the role Australia played in giving asylum "to 

thousands of refugees and survivors from that ghastly series of events." 
He intensified the Council's condemnation of anti-Semitism by de-

( 

daring that "no tb_eological justification could ever be found for acts 
of discri . . on or persecution against Jews. In fact, such acts must 
be held to be sinfu 6186). 

While not included in full here, it should be noted that over the 
years the pope has issued strong statements of condemnation of acts 
of terrorism against synagogues and Jewish comHm™ties, sending 

~ messages_of sympathy for their victims. For example, he condemned 
the win on a s agogue in Vienna, 
Austria as a "bloo~and absnr.d. act, which assails the ew1s com.:
munity in Austria and the entire world," and warned against a "new 
wave of that same anti-Semitism that has provoked so much mourning 
through the centuries" (NC News 9/1181). 

During the Octobe~ 7, 1985, seizure by Palestinian terrorists of the 
Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro, the pope condemned what he called 
"this grave act of violence a ai~st innocent and defenseless persons," 
calhng on the 11ack_ rs to" u 1 : "It is not through 
recourse to violence that one finds a just solution to problems. 1 wish 

_- that the perpetrators of this rash act would understand this." 
After the September 1986 attack on the Istanbul Synagogue, the 

pope expressed his "firm~ vigorous condemnation" of the act and 
his "heartfelt thought to the v1cbms ... brothers gathered together 

_....- in a place of prayer" (l'Osservatore Romano, 9/22/86). 

6. !Land and Staae of HsraeR 

Because of the great complexities of the Middle East situation, which 
it is not within th~urv1ew of this volume to address, much less 
unravel, it must be acRnowledged that papal teaching on this subject 
of such central col!_cem to the Jewish community is _more nuanced 
and, at times, ambiguous than that to be found in the offier categortes ., 
included in this analysis. Still, from the perspective of Catholic-Jewish 
dialogue, which is to say from the perspective of how well Catholics, 

(

. through dialogue, have come to understand "by what essential traits 
the Jews define themselves in the light of their own religious expe
rience" (1974 Guidelines, Prologue), one can discern a measure of 
progress in understanding as reftected in the papal statements. 

Clearly, there still exist differences of view between the Holy See 
. ··~--~~~~~~ 
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and the State of Israel, such that the hope for an exchange of am
bassadors between the two expressed by many Jewish and Catholic 
leaders has not yet been realized. The reaso_ns, as stated by the Holy 
See, include the unsettled nature of the boundary between Israel and 
some of its neighfurs, the.aisposition of the city of Jerusalem, and 
thesecurity of Christian mmuniltes m Arab countries. ~ 

There are, however, certain diplomatic relations between the Holy 
See and Jerusalem. The Israeli Embassy in Rome includes an officer 
that relates to the Vatican Secretariat of State. The Apostolic Delegate 
in Jerusalem communicates with the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs_. 
When Israeli leaders meet with the pope, the protocol is that accorded 
to a state visit. Given the symbolic as well as practical nature of 
diplomatic relations, a full exchange of ambassadors would deepen \ 
greatly the relationship between Catholics and Jews. . J 

The papal addresses included here represent something of the 
pope's own generally, positive attitudes toward the State of Israel as 
well as toward the Palestinians and, above all, his very deep hopes 
that the holy city of Je !em can become "a crossroads of recon
ciliatio e " a "meeting point" between Christians, Jews, and 
Muslims (Homily at Otranto:-1075180). 

The pope's attitude toward the State of Israel is most completely 
revealed in his Apostolic Letter of April 20, 1984, RedemptionisAnno: 

For the Jewish people who live in the State of Israel and who ) 
preserve in that land such precious testimonies of their history 
and their faith, we must ask for the desired security and the 
due tranquility that is the prerogative of every nation and con
dition of life and of progress for every society. 

This is an unambiguous affirmation of the right of the Jewish State ) 
to existence and security. 

The Holy See's 1985 "N es" distin ish between the peo le, land, 
and State of Israel. They affirm the validity o e ewish people's 
attachment to the land and the xistence of the State under inter
natiQnal law, but caution a~t a ·biblical-fun amentalist interpre
tation of the ~ligious implications of modern events. Wliile not ii 
papal statement, as such, the reference intfie''Notes" deserves to be 
cited here in full for the overall perspective it gives on the issue as 
it is raised in Catholic teaching today: 

The history of Israel did not ~nd in A.O. 70 ( c.f. Guidelines, II). \ 
It continued, especially in a numerous Diaspora which allowed ) 
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Israel to carry to the whole world a witness-often heroic-of 
its fidelity to the one God and to "exalt him in the presence of 
all the living" (Tb 13:4), while preserving the memory of the . 
land of their forefathers at the . heart of their hope (Passover 
Seder). . . 

,, 
Christians are invited to understand this ·religious attachment, 
which finds its roots in biblical tradition, without, however, 
ma.king their own any particular religious interpretation of this 
relationship (cf. Statement on Catholic-Jewish Relations, Na: 
tional Conference of Catholic Bishops, November 20, 1975). 

The existence of the State of Israel and its political options 
should be envisaged not in a perspective which, is in itself re
ligious, but in their reference to the common principles of in
ternational Jaw (Notes on the Correct Way to Present Jews and 
Judaism in the Preaching and Catechesis of the Roman Catholic 
Church, Vatican Commission for Religious Relations with the 
J~ws, May 1985). 

7. A V!sion for the Furore: The CalH to Jofint Witness 
and Action in History 

Central to the pope's vision of the Christian-Jewish relationship is the 
hope that it offers for jpint social acti<l!l and witness to the One God 
and the reality of the Kingdom of (:iod as the defining-point of human 
h~ry. In his addres~ Mainz, the pope calls this "third dimension" 
of the dialogue a "sacred duty": "Jews and Christians, as children of 

__.:-,Abraham, are called to be a blessing for the world (cf: Gn 12:2ff) by 
· committing themselves to work together for peace and justice among 

all peoples" (11117/80). 
Such joint action, for the pope, is far more than simple "good 

_., neighborliness." It is a fulfillment of what is essential to the mission 
of both Judaism and Christianity for, "certainly, the great task of 
promoting justice and peace (cf. Ps 85:4), the sign of the messianic 
age in both the Jewish and Christian traditions, is grounded in its 
~um in the great prophetic heritage" (3/22/84). The possibility of a 
joint proclamation by word and deed in the world, which yet avoids 
"any sy:ncre.tism_.aran.}tafuhiguous appropriation" ( 4113/86), is seen 
by the pope as no less than a divine call: 'The existence and provi
dence of the Lord, our Creator and Saviour, are thus made present 
in the witness of our daily conduct and belief. This is one of the 
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responses that those who believe in God and are prepared to 'sanctify ) 
his name' [Kiddush ha-Shem] (ct. Mt 6:9) can and should give to the 
secularistic climate of the present day" (4119/85). 

This way of collaboration "in service of humanity" as a means of 
preparing for God's Kingdom unites Jews and Christians on -a_ level 
that, in a sense, can be said to beCleeper dlan tlie doctrmaJ distinctions 
that div.ide us historically. "Through different but finally convergent\ 
ways we will be able t~ reach, with the help of the Lord, who has 
never ceased to love his people (Rom 11: I), true brotherhood in ) 
reconciliation and respect and to contribute to a full implementation 
of God's plan in history" (316182). That "full implementation" the pope 
defines in religious tenns. It is a "society ... where justice reigns and ) 
where . . . throughout the world it is peace that rules, the shalom 
hoped for by the lawmakers, prophets, and wise men of Israel" ( 4/13186). 

In conclusion, to use the words of the 1985 Vatican "Notes" to 
summarize Pope John Paul Il's thoughts on Christian-Jewish relations, 
one can say that it is his vision that through dialogue: 

We shall reach a greater awareness that the people of God of 
the Ancient [Hebrew] Scriptures and the New Testament are 
tending toward a like end in the future: the coming or return of 
the Messiah-even it they start from two different points of view. 
Attentive to the same God who has spoken, hanging on the same 
word, we have to witness to one same memory and one common 
hope in Him who is the master of history. We must also accept 
our responsibility. to prepare the world for the coming of the 
Messiah by working together for social justice, respect for the 
rights of persons and nations, and for social and internationaJ 
reconciliation. To this we are driven, Jews and Christians, by 
the command to love our neighbor, by a common hope for the 
Kingdom of God, and by the great heritage of the Prophets. 

Eugene J. Fisher 
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Allil «Rn emt ~e ff~ ir ~ e II» ire~e rrntttrnttnv <e§ ({}ff 
Jewn§Iln (Q)irgtrnrrnii7ltrnttii~ nn§ 
March 12, 1979 

Jewn§b Perspectives on Jl}iaJogue 

On March 12, 1979, Pope John Paul fl received in audience representa
tives of Jewish organizations. They were in Rome for meetings of the 
International Jewish Liaison Committee. Philip K/utznick, president of 
the World Jewish Congress, spoke in behalf of the Jewish delegation 
on that occasion. In the address which follows, he said that the pope 
had developed a special understanding during World War II of the 
demonic consequences of hatred directed to the Jews in Poland. He 
also discussed the problem of Soviet Jewry and the importance of "the 
covenant of the land" to Jewish people. 

"Peace, peace be unto you, and peace be to your helpers" (1 Chr 
12:18) . 

With these words from holy scripture we convey to you our sincere 
good wishes for the success of your pontificate and offer our heartfelt 
prayers for the welfare of the millions of Catholic faithful throughout 
the world. 

This is an important occasion in the long and often difficult history 
of the relations between the Catholic Church and the Jewish people. 
This history was profoundly affected by Vatican Council II and by 
subsequent events. 

With Nostro Aetate, promulgated by the Vatican Council in 1965, 
and the guidelines of 1975 which amplified the teachings of the con
ciliar document, the church embarked on a profound examination of 
its relationship to Judaism. The establishment of the Commission for 
Religious Relations with the Jews and the formation of the Interna
tional Catholic-Jewish Liaison Committee served to encourage a fra
ternal dialogue based on mutual respect. The result has been a 
significant improvement in Catholic-Jewish understanding and friend
ship, based on the affirmation of a shared ·reverence for sacred scrip
ture, the condemnation of anti-Semitism, support of religious liberty 
and joint social action. 
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Judaism and the Catholic Church share in the belief that authentic 
faith compels religious people to be vitally concerned for the welfare 
of individuals and societies. God is not indifferent to man's injustice 
toward his fellow man. We have noted with admiration that in areas 
of the world where grave violations of religious liberty and of other 
human rights exist, the Catholic Church has courageously upheld the 
values which flow from our common conviction that human beings 
are not accidental appearances on the cosmic scene but creations of 
God whose dignity stems from the divine image implanted by the 
creator. As a people that has known suffering, and impelled by the 
moral teachings of our faith, we are committed to the alleviation of 
human misery and injustice wherever they may be found. 

Your Holiness, Poland, your country of origin, was a great center 
of Jewish culture for over a thousand years. This great epoch in Jewish 
history came to a tragic end during World War II when most of 
EuropeaIJ. Jewry was destroyed, victims of the most virulent anti
semitism. Your Holiness experienced firsthand the demonic conse
quences of religious and racial hatred which resulted in the immense 
human suffering of World War II and culminated in the holocaust of 
European Jewry. Therefore, you have a special understanding of the 
importance of eradicating the spiritual sickness that is anti-Semitism 
and of combating prejudice in all its forms. 

Anti-semitism is a disease which can be dormant and then reappear 
in new and insidious guises. That is why the Jewish community has 
been so concerned with the problem of Soviet Jewry. 

We dedicate ourselves again to the struggle for human ·rights and 
fundamental freedoms for all persons and to the cause of religious 
liberty. Jews will work together with Catholics and others in the 
common search for social justice and peace. 

The guidelines implementing Nostro Aerate invite Christians to 
learn by what essential traits Jews define themselves in the light of 
their religious experience. In the Jewish self-understanding, the bond 
of people of the covenant to the land is fundamental. In the long 
history of the Jewish people, few events have been experienced with 
as much pain as the Exile, the separation of the people from the· land 
promised by God. Never, during this separation, have the people of 
Israel lost hope in the fulfillment of the divine promise. 

Much progress in the relations of the Catholic Church and the 
Jewish people has been made since Vatican Council II. 

At meetings of the liaison committee we have welcomed the pro
gressive elimination of references unfavorable to Jews and Judaism 
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from Catholic teaching· materials and the remova·I of unfavorable 
stereotypes from Jewish teaching materials. 

We trust that during your pontificate these principles will be re
affinned and further progress will be made in advancing mutual es
teem between our faith communities. 

The members of the International Jewish Committee for lnterre
ligious Consultations-consisting of the World Jewish Congress, the 
Synagogue Council of America, including the Union of American He
brew Congregations, the American Jewish Committee, the Anti-Def. 
amation League B'nai B'rith-and the Israel Jewish Council for 
fnterreligious Consultations-reiterate their good wishes for the suc
cess of the tasks before you. May we together contribute to the world 
of which Isaiah (32: 16-17) spoke when he said: 

Then justice will dwell in the wilderness and righteousness abide 
in the fruitful field. And the effect of righteousness will be peace, 
and the result of righteousness quietness and trust forever. 

Resjp)o111se off the !Pope _, 

Jn the address which he delivered at this meeting, the pope spoke of 
fraternal dialogue and collaboration with the Jews and pledged to do 
everything in his power for the peace of that land "which is holy for 
you as for us. " 

Dear Friends, 

It is with great pleasure that I greet you, presidents and represen
tatives of the Jewish world organizations, and in that capacity forming 
with the representatives of the Catholic Church the international 
liaison committee. I greet also the other representatives of various 
national Jewish committees who are here with you. Four years ago, 
my predecessor, Paul VI, received in audience this same international 
committee and told them how he rejoiced that they had decided to 
meet in Rome, the city which is the center of the Catholic Church 
(cf. Address of Jan. I 0, 1975). 

Now you have also decided to come to Rome, to greet the new 
pope, to meet with members of the Commission for Religious Relations 

· with the Jews, and thus to renew and give a fresh impulse to the 
dialogue which for the past years you have had with authorized rep
resentatives of the Catholic Church. This is indeed, therefore, an 
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important moment in the history of our relations, and I am happy to 
have the occasion to say a word myself on this subject. 

-II 

Religious Relations with the Jews, Dec. I, 1974). Another important 
reflection is the following: "In virtue of her divine mission, and her 
very nature, the church must preach Jesus Christ to the world (Ad 
Gentes, 2). Lest the witness of Catholics to Jesus Christ should give 
offense to Jews, they must talce care to live and spread their Christian 
faith while maintaining the strictest respect for religious liberty in 
line with the teaching of the Second Vatican Council (Dignitatis Hu
manae ). They will likewise strive to understand the difficulties which 
arise for the Jewish soul-rightly imbued with an extremely high, 
pure notion of the divine transcendence-when faced with the mys
tery of the incarnate Word" (Guidelines, 1). 

As your representative has mentioned, it was the Second Vatican 
Council with its declaration Nostra Aetate (n. 4) that provided the 
starting point for this new and promising phase in the relationship 
between the Catholic Church and the Jewish religious community. In 
effect, the council made very clear that, "while searching ,into the 
mystery of the church," it recalled "the spiritual bond linking the 
people of the new covenant with Abraham's stock" (Nostra Aetate, 
4). Thus it understood that our two religious communities are con
nected and closely related at the very level of their respective religious 
identities. For "the beginning of [the church's]' faith and election are 
already found among the patriarchs, Moses and the prophets," and 
"therefore she cannot forget that she received the revelation of the 
Old Testament through the people with whom God in his inexpressible 
mercy deigned to establish the ancient covenant" (ibid.). It is on the 
basis of all this that we recognize with utmost clarity that-the path 
along which we should proceed with the Jewish religious community 
is one of fraternal dialogue and fruitful collaboration. 1 

These recommendations refer, of course, to the Catholic faithful, 
but I do not think it is superfluous to repeat them here. They help us 
to have a clear notion of Judaism and Christianity and of their true 
mutual relationship. You are here, I believe, to help us in our reflec
tions on Judaism. 'And I am sure that we find in you, and in the 
communities you represent, a real and deep disposition to understand 
Christianity and the Catholic Church in its proper identity today, so 
that we may work from both sides toward our common aim of over
coming every kind of prejudice and discrimination. According to this solemn mandate, the Holy See has sought to 

provide the instruments for such dialogue and collaboration and to 
foster their realization both here at the center and elsewhere through
out the church. Thus, the Commission for Religious Relations with 
the Jews was created in 1974. At the same time, the dialogue began 
to develop at several levels in the local churches around the world 
and with the Holy See itself. I wish to acknowledge here the friendly 
response and good will, indeed the cordial initiative, that the church 
has found and continues to find among your organizations and other 
large sections of the Jewish community. 

I believe that both sides must continue their strong efforts to 
overcome the difficulties of the past, so as to fulfill God's command
ment of love, and to sustain a truly fruitful and fraternal dialogue that 
contributes to the good of each of the partners involved and to our 
better service of humanity. 

The guidelines you have mentioned, whose value I wish to under
line and reaffirm, indicate some ways and means to obtain these aims. 
You have rightly wished to stress a point of particular importance: 
"Christians must therefore strive to acquire a better knowledge of the 
basic components of the religious tradition of Judaism; they must 
strive to learn by what essential traits the Jews define themselves in 
the light of their own religious experience" (Prologue, Guidelines and 
Suggestions for Jewish-Christian Relations, Vatican Commission for 
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In this connection it is useful to refer once more to the council 
declaration Nostra A et ate and to· repeat what the guidelines say about 
the repudiation of "all forms of anti-Semitism and discrimination," 
"as opposed to the very spirit of Christianity," but ''which in any case 
the dignity of the human person alone would suffice to condemn" 
(Guidelines, prologue). The Catholic Church therefore clearly repu
diates in principle and in practice all such violations of human rights 
wherever they may occur throughout the world. I am, moreover, happy 
to evoke in your presence today the dedicated and effective work of 
my predecessor Pius XII on behalf of the Jewish people. And on my 
part I shall continue with divine help in my pastoral minisby in 
Rome-as I end~avored to do in the See of Cracow-to be of assis
tance to all who suffer or are oppressed in any way. 

Following also in particular in the footsteps of Paul VI, I intend to 
foster spiritual dialogue and to do everything in my power for the 
peace of that land which is· holy for you as it is for us, with the hope 
that the city of Jerusalem will be effectively guaranteed as a center 
of hannony for the followers of the three great monotheistic religions 
of Judaism, Islam and Christianity, for whom the city is a revered 
place of devotion. 

lam sure that the very fact of this meeting today, which you have 
so kindly asked to have, is in itself an expression of dialogue and a 
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new step toward that fuller mutual understanding which we are called 
to achieve. By pursuing this goal we are all sure of being faithful and 
obedient to the will of God, the God of the patriarchs and prophets. 
To God, then, I would like to turn at the end of these reflections. All 
of us, Jews and Christians, pray frequently to him with the saine 
prayers, taken from the Book which we both consider to be the word 
of God. It is for him to give to both religious communities, so near 
to each other, that reconciliation and effective love which are at the 
same time his command and his gift (cf. Lv 19:18; Mk 12:30). In this 
sense, I believe, each time that Jews recite the "Sherna' Israel," each 
time that Christians recall the first and second great commandments, 
we are, by God's grace, brought nearer to each other. 

As a sign of the understanding and fraternal love already achieved, 
let me express again my cordial welcome and greetings to you all 
with that word so rich in meaning, taken from the Hebrew language, 
which we Christians also use in · our Liturgy: Peace be with you. 
Shalom. Shalom! 

IHI<0>rnmnlly <dlft Aun~cellnm~ 
June 7, U979 

Two former Nazi concentration camps were the setting for a dramatic 
appearance by Pope John Paul II at Auschwitz. He paid tribute :lune 
7, 1979, to the millions killed at the camps and made special reference 
to the Jewish martyrs, citing also Father Maximilian Kolbe, Edith Stein 
and others. In this homily the pope awakens the remembrance of 
millions of victims of the tragic slaughter. (Oswiecim was known during 
World War II by its German name Auschwitz.) . 

I have come and I kneel on this Golgotha of the modem world, on 
these tombs, largely nameless like the great Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier. I kneel before all the inscriptions that come one after another 
bearing the memory of the victims of Oswiecim in the languages: 
Polish, English, Bulgarian, Romany, Czech, Danish, French, Greek, 
Hebrew, Yiddish, Spanish, Flemish, Serbo-Croat, German, Norwegian, 
Russian, Romanian, Hungarian and Italian. 

In particular I pause with you, dear participants in this encounter, 
before the inscription in Hebrew. This inscription awakens the mem· 
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ory of the people whose sons and daughters were jntended for total 
extermination. This people draws its origin from Abraham, our father 
in faith (cf. Rom 4:12), as was expressed by Paul of Tarsus. The very 
people who received from God the commandment "thou shalt not 
kill" itself experienced in a special measure what is meant by killing. 
ft is not permissible for anyone to pass by this inscription with in
difference. 

To ttlln<e JJ~m~Iln CC<0> mmmmunnnnfry--===-lIB<dlitit~Il"Y 
Pairlk 
October 3, 1979 

When Pope John Paul II revisited New York's Battery Park on October 
3, 1979, he commented that the Jewish and Christian communities 
were closely related at the level of their respective religious identities, 
which can be the source of fraternal dialogue and fruitful collabo
ration. 

I address a special word of greeting to the leaders of the Jewish 
community whose presence here honors me greatly. A few months 
ago, I met with an international group of Jewish representatives in 
Rome. On that occasion, recalling the initiatives undertaken following 
the Second Vatican Council under my predecessor, Paul VI, I stated 
that "our two communities are connected and closely related at the 
very level of their respective religious identities," and that on this 
basis "we recognize with utmost clarity that the path along which we 
should proceed is one of fraternal diaJogue and fruitful collaboration" 
(L'Osservatore Romano, ~arch 12- 13, 1979). I am glad to ascertain 
that this same path has been followed here, in the United States, by 
large sections of both communities and their respective authorities 
and representative bodies. Several common programs of study, mu
tual knowledge, a common determination to reject aJJ forms of anti
semitism and discrimination, and various forms of collaboration for 
human advancement, inspired by our common biblical heritage, have 
created deep and permanent links between Jews and Catholics. As 
one who in my homeland has shared the suffering of your brethren, 
I greet you with the word taken from the Hebrew language: Shalom! 
Peace be with you. 
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1980 
To a Group from llie British Councill 
of Christians and J~ws at GelJ!lera! 
Audience · 
March 19, 1980 

J am pleased to offer a special word of greeting to members of the 
Council of Christians and Jews coming from various parts of the British 
Isles. I am aware that the purpose of your association is to strive to 
overcome prejudice, intolerance and discrimination, and to work for 
the betterment of human relations. I wish to express my cordial 
encouragement of your praiseworthy aims, and I gladly invoke upon 
all of you abundant divine blessings. 

Meetbn~ wiili Je~$ iiHll J?m~ 
May 31, 1980 

While in France the pope met with representatives of the Jewish com
munity on May 31, 1980. He paid tribute to the pioneers like Jules 
Isaac who opened the way to the present active stage of dialogue and 
collaboration between the church and Judaism. He called for a deep
ening of these relationships so that, united by the biblical ideal Jews 
and Christians might work together for a society free of discrimination 
and a world at peace. 

Dear Brothers, 

It is a joy for me to receive the representatives of the numerous 
and vigorous Jewish community of France. This community has, in
deed, a long and glorious history. It is necessary to recall here the 
theologians, exegetes, philosophers, and personages of public life who 
have distinguished it in the past and still distinguish it. It is true also, 
and I make a point of mentioning it, that your community suffered a 
great deaJ during the dark years of the occupation and the war. I pay 
homage to these victims, whose sacrifice, we know, has not been 
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fruitless. It was from there that there really began, thanks to the 
courage and decision of some pioneers, including Jules Isaac, the ; 
movement that has led us to the present dialogue and collaboration, f 

inspired and promoted by the declaration Nostra Aetate of the Second ' 
Vatican Council. 

This dialogue and this collaboration are very much alive and active 
here in France. This makes me happy. Between Judaism and the 
church, there is a relationship, as I said on another occasion to Je~ish ; 
representatives, a relationship "at the very level of their respective . 
religious identities" (Address of March 12, 1979). This relationship . 
must be further deepened and enriched by study, mutual knowledge, · 
religious education on both sides, and the effort to overcome the · 
difficulties t!?.at still exist. That will enable us .~o work together for a 
society free of discrimination~ and prejudices, in which love and not 
hatred, peace and not war, justice and not oppression, may reign. It 
is towards this l?,iblical ideal that we should always look, .since it 
unites us so deeply. l take advantage of this happy opportunity to 
reaffirm it to you again and to express to you my hope. of pursuing 
it together. 

~emmairlk§ Il<r» illlne JJewn~Iln <C<a>mmmmllilrmntly 
firm §a <IJ) !ID a 11Il Il <a> 
July 3, 1980 

·on July 3, 1980, representatives of the Jewish community in Sao Paulo, 
Brazil heard Pope John Paul adverting to the religious frictions of the 
past but stressing the interfaith cooperation, especially of Jewish
Christian. leadership and the present-day friendships as well as the 
bonds that unite the church with the descendants of Abraham in Brazil 

I am very happy to be able to greet you, the representatives of the 
Jewish community of Brazil, which is so vibrant and active in Sao 
Paulo, in Rio de Janeiro and in other cities. And I thank you from the 
bottom of my heart for your great friendliness in wanting to meet 
with me on the occasion of this apostolic journey to the great Brazilian 
nation. For me, it is a happy opportunity to show and to tighten the 
bonds that link the Catholic .Church and Jupaism here in Brazil, and 
reaffinn in this way the importance of the relations that are develop int 
between us. 
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As you know, the Declaration Nostra Aerate of the Second Vatican 
council, in its fourth paragraph, affirms that in scrutinizing its own 
mystery the church "remembers the bond that unites it with the 
descendants of Abraham." In this way the relation between the church 
and Judaism is not external to the two religions: it is something that 
is based on the distinctive religious heritage of both, on the very 
origins of Jesus and the apostles and in the environment within which 
the early church grew and developed. 

In spite of this, our respective religious identities have divided us, 
at times grievously, through the centuries. This should not .be an 
obstacle to our now respecting this same identity, wanting to em
phasize our common heritage and in this way to cooperate, in light 
of this same heritage, for the solution of problems which afflict con
temporary society, a society needing faith in God, obedience to his 
holy laws, active hope in the coming of his kingdom. 

I am very pleased to know· that this relationship of cooperation 
already exists here in Brazil, especially through the Judeo-Christian 
brotherhood. Thus Jews and Catholics strive to deepen the common . 
biblical heritage without, however, trying to conceal the differences 
which separate us and in this way a renewed mutual knowledge· can 
lead to a more adequate presentation of each re{igion in the teaching 
of the other. Upon this solid base, cooperation for the benefit of 
concrete man, promotion of his rights, not rarely trod upon, of his 
just participation in the pursuit of the common good, without exclu
siveness or discrimination, can be built up, as it is now being built. 

These, moreover, are some of the points brought to the attention 
of the Catholic community by the Orientations and Suggestions for 
the Application of the Council Declaration Nostra Aerate published by 
the Commission for Religious Relations with Judaism in 1975, a5 well 
as by the corresponding paragraphs of the final document of the 
Conference of Puebla (n. 1110, 1123). 

This will make the valuable spiritual patrimony that joins Jews and 
Christians vibrant and effective for the good of all. This I desire with 
all my heart. And this will hopefully be the fruit of ·this brotherly 
encounter with the representatives of the Jewish community of Brazil. 

Homily sift (Q}fbrallllft~9 Ilra.Ily 
October 5, 1980 

On Sunday, October 5, 1980 the Holy Father concluded his pilgrimage 
to Otranto with the celebration of Mass on the Hill of the Martyrs, 
commemorating the 500th anniversary of the death of Blessed Antonio 
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Primo/do and his 800 companions. The pope delivered the following 
homily. 

Prayer for Middle East 

At the same time we cannot close our eyes to particularly delicate 
situations that have developed there and still exist. Harsh conflicts 
have broken out; the Middle East region is pervaded by tensions and 
strife, with the ever incumbent risk of the outbreak of new wars. It 
is painful to note that confticts have often taken place following the 
lines of division between different confessional groups, so that it has 
been possible for some people, unfortunately, to feed them artificially 
by appealing to the religious sentiment. 

. The terms of the Middle East drama are well known: the Jewish 
People, after tragic experiences connected with the extennination of 
so many sons and daughters, driven by the desire for security, set 
up the State of Israel. At the same time the painful condition of the 
Palestinian People was created, a large part of whom are excluded 
from their land. These are facts that are before everyone's eyes. And 
other countries, such as Lebanon, are suffering as a result of a crisis 
which threatens to be a chronic one. In these days, .finally, a bitter 
conflict is in progress in a neighbo_uring region, between lrak and 
Iran. 

Gathered here today, at the tombs of the Martyrs of Otranto, let 
us meditate on the words of the liturgy, which proclaim their glory 
and their power in the Kingdom of God: "They will govern nations 
and rule over peoples, and the Lord will reign over them for ever". 
Therefore in union with these Martyrs, we present to the One God, 
to the Living God, to the Father of all men, the problems of peace in 
the Middle East and also the problem, which is so dear to us, of the 
rapport and real dialogue with those with whom we are united-in 
spite of the differences-by faith in one God; the faith inherited from 
Abraham. May the spirit of unity, mutual respect and understanding 
prove to be more powerful than what divides and sets in opposition. 

Lebanon, Palestine, Egypt, the Arabian Peninsula, Mesopotamia 
nourished for millennia the roots of traditions sacred for each of the 
three religious groups. There again, for centuries, Christian, Jewish, 
and Islamic communities lived together on the same territories; in 
those regions, the Catholic Church boasts communities outstanding 
for their ancient history, vitality, variety of rites, and their own spir
itual characteristics. . 
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Towering high over all this world, like an ideal centre, a precious 
jewel-case that keeps the treasures of the most venerable memories, 
and is itself the first of these treasures, is the Holy City, Jerusalem, 
today the object of a dispute that seems without a solution, tomor
row-if people only want it!-tomorrow a crossroads of reconciliation 
and peace. 

Yes, we pray that Jerusalem, instead of being as it is today the 
object of strife and division, may become the meeting point towards 
which the eyes of Christians, Jews, and Moslems will continue to tum, 
as to their own common hearth; round which they will feel as brothers, 
no one superior, no one in the debt of others; towards which pilgrims, 
foliowers of Christ, or faithful of Mosaic' law, or members of the 
commun.ity of Islam, will continue to direct their steps . 

f 

Address to the Jewish · 
Community-W. Germany 
November 17, 1980 

Pope John Paul spoke to representatives of the Jewish community 
November 17, 1980, at Mainz, West Germany. He pointed out that an 
address such as this is not merely a matter of correcting a false religious 
view of the Jewish people but is above all, "a question of the dialogue 
between the two religions which with Islam can give to the world the 
belief in one ineffable God who speaks to us and which, representing 
the entire world, wish to serve him. " 

Shalom! 
Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Brothers and Sisters! 

. I .thank you for your friendly and sincere words of greeting. This 
meeting was a deep need for me in the framework of this apostolic 
journey, and I thank you for fulfilling it. May God's blessing accompany 
this houri 

1. If Christians must consider themselves brothers of all men and 
behave accordingly, this holy obligation is all the more binding when 
they find themselves before members of the Jewish people! In the 
"Declaration on the relati9nship of the Church with Judaism" in April 
of this year, the Bishops of the Federal Republic of Gennany put this 
sentence at the beginning: "Whoever meets Jesus Christ, meets Ju-
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daism". I would like to make these words mine too. The faith of the 
Church in Jesus Christ, the son of David and the son of Abraham (cf. 

, Mt 1:1) actuaJly contai~s what the bishops call in that decJaration 
"the spiritual heritage of Israel for the Church" (par. 11 ), a living 
heritage, which must be understood and preserved in its depth and 
richness by us Catholic Christians. · 

2. The concrete brotherly relations between Jews and Catholics in 
Germany assume a quite particular value against the grim background 
of the persecution and the attempted extennination of Judaism in 
this country. The innocent victims in Germany and elsewhere, the 
families destroyed or dispersed, the culturaJ values or art treasures 
destroyed forever, are a tragic proof where discrimination and con
tempt of human dignity can lead, especially if they are animated by 
perverse theories on a presumed difference in the value of races or 
on the division of men into men of "high worth", ''worthy of living", 
and men who are ''worthless", "unworthy of living". Before God aJI 
men are of the same value and importance. 

In this spirit, during the persecution, Christians likewise committed 
themselves, often at the risk of their lives, to prevent or relieve the 
sufferings of their Jewish brothers and sisters. I wouJd like to express 
recognition and gratitude to them at this moment. And also to those 
people who, as Christians, affirming they belonged to the Jewish 
people, travelled aJong the uia crucis of their brothers and sisters to 
the end-like the great Edith Stein, called in her religious institute 
Teresa Benedikta of the Cross, whose memory is rightly held in great 
honour. 

I would further like to mention also Franz Rosenzweig and Martin 
Buber, who, through their creative familiarity with the Jewish and 
Gennan languages, constructed a wonderful bridge for a deeper meet
ing of both cultural areas. 

You yourselves stressed, in your words of greeting, that in the 
many efforts to build up a new common life with Jewish citizens in 
this country, Catholics and the Church have made a decisive contri
bution. This recognition and the necessary collaboration on your part 
fills me with joy. For my part, I wish to express grateful admiration 
aJso for your initiatives in this connection, including the recent foun
dation of your Heidelberg University. 

3. The depth and richness ·of our common heritage are revealed 
to us particularly in friendly dialogue and trusting collaboration. I 
rejoice that, in this country, conscious and zeaJous care is dedicated 
to aJl ·this. Many public and private initiatives in the pastoral, aca
demic, and social field serve this purJ)ose, as on very solemn occasions 
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such as the recent one at the Katholikentag in Berlin. Also an en
couraging sign was the meeting of the international liaison committee 
between the Roman Catholic Church and Judaism in Regensburg last 
year. . 

It is not just a question of correcting a false religious view of the 
Jewish people, which in the course of history was one of the causes 
that contributed to misunderstanding and persecution, but above all 
of the dialogue between the two religions which-with Islam-gave 
the world faith in the one, ineffable God who speaks to us, and which 
desire to serve him on behalf of the whole world . 

The first dimension of this dialogue, that is, the meeting between 
the people of God of the Old Covenant, never revoked by God (cf. 
Rom 11 :29), and that of the New Covenant, is at the same time a 
dialogue within our Church, that is to say, between the first and the 
second part of her ... Bible. In this connection the directives . for the 
application of the conciliar Declaratio~ Nostra Aetate say: ''The effort 
must be made to understand better everything in the Old Testamen~ 
that has its own, permanent vaJue ... , since this value is not wiped 
out by the later interpretation of the New Testament, which, on the 
contrary, gave the Old Testament its full meaning, so that it is a 
question rather of reciprocal enlightenment and explanation" ( n. 11 ). 

A second dimension of our dialogue-the true and central one
is the meeting between the present-day Christian Churches and the 
present-day people of the covenant concluded with Moses. It is im
portant here "that Christians-so continue the post-conciliar direc
tives-should aim at understanding better the fundamental elements 
of the religious tradition of Judaism, and learn what fundamental Jines 
are essential for the religious reality lived by the Jews, according to 
their own understanding" (Introduction). The way for this mutual 
knowledge is dialogue. I thank you, venerated brothers and sisters, 
for carrying it out, you too, with that "openness and breadth of spirit", 
with that "tact" and with that "prudence" which are recommended to 
us Catholics by the above-mentioned directives. A fruit of this dialogue 
and an indication for its fruitful continuation, is the declaration of 
German bishops quoted at the beginning "on the relationship between 
the Church and Judaism" in April of this year. It is my eager desire 
that this declaration should become the spiritual property of all Cath
olics in Germany! 

I would also like to refer briefly to a third dimension of our dialogue. 
The German bishops dedicate the concluding chapter of their dec
laration to the tasks which we have in common. Jews and Christians, 
as children of Abraham, are called to be a blessing for the world (cf. 
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Gn 12:2ff.), by committing themselves together for peace and justice 
among all men and peoples, with the fullness and depth that God 
himself intended us to have, and with the readiness for sacrifices ttlat 
this high goal may demand. The more our meeting is imprinted with 
this sacred duty, the more it becomes a blessing also for ourselves. 

4. In the light of this promise and call of Abraham's, I look with 
you to the destiny and role of your people among the peoples. · l 
willingly pray with you for the fullness of Shalom for all your brothers, 
in nationality and in faith, and also for the land to which Jews look 
with particular veneration. Our century saw the first pilgrimage of a 
Pope to the Holy Land. In conclusion, I wish to repeat Paul VJ's words 
on entering Jerusalem: "Implore with us, in your desire and in your 
prayer, respect and peace upon this unique land, visited by God! Let 
us pray here together for the grace of a real and deep brotherhood 
between all men, between all peoples! ... May they who love you be 
blessed. Yes, may peace dwell in your walls, prosperity in your pal
aces. I pray for peace for you. I desire happiness for you" (cf. Ps 122 :6-
9). 

May all peoples in Jerusalem soon be reconciled and blessed in 
Abraham! May he, the ineffable, of whom his creation speaks to us: 
he, who does not force mankind to goodness, but guides it: he, who 
manifests himself in our fate and is silent; he, who chooses all of us 
as his people; may he guide us along his ways to his future! 

Praised be his Name! Amen. 
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1982 
To Delegates to the Meeting of 
Representatives of Episcopal 
Conferences and Other Experts in 
Catholic.Jewish Relations: 
Commission for Religious 

. I 

Relations with Judaism 
March 6, 1982 

Dear Brothers in the Episcopate and in the Priesthood, Sisters, Ladies 
and Gentlemen: 

From different parts of the world we are here assembled in Rome 
to see where we stand regarding the important question of relations 
between the Catholic Church and Judaism. And the importance of 
this problem is also underlined by the presence among you of rep
resentatives of the Orthodox Churches, of the Anglican Communion, 
of the Lutheran World Federation and the World Council of Churches, 
whom 1 am particularly happy to greet and to thank for their collab
oration. 

I express equally my gratitude to all of you who are here, bishops, 
priests, religious and lay men and women. Your presence here, just 
as your involvement in pastoral activities or in the domain of biblical 
and theological research, reveals to what extent the relations between 
the Catholic Church and Judaism touch on different aspects of the 
life and activities of the Church. 

And this, one can easily understand. The Second Vatican Council 
said in effect in its declaration on the relations between the Church 
and the non-Christian religions (Nostra Aetate, n. 4): "As this Sacred 
Synod searches into the mystery of the Church, it recalls the spiritual 
bond linking the people of the New Covenant with Abraham's stock". 
And I myself have had an opportunity to say so on more than one 
occasion: "our two religious communities are connected and closely 
related at the very level of their religious identities" (cf. Speech of 12 
March 1979, to the representatives of Jewish Organizations and Com
munities). Indeed, and it is again the very text of the Declaration 
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(Nostra Aetate, n. 4), "the Church of Christ acknowledges that, ac
cording to the mystery of God's saving design, the beginnings_ of her 
faith and her election are already found among the patriarchs, Moses 
and the Prophets ... , The Church, therefore, cannot forget that she 
received the revelation of the Old Testament through this people .... 
Also the Church ever keeps in mind the words of the Apostle about 
his kinsmen 'who have the adoption as sons, and the glory and the 
covenants and the legislation and the worship and the promises, who 
have the fathers, and from whom is Christ according to the flesh' 
(Rom 9:4-5), the son of the Virgin Mary". 

This means that the links between the Church and the Jewish people 
are founded on the ~esign of the God of the Covenant and-as such
have necessarily left their traces in certain aspects of the institutions 
of the Church, particularly in her liturgy. 

Certainly, since the appearance, two thousand years ago, of a new 
branch from the common root, relations between our two commu
nities have been marked by the misunderstandings and resentments 
with which we are familiar. And if, since the day of the separation, 
there have been misunderstandings, errors, indeed offences, it is now 
our task to leave these behind with understanding, peace and mutual 
respect. The terrible persecutions suffered by the Jews in different 
periods of history have finally opened the eyes of many and appalled 
many people's hearts. Christians have . taken the right path, that of 
justice and brotherhood, in seeking to come together with their Sem
itic brethren, respectfully and per~everingly, in the common heritage, 
a heritage that all value so highly. Should it not be pointed out, 
especially to those who remain sceptical, even hostile, that this rec
onciliation should not be confused with a sort of religious relativism, 
less still with a loss of identity? Christians; for their part, profess their 
faith unequivocally in the universal salvific significance of the death 
and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth. · 

Yes, the clarity and affirmation of our Christian identity constitute 
an essential basis if we are to have real, productive and durable ties 
with the Jewish people. In this sense I am happy to know that you 
d~icate much effort in study and prayer together, the better to grasp 
and fo~ulate the sometimes complex biblical and theological prob
leins which have arisen because of the '. very progress of Judaeo
Christian dialogue. Work that is of poor quality or lacking in precision 
WOl,lld be extremely detrimental to dialogue in this field. May God 
allow Christians and Jews really to come together, to arrive at an 
exchange· in depth, founded on their respective identities, but never 
blurring it on either s ide, truly searching the will of God the Revealer. 
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Such relations can and should contribute to a richer knowledge 
ofour oWll roots, and will certainly cast light on some aspects of the 
Christian identity just mentioned. Our common spiritual patrimony 
is very large. 

To assess it carefully in itself and with due awareness of the faith 
and religious life of the Jewish people as they are professed and 
practise.d still today, can greatly help us to understand better certain 
aspects· of the life of the Church. Such is the case of liturgy whose 
Jewish roots remain still to be examined in depth, and in any case 
should be better known and appreciated by our faithful. The same is 
true of the history of our institutions which, since the beginning of 
the Church, have been inspired by certain aspects of the synagogue 

. ·community organization. Finally our common spiritual patrimony is 
· particularly important when we tum to our belief i.n one only God, 
good and merdful, who loves men and is loved by them (cf. Wis 
24:26), Lord of history and of the destinies of men, w~o is our Father 
and who chos~ Israel, "the g9od olive tree onto which have been 
grafted the wild olive branches, that of the gentiles" (Nostra Aetate, 
n. 4; cf. also Rom 11:17-24). 

This is why you yourselves were concerned, during your sessions, 
with Catholic teaching and catechesis regarding Jews and Judaism . 
On this particular point, as on many others, you have been guided 
and encouraged by the "Orientations and Suggestions for the Appli
cation of the Coi:tcil\ar Declaration 'No!;tra Aerate' n. 4", publis.hed by 
the Commission for religious relations with Judaism (see chapter 3) . 
We should aim, in this field, that Catholic teaching at its different 

- levels, in c:;atechesis to children and young people, presents Jews and 
Judaism, not only in an honest and objective manner, free from prej
udices and without any offences, but also with full awareness of the 

·.heritage we have sketched above. 
It is ultimately on such a basis that it will be possible to establis.h

as we know is happily already the case-a close collaboration towards 
which our common heritage directs us, in service of man and his vast 
spiritual and material needs. Through different but finally convergent 

. ways we will be able to reach, with the help of the Lord who has 
, never ceased to love his people (cf. Rom 11: 1 ), this true brotherhood 
· in reconciliation and· respect and to contribute to a full implemen
tation of God's plan in history. 

I am happy to encourage you, dear brothers and sisters in Christ, 
to continue on the path that has been begun, using discernment and 
trust and at the same time with great faithfulness to the Church's 
Magisterium. In such way you will render the Church a great service 
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which flows from her mysterious vocation. This should contribute to 
the good of the Church itself, of the Jewish people and of the whole 
of humanity. "" 

To Religious Leaders in Portugal 
Usbon 

May 14, 1982 

During his 1982 visit to Portugal, the Pope gave new proofs of his 
respect for non-Christian religious traditions. On May 14, at Lisbon, 
speaking fCJ a. group of Jews, Christians, and Mos/ems, he affirmed: 

Abraham, our common ancestor, teaches all of us, Christians, Jews, 
and Moslems, to follow this way of mercy and love. 

Sameiro 

May 15, 1982 

Then, on May 15, at Sameiro in the Archdiocese of Braga, the Pope 
spoke of Jesus: · 

Born during the night at Bethlehem, the son of Mary thus entered 
into the spiritual inheritance of Israel-Of his people. 

The text of the Pope's May 14 address to Jewish, Christian, and Moslem 
representatives in Lisbon follows: 

Gentlemen and my Brothers, · 
I. I. am grateful for the respectful words and for the good wishes 

that have been addressed to me, and I wish to greet the representatives 
of the Christian, the Jewish, and the Islamic communities here present, 
expressing to all of them fraternal respect and esteem. To be able to 
affirm today, together, faith in one God, creator of all things, living, 
almighty and merciful, would be enough in itself to make this meeting 
a pleasure for me; I am happy that this opportunity to bear witness, 
which is at the same time homage and an act of submission to our 
God, has been offered to us. 
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We are unitedin some way by faith and by a commitment, similar 
in many ways, to demonstrate by good works the consistency of our 
respective religious positions; and also the desire that, honouring as 
Lord the Creator of all th!ngs, our example may serve to help others 
in the search for God, in the opening toward transcendence, .in rec
ognition of the spiritual value of the human person and, at times, in 
the identification of the foundation and peril)anent source of man's 
rights. This-we well know-is the condition in which criteria of 
esteem for the human being may exist, which are not limited to 
"practical usefulness". but which may safeguard his intangible dignity. 
In addition to this, as far as Christians are concerned, common faith 
in Christ the Saviour is a special reason for unity and witness. 

2. Contemporary society seems to us to be .heedless of, or even 
inclined on a wide scale to "prescind" from, God and religion, and to 
be greatly absorbed in the earthly and material dimensions of man 
and life: admirable progress in all fields secure great benefits, but 
they seem to encourage in some people a reversal and substitution 
of values. By recognizing and proclaiming spiritual and religious val
ues, we can certainly bring about and guide a general vital insight 
and, among persons in normal situations, a certain conceptual glim
mer of the reality of a subsisting Creator. 

On the other hand, there is always room for hum~ solidarity in 
the fidelity to the religion we embrace since, convinced as we are of 
the good which belief in God constitutes for· us, the desire to share 
this good with others is spontaneous . . In all respect, we can make 
ourselves a symbol of the Almighty: he who for many is the "unknown 
God"; for others, he is erroneously symbolized by temporal powers, 
inexorably marked by their transience and frailness. 

3. Our contacts, dialogue and appreciation for the undeniable trea
sures of every religion's spirituality, Christian community and, when 
it is possible, common prayer, can lead to the convergence of efforts 
to avert the illusion of building a new world without God, and the 
vanity of a purely anthropocentric humanism. Without the religious 
dimension and, even worse, without religious freedom, man is im
poverished or cheated of one of his basic rights. And we all wish to 
avoid this impoverishment of man. 

So, when motivated also by human solidarity, we pass from prayer, 
from obedience to the commandments and from the observance of 
justice to concretely living our religious adherence aiding the search 
for God, we are contributing to the good of our neighbour and to the 
common good of humanity. And this can be verified: 
-through personal honesty and discipline of habits in private and 
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public life, halting the advance of the slackening of moral principles 
and those of justice, as well as ethical permissivenes5; 

-in respect for life and for the family and its values, fos"~ering the 
uplifting, in humanity and dignity, of our fellow men and the con
solidation of the irreplaceable bases for hanno~ious living together 
in society; : · 

-by reverence for the authentic meaning and generous practice of 
human work, and with courageous ·and knowledgeable social and 
political· participation, seeking the well-being of everyone and the 
building of societies and the world, always more in accord with 
the plans and decrees of God, throughout the world, since only in 
this way can there be a more just, peaceful world imbued with 
brotherly love. 
4. As you know, I have come to Portugal in pilgrimage, primarily 

to celebrate God's mercy, Within me is the deep conviction that the 
merciful God wishes to·see this characteristic more clearly reflected 
in the entire human family: authentic mercy seems to me something 
which is indispensable to giving shape and solidity to relations among 
men, inspired by the deepest respect for all that is human and for 
brotherhood. 

In effect, Christians are exhorted to imitate the Lord Jesus, model 
of mercy. Judaism also considers mercy a fundamental command
ment. And lslamism, in its profession of faith, attributes this trait to 

· God. And Abraham, our common ancestor, teaches everyone-Chris
tians, Jews and Muslims-:-to follow this way of mercy and of love. 

May I be allowed to conclude my remarks by lifting up my spirit 
in a prayer to the merciful God: 
-0 Ineffable One, of whom all creation speaks, 
-0 Almighty One, who never forces, but ori_ly invites and guides 
. mankind toward good, · 

-0 Compassionate One, who desires mercy among all men: may he 
always guide us along his paths, fill our hearts with his love, with 
~is peace and joy, and bless us! 

Visit to Great Britain 
M~nchester · 

May 31, 1982 

On the occasion of his 1982 visit to Great Britain, the Pope twice met 
with leaders of the Jewish Community. On May 31, during his visit to 

·Manchester, Pope John Paul II was welcomed-by the Vice-President 
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of the Jewish Board of Deputies of Britain, Lionel Kopelowitz, who 
spoke to him in Polish. Following an address by the Chief Rabbi of 
Great Britain, Sir Emmanuel Jakobovits, the Pope replied ex tempore. 

The Chief Rabbi's speech, although very brief. was most compre
hensive in the way in which it looked realistically both at the various 
aspects of the unhappy past of Jewish-Christian relations and also at 
the warmth of the present situation from the time of Pope John XX/II. 

The Chief Rabbi, Sir Emmanuel Jakobovits, welcomed the Pope: 

The Pope's visit to this country, although officially of a pastoral nature, 
is an historical event of significance far beyond Catholic friends. Brit
ish Jews join their fellow citizens in warmly greeting you not only as 
the world's most widely acclaimed spiritual leader, but as a charis
matic personality of rare distinction, deeply respected for his vision, 
dynamic qualities and hum~ virtues. 

These ecumenical aspirations, while primarily of inter-Christian 
concern, are of course of profound interest to.Jews as well, much 
more so since the papacy had often been a cause of conflict and 
suffering in the long history of the Jewish people and happily, past 
tragic relations have lately been reversed, notably py the enlightened 
p0licies of . Catholic-Jewish reconciliation pi<?ne~red by Pope John 
XXlll, a momentous turning point to which the late Cardinal Heenan 
gave such powerful momentum. . 

As Pope John Paul II, you have maintained and further promot~d 
this inter-faith understanding, yourself hailing from a country in which 
you witnessed and shared the supreme agony of the Nazi holocaust, 
-including the massacre of three million Polish Jews. 

Your election aroused special interest.among the Jewish people. 
Also of particular relevance to Jews are !Pe as yet unpredictable 
consequences of the religious stirring within the communist world 
sparked by the Catholic revival in Poland under your spell. 

These consequences may well eventually alleviate the bonds of 
more than three million Soviet Jews among the repressed religious 
communities. In the USSR and her satellite countries, as senior pro
genitors of the Judaeo-Christian heritage which nurtured Western 
civilizations, the Jewish people watched with profound gratification 
your immense efforts to reassert the moral and spiritual values we 
have in common against the disruptive inroads of violence, the blight
ing depression of materialism, and the de-spiritualized secularization 
which threatens everything we have built up over the ages and may 
even endanger human survival itself. 

Whilst enormous strides had been made in defending Jewish-Chris
tian harmony, some items on our common agenda still remain to be 
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resolved. l)ley include the elimination of the last vestiges of religious 
prejud~ces against Jews and some residual Christian hesitations in 
accepting · the State of Israel as the fulfilment of miilennial Jewish 
dre~s. 

We seek understanding for our love of Jerusalem, a city holy to 
three faiths because ~ews first sanctified it as their capital 5,000 years 
ago. , 

This anxious time, when our country is sadly once again at war 
with significant loss of life in defence of freedom and the rule of law, 
we pray with sped.al fervour that your visit may contribute to the 
advancement of reconciliation and peace, inspiration and the blessing 
of rededication to the noblest ideas of human brotherhood. 

The Holy Father replied: 

I should first say that I followed your speech with great interest and 
I pondered the agruments you included in this speech. My answer is 
rather brief and not so full of arguments as your speech, but I am 
very grateful for your having put all these questions in your speech. 

It is a joy for me to extend my fraternal greetings this morning to 
you, leading members of the Jewish Community. Particularly I greet 
the Chief Rabbi of the Commonwealth, Sir Emmanuel Jakobovits, 
together with other distinguished colleagues. On the occasion of my 
visit to Britain I wish to express my personal sentiments of esteem 
and friendship for all of you. At the same time I wish to reiterate the 
full respect of the Catholic Church for the Jewish people throughout 
the world. In the spirit of the Second Vatican Council, I recall the 
desire of the Church to collaborate willingly with you in the great 
cause of mankind, knowing that we have a common tradition that 
honours the sanctity of God and calls us to love the Lord our God 
with all our heart and with all our soul. 

I extend cordial greetings to all those whom you repr~ent. · 

Scotland 

June I, 1982 

And on the following day in Scotland, during the course of a meeting 
with various religious leaders, the Pope included the following ref
erence to its Jewish community: 
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I am happy to greet also the representatives of the Jewish community 
in Scotland, who, through their presence here, symbolize the profound 
spiritual links which unite our two religious communities so closely 
together. 

To Leaders of the Jewish 
Community, Madrid 
November 3, 1982 

Gentlemen, 
Shalom! Peace be to you and all the members of the Jewish religious 

community in Spain. 
First of all, I want to tell you how much I appreciate your readiness 

to come to meet me during my pastoral visit to this country. This 
significant gesture of yours is a proof that the fraternal dialogue, which 
seeks to improve knowledge and mutual esteem between Jews and 
Catholics and which was promoted and warmly recommended by the 
Second Vatican Council in its Declaration Nostra Aetate (n. 4), is 
continuing and becoming more widespread, notwithstanding inevi
table di(ficulties. 

We have a common spiritual heritage; the People of the New Tes
tament, that is to say the Church, feels itself and is spiritually bound 
to the stock of Abraham, "our father in the faith". 

I pray to God that the Jewish and Christian tradition, founded on 
the Word of God, which has so profound an awareness of the dignity 
of the human person made in the image of God (cf. Gn 1:26), will lead 
us to fervent worship and love of the one true God; and that this will 
be translated into effective action on behalf of men, each man and 
every man. 

Shalom! May God, the Creator and Saviour, bless you and your 
community. 
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,; 1983 
On the Fortieth Anniversary of the 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 
April 13 and 25, 1983 

On April 25, 1983 the Pope_ received in audience a Jewish delegation 
from the Simon Wiesentha/ Center, Los Angeles, returning from the 
ceremonies which commemorated the fortieth anniversary of the War
saw Ghetto Uprising in Poland. The following is the text. of the Pontiffs 
address on that occasion: 

Dear Friends, 
I extend a warm greeting to all the members of the delegation 

organized by the Simon Wiesenthal Center of Los Angeles. I am very 
pleased to welcome you to the Vatican today and in this way to further 
the ·continuing religious dialogue between Judaism and the Catholic 
Church. Such meetings as ours deepen bonds of ·friendship and trust 
and help us to appreciate more fully the richness of our common 
heritage as people who believe in the one Lord and God who has 
revealed himself to man. 

As Christians and Jews, as children of Abraham, we are called to 
be a blessing for the world (cf. Gn 12:2ff) especially by our witness 
in faith to God, the source of all life, and by our commitment to work 
together for the establishment of true peace and justice' among all 
peoples and nations. Talcing up the way of dialogue and mutual col
laboration, we deepen bonds of friendship and trust among ourselves 
and offer to others a sign of hope for the future. 

I am happy to know that your itinerary has included a visit to 
Poland to commemorate the Fortieth Anniversary of the Warsaw ghetto 
uprising. Just recently, speaking of that horrible and tragic event of 
history, .I said: "It was a desperate cry for the right of life, for liberty 
and for the salvation of human dignity .... Paying homage to :the 
memory of these innocent victims, we pray: may the Eternal God 
accept this sacrifice for the well-beipg and the salvation of the world.'-' 

May God bless you and your families. with harmony· and peace~ 
May he bless you with the fullness of Shalom. 

Some:days previously, on.April 13, at his general audience; the Pope_ 
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made allusion to his pilgrimage to Auschwitz in 1979 in the following 
terms: 

During my pilgrimage to Auschwitz in June 1979, standing before the 
stone engraved in Hebrew characters which is dedicated to the victims 
of this death camp, I spoke the following words: 

This inscription calls to mind that people whose sons and daugh
ters were destined for total extennination. This people traces 
its beginnings back to Abraham, the father of our faith (cf. Rom 
4:12) as expressed by Paul of Tarsus. This same people, which 
had received from God the commandment: "Thou sh~t not kill" 
has felt in itself in a special way what it means to be killed. No 
one, passing in front of this stone, can remain indifferent to its 
message. 

Today I want to recall those words to mind again, remembering 
with all the Church in Poland and the .whole Jewish people the terrible 
days of the uprising and of the destruction of the Warsaw Ghetto forty 
years ago (from April 19 to the middle of July, 1943). It was a desperate 
cry for the right to life, for liberty and for the salvat~on of human 
digi:tity .... 

To the Catholics of France, Lourdes 
August 15; 1983 

The Pope does not always reserve his comments on Catholic-Jewish 
relations just for official meetings with Jewish delegations. Often, as 
in this excerpt from a major address to French Catholics in Lourdes, 
he will remind the Catholic co!71munity of its responsibility for dialogue. 
The pr~ent excerp! stands for many similar ones that might have 
been chosen. 

JV. And now, I ·give my cordial greeting and good wishes to these 
who, without being Catholic, share the Christian faith. With you we 
desire to correspond better to the will of Christ and actively to pursue 
the road to unity. I am sure also that faith in the one God can be a 
powerful leaven of harmony and collaboration among Christians, Jews 
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and Muslims in the struggle against the prejudices and suspicions 
that ought to be overcome. 

In the same spirit of respect and friendship, I do not hesitate to 
address the inha!>itants of this country who are non-believers, or who 
are troubled by doubt regarding the faith. We often have in common 
a loyal dedication to the same humanitarian causes, the concern for 
justice, fellowship, peace, respect for human dignity, and help to the 
most disadvantaged. l extend my best wishes to you and to your 
families. 

For all of them as well as for the believers, I wish to add this. In 
tenaciously acting throughout the world for the respect of religious 
liberty, the Church of today is clearly aware of taking the .lead in a 
necessary combat for the human person, for the most basic human 
liberty, for the defence of all the other basic liberties. I know that 
this land of France is ·singularly committed to such a struggle for 
liberty and human dignity. The Church is convinced-and the example 
of the saints I just recalled demonstrates it-that the spark of faith 
and sanctity can grow only in a free heart. The Church, therefore, is 
more attentive than others to the respect that every honest step 
towards this end deserves. 

"Europe Vespers;' Vienna 
September 10, 1983 

A highlight of the Pope's 1983 trip to Austria was the celebration of 
the "Europe Vespers," reflecting Vienna's unique role as a crossroad 
between East and West. The Pope reflected on the historic role of the 
city in both Christian-Jewish and Christian-Muslim relations. In the 
seventeenth century the city successfully resisted the last great Muslim 
invasion of Europe, marking the end of an era. In a different and 
tragic way, the destruction of the Jewish community of Vienna sym
bolizes the end of another era in European history: 

3. . . . The history of Europe is marked by discord not only in the 
sphere of states and politics. Schisms have divided also the one Church 
of Jesus Christ. In conjunction with political interests and social prob
lems, these have resulted in bitter fighting, in the oppression and 
expulsion of dissenters, in repression and intolerance. As heirs to our 
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forebears, we also place this guilt-ridden Europe under the Cross. 
For in the Cross is our hope. 

5 .... A special legacy of the decisive events of 1683 to the Christian 
Churches is above all the cause of religious peace-peace between 
the heirs of Abraham and unity among the brothers of Jesus Christ. 
The disciples of Mahomet, who then besieged your capital city, now 
live in your midst and many of them may serve as a model for us in 
their devout worship of the one God. The fate of the Jewish com
munity, once so fruitfully integrated into the nations of Europe, now 
so tragically decimated, admonishes us to seize every opportunity 
for promoting human and spiritual understanding, so that we can 
stand before God together, and to serve humanity in his spirit. The 
rift among Christians, so fateful in its impact in 1683 also on the 
political level, now constitutes an opportunity, even a _challenge, to 
move forward towards a community united in prayer and charitable 
service. 
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1984 
To Anti-Defamation League of 
B'nai B'rith 
March 22, 1984 

Dear Friends, 
I am very happy to receive you here in the Vatican. You are a 

group of national.and international leaders of the well-known Jewish 
Association, based in the United States, but active in many parts of 
the world, including Rome itself, the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai 
B'rith. You are also closely related with the Commission for Religious 
Relations with Judaism, founded ten years ago by Paul VI for the 
purpose of fostering relations, at the level of our respective faith 
commitment, between the Catholic Church· and the Jewish Commu
nity. 

The mere fact of your visit to me, for which I am grateful, is in 
itself a proof of the constant development and deepening of such 
relations. Indeed, when one looks back to the years before the Second 
Vatican Council and its Declaration Nostra Aerate and tries to en
compass the work done since, one has the feeling that the Lord has 
done "great things" for us (cf. Lk 1 :49). Therefore we are called to 
join in a heartfelt act of thanksgiving to God. The opening verse of 
Psalm 133 is appropriate: "How good and pleasant it is when brothers 
dwell in unity". 

Because, my dear friends, as I have often said since the beginning 
of my pastoral service as Successor of Peter, the Galilean fisherman ! 
(cf. allocution of 12 March 1979), the encounter between Catholics 
and J~ws is not a meeting of two ancient religions each going its own 
way, and not infrequently, in times past, in grievous and painful 
conflict. It is a meeting between "brothers", a dialogue, as I said to 
the Representatives of the German Jewish community in Mainz (17 
November 1980), "between the first and the second part of the Bible". 
And as the two parts of the Bible are· distinct but closely related, so 
are the Jewish people and the Catholic Church. 

This closeness is to be manifested in many ways. First of all, in 
the deep respect for each other's identity. The more we know each 
other, the more we learn to assess and respect our differences. 
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But then, and this is the great challenge we are caJled to accept: 
respect does not mean estrangement, nor is it tantamount to indif
ference. On the contrary, the respect we speak of is based on the 
mysterious spiritual link (cf. Nostra Aetate, 4) which brings us clos~ 
together, in Abraham and, through Abraham, in God who chose Israel 
and brought forth the Church from Israel. 

This "spiritual link", however, involves a great responsibility. Close
ness in respect implies trust and frankness, and totally excludes dis
trust and suspicion. It also calls for fraternal concern for one another 
and the problems and difficulties with which each of our religious 
communities is faced. 

The Jewish community in general, and your organization in par
ticular, as your name proclaims, are very mucp concerned with old 
and new fonns of discrimination and violence against Jews and Ju
daism, ordinarily called anti-Semitism. The Catholic Church, even 
before the Second Vatican Council (cf. S. Congregation of the Holy 
Office, 3 March 1928; Pius XI to a group of Belgian radio-journalists, 
6 September 1938) condemned.such ideology and practice as opposed 
not only to the Christian profession but also to the dignity of the 
human person created in the image of God . 

But we are not meeting each other just for ourselves. We certainly 
try to know each other better and to understand better our respective 
distinctive identity and the close spiritual link between us. But, know
ing each other, we discover still more what brings us together for a 
deeper concern for humanity at large: in areas, to cite but a few, such 
as hunger, poverty, discrimination wherever it may be found and 
against whomever it may be directed, and the needs of refugees. And, 
certainly, the great task of promoting justice and peace (cf. Ps 85:4), 
the sign of the messianic age in both the Jewish and the Christian 
tradition, grounded in its turn in the great prophetic heritage. This 
"spiritual link" between us cannot fail to help us face the great chal
lenge addressed to those who believe that God cares for all people, 
whom he created in his own image (cf. Gn I :27). 

I see ·this at the same time as a reality and as a promise of the 
dialogue between the Catholic Church and Judaism, and of the re
lations alr~dy ·existing between your organization and the Commis
sion for Religious Relations with Judaism and with other institutions 
in some local Churches. 

I thank you again for your visit and for your commitment to the 
goals of dialogue. Let us be grateful to our God, the Father of us 
all. 
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Apo~tolic Letter of John Paul II 
Redemptionis Anno 
April 20, 1984 

To.understand the Pope's message in this letter, one needs to under
stand it as a spiritual challenge, and not merely as a political statement. 
Likewise, one needs to read it within the context of the many stateme_nts 
on Christian-Jewish relations and the Middle East issued by the Holy 
See and bishops' conferences throughout the world since the pro
mulgation almost two decades ago.by the Second Vatican Council of 
the now famous declaration on the Jews, "Nostra Aetate", no. 4. 

These statements, too numerous to be listed here, tell the story of 
a true "teshuvah," a turning C?n the part of Christianity regarding its 
understanding of Jews and Judaism, toward an understanding that 
acknowledges with respect and affirmation how the Jewish people 
views itself as a people. The letter, dated April 20, 1984 (Good Friday), 
follows: · 

Revered Brothers and beloved Sons, 
health and ;\postolic Blessing. 
As the Jubilee Year of Redemption draws to a close, my thoughts 

go to that special land which is located in that place where Europe, 
Asia and Africa meet and in which the Redemption of the human race 
was accomplished "once and for all" (Rom 6:10; Heb 7:27; 9:12; 10:10). 

It is a land which we call holy, indeed the land which was the 
earthly homeland of Christ who walked about it "preaching the gospel 
of the kingdom and healing every disease and every infirmity" (Mt 
4:23). (" 

This year espedal:y I was -pleased to be touched by the same 
sentiment and the same joy as my predecessor Pope Paul VI, when 
he visited the Holy Land and Jerusalem in 1964. 

Although I cannot be there physically, I nevertheless feel that I am 
spiritually a pilgrim in that land where our reconciliation with God 
was brought about, to beg the Prince of Peace for the gift of redemption 
and of peace which is so eamestly desired by the hearts of people, 
families, and nations-in a special way by the nations which inhabit 
this very area. 

I think especially of the CitY of Jerusalem, where Jesus, offering 
his life "has made us both one, and has broken down the dividing 

. wall of hostility ... bringing the hostility to an end" (Eph 2:14, 16). 
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Before it was the city of Jesus the Redeemer, Jerusalem was the 
historic site of the biblical revelation of God, the· meeting place, as 
it were, of heaven and earth, in which more than in any other place 
the word of God was brought to men. 

Christians honour her with a religious and intent concern because 
there the words of Christ so often resounded, there the great events 
of the Redemption were accomplished: the Passion, Death and Res
urrection of the Lord. In the City of Jerusalem the first Christian 
community sprang up and remained throughout the centuries a con
tinual ecclesial presence despite difficulties. t 

Jews ardently fove her and in every age venerate her memory, 
abundant as she is in many remains and monuments from the time 
of David who chose her as the capital, and of Solomon who built the 
Temple there. Therefore, they turn their minds to her daily, one may 
say, and point to her as the sign of their nation. 
. Muslims ~!so call ~e·rusalem "Holy", with a profound attachment 
that goes back to the origins of Islam and springs from the fact that 
they have there many special places of pilgrimage and for more than 
a thousand years have dwelt there, almost without interruption. 

Besides these exceptional and outstanding testimonies, Jerusalem 
contains communities of believers f1,1ll of life, whose presence the 
peoples of the whole world regard as a sign and source of hope
especially those who consider the Holy City to be in a certain way 
their spiritual heritage and a symbol of peace and harmony. 

Indeed, insofar as she is the homeland of the hearts of all the spirit
ua.1 descendants of Abraham who hold her very dear, and the place 
where, according to faith, the created things of earth encounter the 
infinite transcendence of God, Jerusalem stands out as a symbol of 
coming together, of union, and of universal peace for the human family. 

The Holy City, therefore, strongly urges peace for the whole human 
race, especially for those who worship the one, great God, the merciful 
Father of the peoples. But it must be acknowledged that Jerusalem 
continues to be the cause of daily conflict, violence and partisan repris
als. 

This situation and these considerations cause these words of the 
Prophet to spring to the lips: "For Zion's sake I will not keep silent, 
and for Jerusalem's sake I will not rest, until her vindication goes 
forth as brightness, and her salvation as a burning torch" (Is 62:1 ). 

I think of and long for the day on which we shall all be so "taught 
by God" (Jn 6:45) that we shall listen to his message of peace and 
reconciliation. I think of the day on which Jews, Christians and Mus
lims will greet each other in the city of Jerusalem with the same 
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greeting of peace with which Christ greeted the disciples after the 
resurrection: "Peace be with you" (Jn 20:19). 

The Roman Pontiffs, especially in this century, have witnessed with 
an ever anxious solicitude the violent events w~ich have afflicted 
Jerusalem for many decades, and they have followed closely with 
watchful care the declarations of the United Nations which have dealt 
with the fate of _the Holy City. 

On ~any occasions the Holy See has called for reflect.ion and urged 
that an adequate solution be found to this diffic.ult and complex 
situation. The Holy See has done this because she is concerned for 
peace among people5 no less than for.spirituat, historicil and cultural 
reasons of a nature eminently religfous. . 

The entire human race, and especially the peoples and nations 
who have in Jer:usalerri brothers in faith: Christians, Jews and Muslims, 
have rea5on to feel themselves involved in· this matter and to do 
everything possible to preserve the unique and sacred character of 
the City. Not only the monuments or the sacred places, but the whole 
historical Jerusalem and the existence of religious communities, their 
situation and future cannot but affect everyone and interest everyone. 

Indeed, there should be found, with good will and farsightedness, 
~ concrete and just solution by which diffe.rent interests and aspi
rations can be provided for in a harmonious and stable fonn, and be 
safeguarded in an adequate and efficacious manner by a special Stat
ute internationally guaranteed so that no party could jeopardize it. 

I also feel it an urgent duty, in the presence of .the Christian com
r_nunities, of those who believe in the One God· and who are committed 
to the defence of fundamental human values, to repeat that the ques
tion of Jerusalem is fundamental for a fust peace. in the Middle East. 
It is my conviction that the religiOl!S identity of the City and partic
ularly the common tradition of monotheistic faith can pave the way 
to promote. harmony among all those who in different ways consider 
the Holy City as their own. 

I am convinced that the failure to find an adequate solution to the 
question of Jerusalem, and the resigned postpone~ent of the problem, 
only compromise further the longed-for peaceful and just settlement 
of the crisis of the whole Middle East. 

It is natural in this context to recall that in the area two peoples, 
the Israelis and the Palestinians, have been opposed to each other 
for decades in an antagonism that appears insoluble. 

The Church which looks at Christ the Redeemer and sees his image 
in the face ·of every man •. invokes peace and reconciliation for the 
peoples of the l~d that was his. 
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for the Jewish people who live in the State of Israel and who 
preserve in that land such precious testimonies to their history and 
their faith, we must ask for the desired security and the due tranquillity 
that is the prerogative of every nation and condition of life and of 
progress for every society: 

The Palestinian people who firid their historical roots in that l~d 
and who for decades have been dispersed, have the natural right in 
justice to find once more a homeland and to be able to live in peace 
and tranquillity with the other peoples of the area. 

All the peoples of the Middle East, each with its own heritage of 
spiritual values, will not be able to overcome the tragic events in 
which they are involved-I am thinking of Lebanon so sorely tried
unless they discover again the true.sense of their history which through 
faith in the One God calls them to live together peacefully in mutual 
cooperation. 

I desire, therefore, to draw the attention of politicians, of all those 
who are responsible for the destiny of peoples, of those who are in 
charge of International Organizations, to the plight of the City of 
Jerusalem and of the communities who live there. In fact, it escapes 
no one that the different expressions of faith and of culture present 
in the Holy City can and should be an effective aid to concord and 
peace. 

On this Good Friday when we solemnly recall the Passion and 
Death of the Saviour, we invite you all, revered brothers in the epis
copate and all priests, men and women religious, and the faithful of 
the whole world, to include· among ~e special intentions of your 
prayers the petition for a just solution to the problem of Jerusalem 
and the Holy Land, and for the return of peace to the Middle East. . 

As this Jubilee Year of Redemption draws to a close, a year which 
we have celebrated with great spiritual joy whether in Rome or in all 
the dioceses of the universal Church, Jerusalem has been the ideal 
goal, the natural place to which we direct our thoughts of love and 
thankfulness for the great gift of the Redemption which the Son of 
Man accomplished for all J)eople in the Holy City. 

And since the fruit of the Redemption is the reconciliation of man 
with God and of every man with his brothers, we ought to pray that 
also in Jerusalem, in the Holy Land of Jesus, those who believe in 
God may find reconciliation and peace after such sorrowful divisions 
and strife. 

This peace proclaimed by Jesus Christ in the name of the Father 
who is in heaven thus makes Jerusalem the living sign of the great 
ideal of unity, of brotherhood and of agreement among peoples ac-
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cording to the illuminating words of the Book of Isaiah: "Many peoples 
shall come and say: 'Come, let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, 
to the house of the God of Jacob; that he may teach us his ways and 
that we may walk in his paths' " (Is 2:3). 

Finally we gladly impart our Apostolic Blessing. 
Given in Rome at St. Peter's on Good Friday, 20 April 1984, the 

sixth year of our Pontificate. 

To Representatives of the Jewish 
Community in Switzerland, 

: 1Fribourg 
June 14, 1984 

late in the afiernoon of Thursday, 14 June 1984 the Holy Father met 
representatives of the Israelite Federation under the leadership of Mr. 
Robert Braun.shweig, President of the Swiss Federation of the Israelite 
Community. The meeting took place in the residence of the Bishop of 
Fribourg. Pope John Paul II addressed the group as follows: 

Dear Gentlemen and Beloved Brothers. 
It is assuredly a joy for me to meet the representatives of the Swiss 

Federation of Jewish communities. It is always so in the course of 
my apostolic voyages around the world, at least whenever it is possible 
to do so. 

I do not need to go on at length about the importance of such 
encounters. Making for a certain deepening of our faith and allowing 
us to avail ourselves of our common biblical patrimony, such en
counters contribute to reducing the prejudices and even the barriers 
that still exist between Christians and Jews. How can Christians, on 
their part, remain indifferent to the problems and dangers that con
cern you, if not in Switzerland, at least in numerous regions of the 
world? From another perspective, the teaching of the Christian 
Churches must take into account the result of researches done with 
regard to this common heritage and to the foundations of Christianity 
in the biblical tradition. Therein lies a way towards the strengthening 
of our dialogue. In this regard, I am grateful to the representative of 
the Jewish Federation for having spoken positively about the Institute 
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for Judeo-Christian Research at the department. of Catholic theology 
in Lucerne. 

I would al~o h~ve liked, dear gentlemen and brothers, to speak 
with you about a fundamental problem, that of peace. The biblical 
shalom, with which it is customary to greet one another in the coun
tries of the East, does it not contain an appeal to our responsibility? 
In fact, we are all invited to work ardently for the goal of peace. On 
its part, the Apostolic See continually endeavours to promote a peace 
based on justice, respect for the rights of all, and suppression of the 
sources of enmity, to begin with those which are hidden in the heart 
of man. It unceasingly advises the paths of dialogue and negotiation. 

On the principle, it bears neither prejudices nor reservations to
wards any people. It would like to be able to manifest to all its 
solicitude, to aid the development of one and all, at the level of liberty, 
understood in its most authentic sense as on the plane of interior 
and exterior concord, and of the true goods capable of furthering 
every person and every society. 

Therein lies an ideal that can be much advanced by. a persevering 
dialogue and active and fruitful collaboration between Jews and Chris
tians. Allow me to close this brief fraternal meeting with the salutation 
you like so well: "Shalom aleijim". It goes out from my heart to all 
of you who have come to meet with me but also to your families, to 
the Jewish communities in Switzerland, to all of them dispersed 
throughout the world, and to all men of good will. 

To. Executive Committee of 
International Council of Christians 
and Jews 
July 6, 1984 

On Friday morning, July 6, 1984 in the Vatican, a delegation of the 
Executive Committee of the~nternational Council of Christians and Jews 
was received in a 30-minute private audience by Pope John Paul JI. 

· In his capacity .as President of (he ICCJ, Dr. Victor C. Goldbloom 
addressed the Pope on behalf of the delegation. 
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Remarks of Dr. Victor Goldbloom 

Your Holiness, . 

In expressing the gratitude of the International Council of Christians 
and Jews for the privilege of this audience, I would like to say an 
introductory word to identify the ICCJ. It has existed for a considerable 
number of years in somewhat various forms. At present it is composed 
of seventeen national member organizations, all in the Western World; 
but it is significant that in the last four years we have been able to bring 
to our meetings a number of people, Christians and Jews, from Eastern 
Europe: from Czechoslovakia, from East Germany and from Hungary. 

If we continue to meet, year after year, in this fashion, it is because 
of the friendship, the understanding and the trust which continue to 
grow between us. It is also because Anti-Semitism, and other forms 
of hatred, including Anti-Catholicism, are still unfortunately present 
in the world. But it is also because .we share a sense of historic 
opportunity, the opportunity to set aside-the antagonisms of the past 
and live together in peace. 

For some years now, notably since (and as a result of) the Second 
Vatican Council, we have been experiencing a new era in Christian
Jewish relations, an era of undeniable progress. 

Jews and Christians alike have reason to. be grateful for the lead
ership which the Church has given in this work, leadership manifested 
by yourself and your recent predecessors; by.Cardinal Bea; by Cardinal 
Willebrands; by Cardinal Etchegaray, whose· remarkable statement 
we regard as a landmark and a beacon; by Msgr. Jorge Mejia, whose 
attendance at ICCJ meetings is greatly appreciated and whose intel
lectual contributions to our work are exceptionally valuable; by Dr. 
Eugene Fisher, both administratively and educationally; and by many, 
many more. 

It has been a reciprocal learning process; and one of ·the most 
significant lessons we have derived from it is that the growth of 
harmony, understanding and mutual respect has in no way diminished 
the religious integrity and vitality of Judaism or of Christianity-quite 
the contrary-nor weakened the commitment of any Jew or of any 
Christian to his or her faith and tradition. 

What is deeply appreciated is the readiness of the Church, under 
your leadership, to review liturgy, to revise catechism, to reassess 
and reinterpret history, to recognize that teachings and policies in 
the past have erected barriers and indeed led to persecutions. 

What is also deeply appreciated is the sense of mutual respect and 
equal partnership. which pervades today's relationships. 
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Our dialogue has become not only a conversation about Judaism 
and Christianity, about Jews and Christians, but also a sharing of 
common concerns: for peace, against violence, against fanaticism, 
against curtailments of human rights and religious freedoms, against 
injustice and inequality and discrimination, for cooperation and de
cency and human dignity. Christian-Jewish dialogue is building a 
foundation for working together on behalf of all humanity. 

Our concern for peace extends throughout the world; it has a 
particular focus on the Middle East: We mourn every life that has 
been lost, Christian or Jewish or Muslim; and we pray that the State 
of Israel and its neighbours may come to Jive in security, in recog
nition, and in fruitful rather than hostile relations. We invoke your 
leadership towards these ends. 

We renew our gratitude for the privilege of this audience. Knowing 
you at a distance, we have admired your courageous initiatives and 
have valued your contributions to Christian-Jewish understanding. 
Meeting you now in person, we take encouragement from you in the 
continuation of our work. 

That encouragement emboldens us to express a particular hope. 
We submit with respect, and with great appreciation for the state
ments you have made and the positions you have taken, that it is not 
enough for pronouncements to be made at the highest level; they 
must be heard and heeded in every parish as well. 

We ask you therefore to continue the leadership you have mani
fested in Christian-Jewish relations. We ask you, in so doing, to rein
force the work of the Vatican Commission on Relations with the Jewish 
People: to upgrade the Commission; to give it more scope, initiative 
and authority. We also hope earnestly for the day when every diocese 
will have a person responsible for the dissemination of new under· 
standing among its clergy and laity, for liaison with the Jewish com
munity wherever it exists, in the State of Israel and throughout the 
world, and for the educational and practical implementation, at the 
grass-roots level, of the statements and positions and decisions which 
derive from your initiative. 

For all of this, we ask God's blessing upon you. 

The Pope's Response 
(The headline in the Vatican newspaper read: "The Pope to the In
ternational Council of Christians and Jews: The peace of the world 
must be built through the elimination of prejudice and the pursuit of 

dialogue.") 
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Dear Friends, Mr. President and members of the Executive Committee 
of the International Council of Christians and Jews, 

1. I thank you, Mr. President, for the kind words of greeting with 
which you have now presented to me the aims, the tasks and the 
concerns of the International Council of Christians and Jews. And I 
thank you also, members of the Executive Committee, for your kind
ness in visiting the Pope on the occasion of your International Col
loquium, to be held at Vallombrosa next week. Welcome to this house 
where the activities of those who promote the dialogue between 
Christians and Jews and are personally engaged in it are closely 
followed and warmly encouraged. Indeed, it is only through such a 
meeting of minds and hearts, reaching out to our respective faith 
communities, and also perhaps to other faith communities, as you 
try to do with Islam, that both Jews and Christians are able to profit 
from their "great common spiritual patrimony" (cf. Nostra Aerate, 4) 
and to make it fruitlul for their own good and the good of the world. 

2. Yes, a "great common spiritual patrimony" which should be, in 
the first place, brought to the knowledge of all Christians and all Jews 
and which embraces not only one or the other isolated element but 
a solid, fruitful, rich common religious inheritance: in monotheism; 
in faith in a God who as a loving father takes care of humankind and 
chose Abraham and the prophets and sent Jesus into the world; in a 
common basic liturgical pattern and in a common consciousness of 
our commitment, grounded in faith, to aJI men and women in need, 
who are our "neighbours" (cf. Lv 19:18a, Mk 12:32 and parallels). 

This is why you are so much concerned with religious education 
on both sides, that the images which each of us projects of the other 
should be really free of stereotypes and prejudices, that they should 
respect the other's identity and should in fact prepare the people for 
the meetings of minds and hearts just mentioned. The proper teaching 
of history is also a concern of yours. Such a concern is very under
standable, given the sad and entangled common history of Jews and 
Christians-a history which is not always taught or transmitted cor
rectly. 

3. There is again the danger of an always active and sometimes 
even resurgent tendency to discriminate between people and human 
groups, enhancing some and despising others. A tendency which does 
not hesitate at times to use violent methods. 

To single out and denounce such facts and stand together against 
them is a noble act and a proof of our mutual brotherly commitment. 
But it is necessary to go to the roots of such evil, by education, 
especially education for dialogue. This however would not be enough 
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. if it were not coupled with a deep change in our heart, a real spiritual 
conversion. This also means constantly reaffirming common religious 

·values and working towards a personal religious cvmmitment in the 
love of God, our Father, and in the love of all men and women (cf. 
Dt 6:5, Lv 19:18, Mk 12:28-34). The golden rule, we are well aware, is 
common to Jews and Christians alike. 

In this context is to be seen your important work with youth. By 
bringing together young Christians and Jews, and enabling them to 
live, talk, sing and pray together, you greatly contribute towards the 
creation of a new generation of men and women, mutually cor.cerned 
for one another and for all, prepared to serve others in need, whatever 
their religious profession, ethnic origin or colour. 

World peace is built in this modest, apparently insignificant and 
limited, but in the end, very efficient way. And we are all concerned 
for peace everywhere, among and within nations, particularly in the 
Middle East 

4. Common study of our religious sources is again one of the items 
on your agenda. I encourage you to put to good use the important 
recommendation made by the Second Vatican Council in its Decla
ration Nostra Aetate, 4, about "biblical and theological studies" which 
are the source of "mutual understanding and respect". In fact such 
studies, made in common, and altogether different from the ancient 
"disputations", tend to the true knowledge of each religion, and also 
to the joyful discovery of the "common patrimony" I spoke of at the 
beginning, always in the careful observance of each other's dignity. 

May the Lord bless all your endeavours and repay you with the 
blessedness which Jesus proclaimed, in the tradition of the Old Tes
tament, for those who work for peace (cf. Mt 5:9, Ps 37(36):37). 
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1985 
To· American Jewish Committee 
February 15, 1985 

1985 marked the anniversary of the Second Vatican Council's decla
ration on the Jews, 'Nostra Aetate," nq. 4. Consequently, there were 
many exchanges and colloquia not only in Rome. but around the world. 
Jn the United States, for example, there were some seventy different .... 
celebrations in at least forty states. The American Jewish Committee 
was involved in organizing a number of these events on the Jewish 
side, as was the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith and other 
Jewish groups. This outpouring in itself, we feel, indicates the great 
strides that have been taken in improving relations in the years since 
Vatican II. The first of the Roman events was the reception of a del
egation from the American Jewish Committee. The Pope took the 
occasion to reaffirm "Nostra Aetate" in the strongest language, Ian- -J 

guage normally reserved for describing the Scriptures themselves. The 
talk is, thus, an important indication of the Churchs ongoing com
mit'!'ent to the dialogue. 

Statement by Howard.I. Friedman 
President, American Jewish Committee 
Your Holiness, 

It is with warm sentiments of esteem and respect that I express 
the heartfelt greetings of Shalom, of peace and well-being, to you on 
behalf of this delegation of leaders of the American Jewish Committee. 

We regard this audience with Your Holiness as a particularly aus
picious occasion in the history of the Catholic Church and the Jewish 
people. We meet with you to acknowledge the anniversaries of two 
climactic events: 

First, 1985 marks the fortieth anniversary of the end of World War 
II and the defeat of the demonic ideology of Nazism whose core was 
racial and religious anti-Semitism. Second, 1985 commemorates the 
twentieth anniversary of the ending of Vatican Council fl and its 
adoption of the historic declaration Nostra Aetate. 

As the Nazi trauma appalled us with despair over human evil, so 
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the 20th anniversary of the close of Vatican Cou.ncil II inspires all of 
us with hope and promise for a more humane future. The adoption 
of the Vatican Declaration on Non-Christian Religions, on December 
28, 1965, marked a decisive turning point in the nearly 2,000-year 
encounter between the Catholic Church and the Jewish people. 

Nostra Aetate repudiated anti-Semitism and the infamous canard 
of collective Jewish responsibility for the death of Christ. It thereby 
rejected distorted teachings of Christian doctrine which have resulted 
in centuries of anti-Jewish hatred, prejudice, suffering and the pro
longed shedding of Jewish blood. Nostra Aetate was a definitive ac-

. · knowledgment by the Church of the permanent validity and legitimacy 
of Judaism as the authentic religious faith of the Jewish people. · 

We wish to acknowledge the act of justice and service to truth 
represented by that Declaration, and your own moving pronounce
ments calling for mutual respect and collaboration between Catholics 
and Jews in common service to humanity. It is no exaggeration to 
state that as a result of these far-reaching pronouncements, and the · 
practical actions they have inspi;-ed, greater progress in improved 
Catholic-Jewish relations has taken place during the past two decades 
than in the past two millennia. 

The American Jewish Committee takes special pride in this en
couraging process, for we were privileged to have been intimately 
involved, through collaboration with the late Augustine Cardinal Bea 
and his Secretariat, throughout Vatican Council II. We have helped 
implement numerous concrete actions that have resulted in significant 
improvement in relations between the Catholic and Jewish peoples 
in the United States and in other parts of the world. Yet much remains 
to be done. We pledge our continued cooperation in helping further 
Catholic-Jewish solidarity and friendship. We sincerely hope that the 
forthcoming Synod of Bishops you have called will give· further im
petus in this direction. 

As a pioneering human-relations agency, the American Jewish 
Committee has shared Your Holiness's vision of upholding human 
dignity by vigorously advocating the universality of civil and political 
liberties-and, in particular, religious liberty-for all peoples every
where, especially those in oppressive totalitarian societies. 

At this moment, we are actively· engaged in close cooperation with 
Catholic Relief"Services and other relief agencies in seeking to relieve 
the suffering, hunger and deprivation of millions of fellow human 
beings in Ethiopia, and in Africa generally. That life-saving collabo
ration between the Catholic and Jewish peoples, in service to an 
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anguished humanity, is the latest testimony to the new spirit made 
possible by Vatican Council II. 

Your Holiness, American Jewish Committee leaders come to this 
Audience with you after a 10-day intensive mission in Israel. We have 
met with Israeli Jews, Christians and Muslims, with Palestinian Arabs, 
with government leaders and ordinary people. Everywhere we have 
found a great yearning for peace, for coexistence, for~ end to conflict, 
violence and terrorism. We know that these goals are dear to the 
heart and mind of Your Holiness. 

Our visit to Israel has reinforced our conviction that the primary 
obstacle to peace in the area is the ongoing illusion of most of Israel's 
neighbors that somehow, without formal recognition by other states 
of Israel's sovereign legitimacy, her continued existence can be un
dermined. 

Nothing would contribute more to peace in the area than the 
dispelling of that illusion. That is why the extension of full recognition 
throughout the civilized world is so vital. 

We appreciate deeply your clear grasp of that reality as expressed 
in your Apostolic Letter, Redemptionis Anno, which emphasized the 
Church's de facto recognition of the State of Israel and the deep ties 
between the Jewish people and the city of Jerusalem in these words: 

For the Jewish people who live in the State of Israel, and who 
preserve in that land such precious testimonies to their history 
and their faith, we must ask for the desired security and the 
due tranquility that is the prerogative of every nation and con
dition of life and of progress for every society .... 

Jews ardently love her [Jerusalem], and in every age venerate 
her memory, abundant as she is in many remains and monu
ments from the time of David who chose her as the capital, and 
of Solomon who built the Temple there. Therefore, they turn 
their minds to her daily, one may say, and point to her as the 
sign of their nation. 

Your Holiness, we recognize the complexity of the problems in
volved, but we dare to hope that the spirit that inspired your Apostolic 
Letter will lead to steps that will formalize the diplomatic ties between 
the Holy See and the State of Israel and her people. 

Such a historic act, we believe, would be a watershed event in 
Catholic-Jewish relations. It would help create the sense of reality 
which is indispensable to peace. We would consider it a happy de
velopment and confirmation of the decisions of Vatican Council II. 
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Above all, it would be an act of profound spiritual and ethical sig
nificance in advancing the cause of world peace. 

May God bless you and strengthen the work of your hands. 

Statement of the Pope 

Dear Friends, . 
It is a great pleasure for me to receive this important delegation 

of the American Jewish Committee, headed by your President, and I 
am grateful to you for this visit. You are most welcome in this house, 
which, as you know, is always open to members of the Jewish people. 

You have come here to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the 
Conciliar Declaration Nostra Aetate, on the relation of the Church 
with non-Christian religions, the lourth section of which deals at 
length with the Church's relation with Judaism. 

During my recent pastoral visit to Venezuela, I received some 
representatives of the Jewish community there, in an encounter which 

__, has now become a normal feature of so many of my pastoral visits 
around the world. On that occasion, in response to the greeting 
address of Rabbi Pynchas Brener, I said that "I wish to confirm, with 
utmost conviction, that the teaching of the Church proclaimed during 
the Second Vatican Council in the Declaration Nostra Aetate ... re
mains always for us, for the Catholic Church, for the Episcopate ... 
and for the Pope, a teaching which must be followed-a teaching 
which it is necessary to accept not merely as something fitting, but 
much more as an expression of the faith, as an inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit, as a word of the Divine Wisdom" (L'Osservatore Romano, 29 

January l 985). 
l willingly repeat those words to you who are commemorating the 

twentieth anniversary of the Declaration. They express the commit
ment of the Holy See, and of the whole Catholic Church, to the content 
of this declaration, underlining, so to speak, its importance. 

After twenty years, the terms of the Declaration have not grown 
old. It is even more clear than before how sound the Declaration's 
theological foundation is and what a solid basis it provides for a really 
fruitful Jewish-Christian dialogue. On the one hand, it places the 
motivation of such a dialogue in the very mystery of the Church 

r- herself, and on the other hand it clearly maintains the identity of each 
religion, closely linking one to the other. 

During these twenty years, an enormous amount of work has been 
done. You are well aware of it, since your organization is deeply 
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committed to Jewish-Christian relations, on the basis of the Decla
ration, on both the national and the international levels, and partic
ularly in connection with the Holy See's Commission for Religious 
Relations with Judaism. 

( am convinced, and l am happy to state it on this occasion, that 
the relationships between Jews and Christians have radically im
proved in these years. Where there was ignorance and therefore 
prejudice and stereotypes, there is now growing mutual knowledge, 
appreciation and respect. There is, above all, love between us, that 
kind of love, l mean, which is for both of us a fundamental injunction 
of our religious traditions and which the New Testament has received 
from the Old (cf. Mk 12:28-34; Lv 19:18). Love involves understanding. 
It also involves frankness and the freedom to disagree in a brotherly 
way where there are reasons for it. 

There is no doubt that much remains to be done. ~al 
r~ftection is still needed, notwithstanding·the amount of work alreao 
done and the result's achieved thus far. Our Biblical scholars and 
theologians are constantly challenged by the word of God that we 
hold in common. 

Education should more accurately take into account the new in
siglitS and directives opened up by the Council and spelt out in the 
subsequent Guidelines and Suggestions for the Implementation of 
"Nostra Aetate, n '!· 4, which remain in force. Education for dialogue, 
love and respecLfor_Q!bers, and openness towards all peoPfe are 
urgent needs in our pluralistic societies, where everybody is a neigh- -
hour to everybody e lse. 

Anti-Semitism, which is unfortunately still a problem in certain "'\ 
places, has been repeatedly condemned by the Catholic tradition as 
incompatible with Christ's teaching and with the respect due to the 
dignity of men and women created in the image and likeness of God. 
I once again express the Catholic Church's repudiation of all oppres
sion and persecution, and of all discrimination against people-from 
whatever side it may come-"in law or in fact, on account of their 
race, origin, colour, culture, sex or religion" (Octogesima Adveniens, 
23) . 

In close connection with the preceding, there is the large field of 
cooperation open to us as Christians and Jews, in favour of all hu
manity where the image of God shines through in every man, woman 
and child, especially in the destitute and those in need. 

I am well aware of how closely the American Jewish Committee 
has collaborat~d with some of our Catholic agencies in alleviating 
hunger in Ethiopia and in the Sahel, in trying to call the attention of 
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the proper authorities to this terrible plight, still sadly not solved, 
and which is therefore a constant challenge to all those who believe 
in the one true God, who is the Lord of history and the loving Father 
of all. 

I know also your concern for the peace and security of the Holy 
Land. May the Lord give to that land, and to all the peoples and 
nations in that part of the world, the blessings contained in the word 
shalom, so that, in the expression of the Psalmist, justice and peace 
may kiss (cf. Ps 85:11). -

The Second Vatican Council and subsequent documents truly have 
this aim: that the sons and daughters of Abraham-Jews, Christians 
and Muslims (cf. Nostra Aetate, 3)-may live together and prosper in 
peace. And may all of us love the Lord our God with all our heart, 
and with all our soul, and with all our strength (cf. Dt 6:5). 

Thank you again for your visit. 
Shalom! 

To Ange-icum Colloquium on 
Nostra Aetate 
April 19, 1985 

The colloquium addressed here by the Holy Father was organized, 
on the Jewish side, by the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B 'rith and 
held at the Dominican House of Study in Rome, commonly known as 
the Angelicum. The papers from the colloquium were published in 
race to Face": An lnterreligious Bulletin, published by AJJL in New 
York. · 

Remarks at the Papal Audience 
Rabbi Ronald B. Sobel 

Your Holiness: 
We of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith have come to 

Rome to participate in a scholarly colloquium at the Pontifical Uni
versity of Saint Thomas Aquinas, marking and celebrating the twen
tieth anniversary of the promulgation of Nostra Aetate. It is fitting and 
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proper that we do so, not only we of the Anti-Defamation League, 
but the Theology Faculty at the University itself, the Friars of the 
Atonement, the members of SIDIC, and others both Jews and Catholic, 
all in cooperation with the Commission·of the Holy See for Religious 
Relations with the Jewish People. It is altogether fitting and proper 
that this celebration should have taken place here in Rome within 
the setting of one of the more important academic institutions of the 
Church, for no occasion of celebration is truly worthy or inherently 
authentic unless joined to and accompanied by forthright, honest, 
dispassionate scholarship. Thus, we have come to Rome to celebrate 
and evaluate. 

Though we are not unaware that what has transpired between the 
Jewish people and the Church in the past twenty years is but the 
beginning of a process that will lead, God willing, into the Jong and 
distant future, we are, nevertheless, fully cognizant that the past two 
decades have been witness to nothing less than a modem miracle, a 
miracle wherein within a period of one score years two thousand 
years of our previous relationship have been reversed. Truly, this is 
God's doing. In the past twenty years we His children, both Jew and 
Catholic, have come to realize and thus have begun to learn that 
theological differences, profound and decisive, need not be barriers 
to love and understanding; that in a world of many currents and 
crosscurrents Judaism and Christianity are not so much on opposite 
sides of the fence as we are on the same side; that though we shall 

· never share some of the same theological convictions we do share 
many of the same human dreams; that though we shall probe the 
mystery of God each in our own way, according to the demands of 
our own traditions and the dictates of our own consciences, we view 
our world today with the same anguish and the events of our time 
with the same apprehension. 

Your Holiness, together we see the same darkness. Together we 
see and understand those forces of irreligion that are addressed not 
to the dignity of the spirit but to the degradation of the soul. Together 
we share the conviction that bigotry and prejudice, born of hatred 
and nurtured in the failure to respect each other's commitments, can 
no longer be tolerated, not now, not anywhere, not at any time. 
Therefore, Your Holiness, we applaud with gratitude each and every 
one of your many pronouncements, made from here in the Vatican 
and elsewhere in the world, against all those demonic forces that 
would enslave rather than liberate, that would destroy rather than 
create. · 

It was with particular gratification, Your Holiness, that the Jewish 
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people noted that in your Easter Message to the City and to the World, 
you made reference, with deep sensitivity, to the unparalleled in
humanity of Nazi brutality against the Jewish people. We shall never 
forget this, and it is and shall remain a source of comfort to us to 
know that you shall help the world to remember as well. Yesterday 
was Yorn Hashoah, the day in our Jewish religious calendar set aside 
for remembrance of the Holocaust and to commemorate the mar
tyrdom of our six million. Therefore, during our colloquium yesterday, 
Catholics and Jews together set aside a time to commemorate and 
to meditate. And in the time that we set aside, how could we forget 
that out of the ashes of Auschwitz rose the miracle of Israel? In and 
through our dialogue, we look forward to the day when Rome and 
Jerusalem, this Eternal City and the place where heaven touches earth, 
will embrace in the fullness of fraternal love and recognition. 

Yes, the dialogue has begun and much has been accomplished: 
Nostra Aetate in 1965; the Guidelines for its implementation in 1974; 
the devoted leadership of Cardinal Willebrands, Msgr. Mejia and many 
others throughout the Catholic world; the work of some episcopal 
conferences and national commissions for relations b~tween Chris
tians and Jews. Much has been done, but much more needs t~ be 
done. The dialogue is not equal in all places: We continue to hear 
from some pulpits in Latin America echoes of the teaching of con
tempt; in Oberammergau we are witness to themes that have been 
repudiated by the Church. 

But we are grateful and remain hopeful, for if we continue what 
we have begun it may be that history will record that thirty-three 
centuries after the Exodus and two thousands years after Calvary, 
both Christians and Jews allowed their hearts to be opened to God 
in new and wondrous ways. , 

Statement of the Pope 

Dear Friends, 
I am happy to greet you in the Vatican on the occasion of the 

Colloquium which you have called together to commemorate the 
twentieth anniversary of the Conciliar Declaration Nostra Aerate, on 
the relation of the Church with Non-Christian Religions, and partic
ularly the section of it dealing with her relations with Judaism. 

It is indeed a remarkable occasion, not only because of the com
memoration in itself, but also because it happens to bring together 
Catholics, other Christians, and Jews, through the collaboration of 
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the Theological Faculty of the Pontifical University of Saint Thomas 
Aquinas, the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the Centro Pro 
Unione and the "Service International de documentation judeochre
tienne" (SIDIC). The Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations 
with the Jews has also agreed to give you its assistance and partic
ipation. 

In this gathering of such important institutions for the purpose of 
celebrating Nostro Aetate, I see a way of putting into practice one of 
the main recommendations of the Declaration; where it says that 
"since the spiritual patrimony common to Christians and Jews is ... 
so great, this Sacred Synod wishes to foster and recommend that 
mutual understanding and respect which is the fruit above all of 
biblical and theological studies, and of brotherly dialogues" (Nostra 
Aetate, 4). 

- Your Colloquium is one of those "brotherly dialogues", and it will 
most certainly contribute to that "mutual understanding and respect" 
mentioned by the Council. 

Jews and Christians must get to know each other better. Not just 
superficially as people of different religions, merely coexisting in the 
same place, but as members of such religions which are so closely 
linked to one another (cf. NostraAetate, 4). This implies that Christians 
try to know as exactly as p<;>ssible the distinctive beliefs, religious 
practices and spirituality of the Jews, and conversely that the Jews 
try to know the beliefs and practices and spirituality of Christians. 

It is in this context that I note the reference in your programme 
to the catastrophe which so cruelly decimated the Jewish people, 
before and during the war, especially in the death camps. I am well 
aware that the traditional date for such a commemoration falls about 
now. It is precisely an absence of faith in God and, as a consequence, 
of love and respect for our fellow men and women, which can easily 
bring about such disasters. Let us pray together that it will never 
happen again, and that whatever we do to get to know each other 
better, to collaborate with one another and to bear witness to the 
one God and to his will, as expressed in the Decalogue, will help 
make people still more aware of the abyss which mankind can fall 
into when we do not acknowledge other people as brothers and sisters, 
sons and daughters, of the same heavenly Father. 

Jewish-Christian relations are never an academic exercise. They 
are, on the contrary, part of the very fabric of our religious commit
ment and our respective vocations as Christians and as Jews. For 
Christians these relations have special theological and moral dimen
sions because of the Church's conviction, expressed in the document 
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we are commemorating, that "she received the revelation of the Old 
Testament through the people with whom God in his inexpressible 
mercy deigned to establish the ancient Covenant, and draws suste
nance from the root of that good olive tree into which have been 
grafted the wild olive branches of the Gentiles (cf. Rom 11: 17-24 )" 
(Nostra Aerate, 4). To commemorate the anniversary of Nostra Aerate 
is to become still more conscious of all these dimensions and to 
translate them into daily practice everywhere. 

I earnestly .hope for this and pray that the work of your organi
zations and institutions in the field of Jewish-Christian relations will 
be ever more blessed by the Lord, whose name is forever to be praised: 
"Great is the Lord and highly to be praised" (Ps 145:3). 

Such seems to be the proper way to dispel prejudices. But also to 
discover, on the Christian side, the deep Jewish roots of Christianity, 
and, on the Jewish side, to appreciate better the special way in which 
the Church, since the days of the Apostles, has read the Old Testament 
and received the Jewish heritage. 

Here we are already in what we Christians call a theological field. 
I see in the programme of your Colloquium that you are dealing with 
proper theological subjects. I believe this to be a sign of maturity in 
our relations and a proof that the thrust and practical recommen
dations of Nostra Aerate really do insp~re our dialogues. It is hopeful 
and refreshing to see this done in an encounter commemorating the 
twentieth anniversary of the Declaration. 

Common theological studies cannot in fact be envisaged if there 
is not, on each side, a large measure of mutual trust and deep respect 
for each other-trust and respect which can only profit and grow 
from such studies. 

You have also faced the question of Jewish and Christian spirituality 
in the present secular is tic context.Yes, in our days one can sometimes 
have the sad impression of an absence of God and his will from the 
private and public lives of men and women. When we reflect on such 
a situation and its tragic consequences for mankind, deprived of its 
roots in God and therefore of its basic moral orientation, one can 
only be grateful to the Lord because we believe in him, as Jews and 
Christians, and we both can say, in the words of Deuteronomy: "Heai, 
0 Israel, the Lord our God is one God" (Dt 6:4). 

But gratitude soon turns into a commitment to express and publicly 
profess that faith before the world and to live our lives according to 
it, so that "men may see our good works and give glory to our Father 
who is in heaven" (Mt 5:16). 

The existence and the providence of the Lord, our Creator and 
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Saviour, are thus made present in the witness of our daily conduct 
and belief. And this is one of the responses that those who believe 
in God and are prepared to "sanctify his name" (cf. Mt 6:9) can and 
should give to the secularistic climate of the present day. 

A commemorative Colloquium thus easily becomes a point of de
parture for a new and strong dedication, not only to ever deeper 
relations between Jews and Christians in many fields, but also to what 
man needs most in the present world: a sense of God as a loving 
Father and of his saving will. 

I 

Address to International Catholic
Jewish Liaison Committee on the 
Twentieth Anniversary of Nostra 
Aetate 
October 28, 1985 

The twelfth meeting of the International Catholic-Jewish liaison Com
mittee took place on October 28-30, 1985 at the offices of the Secretariat 
for Promoting Christian Unity of the Holy See. The event was timed 
to coincide with the twentieth anniversary of the Second Vatican Coun
cjl's declaration on the relationship between the Church and the Jewish 
pe_ople, "Nostra Aetate," no 4. That document, whose Latin title, taken 
from its opening words, means "In Our Times", was promulgated on 
October 28, 1965, by Pope Paul VI together with the 2,221 Council 
Fathers. 

The International Liaison Committee was founded in 1970 as a 
means of implementing the Council's call for the institution of ongoing 
dialogue between the Church and the Jewish people after centuries 
of mis(tust and often tragic conflict. The Committee is composed of 
representatives of the Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations 
with the Jews and of the International Jewish Committee for lnterre
ligious Consultations (IJC/C). IJCIC, the International Jewish Committee 
for lnterreligious Consultations, is composed of the World Jewish Con
gress, the Synagogue Council of America, the American Jewish Com
mittee, the Israel Jewish Council for Interreligious Consultations, and 
B'nai B'rith. 

Highlighting the event was an audience with Pope John Paul II on 
the afternoon of October 28th. Cardinal Johannes Willebrands, pres-
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ident of the Holy See's Commission, introduced the Liaison Committee 
to the Pope, who has met previously with its me(1lbers on earlier 
occasions. Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, chair of IJC/C, hailed "Nostra 
Aetate" and subsequent papal statements as documents which had 
revolutionized Christian.Jewish relations and created new opportun
ities for dialogue. Rabbi Waxman pointed 'out that the creation of the 
State of Israel was likewise a revolution in Jewish history which calls 
for new thinking by both Catholics and Jews. 

The Pope, for his part, reaffirmed the Church's commitment to 
"Nostra Aetate" and the uniqueness of the sacred Hlink" between the 
Church and the Jewish people which he called one of "parentage, a 
relationship which we have with that religious community alone . ... " 

The full text of the Pope's address follows. 

Dear friends, 
Twenty years to the day a(ter the promulgation of the declaration 

Nostro Aetate by the Second Vatican Council, you have chqsen Rome 
as the venue of the 12th session of the International Liaison Committee 
between the Catholic Church, represented by the Holy See's Com
mission for Religious Relations with Judaism, and the International 
Jewish Committee on lnterreligious Consultations. 

Ten years ago, in January 1975, you also met in Rome for the 10th 
anniversary of the promulgation of the same document. The decla
ration, in effect, in its fourth section deals with the relations between 
the Catholic Church and the Jewish religious community. It has been 
repeatedly said that the content of this section, while not too long 
nor unduly complicated, was epoch-making and that it changed the 
existing relationship between the church and the Jewish people and 
opened quite a new era in this relationship. 

I am happy to affirm here, 20 years later, that the fruits we have 
reaped since then, and your committee is one of them, prove the 
basic truth of these assertions. The Catholic Church is always pre
pared with the help of God's grace to revise and renew whatever in 
her attitudes and ways of expression happens to conform less with 
her own identity, founded upon the word of God, the Old and the 
New Testament, as read in the church. This she does not out of any 
expediency nor to gain a practical advantage of any kind, but out of 
a deep consciousness of her own "mystery" and a renewed willingness 
to translate it into practice. The declaration affirms, with great pre
cision, that it is while delving into this "mystery" that she, the church, 
"remembers the spiritual link" between herself and "Abraham's stock". 

It is this "link", which the declaration goes on to expla.in and 
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illustrate, that is the real foundation for our relation with the Jewish 
people. A relation which could well be called a real "parentage" and 
which we have with that religious community alone, notwithstanding 
our many connections with other world religions, particularly with 
Islam, and which the declaration appropriately elaborates in other 
sections. This "link" can be called a "sacred" one, stemming as it does 
from the mysterious will of God. 

Our relations since that historic date could only improve, deepen 
and branch out in different aspects and levels in the life of the Catholic 
Church and of the Jewish community. In this connection, as you are 
well aware, as far back as 1974 the Holy See took the initiative to 
create a Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews and also 
published, through that same commission, two further documents 
intended for the application of the declaration to many fields of the 
church's life: the 1975 Guidelines and the very recent Notes on the 
Correct Way to Present the Jews and Judaism in Preaching and Cat
echesis in the Catholic Church. 

Both documents are a proof of the Holy See's continued interest 
in and commitment to this renewed relationship between the Catholic 
Church and the Jewish people, and to drawing from it all practical 
consequences. 

Regarding the above-mentioned document, the Notes published 
last June, I am sure that they will greatly help toward freeing our 
catechetical and religious teaching of a negative or inaccurate pres
entation of Jews and Judaism in the context of the Catholic faith . 
They will also help to promote respect, appreciation and indeed love 
for one and the other, as they are both in the unfathomable design 
of God, who "does not reject his people" (Ps 94: 14; Rom 11: 1 ). By the 
same token, anti-Semitism in its ugly and sometimes violent mani
festations should be completely eradicated. Better still, a positive 
view of each of our religions, with due respect for the identity of each, 
will surely emerge, as is already the case in so many places. 

To understand our docum~nts correctly and especially the con
ciliar declaration, a firm grasp of Catholic tradition and Catholic the
ology is certainly necessary. I would even say that for Catholics, as 
the Notes (no. 25) have asked them to do, to fathom the depths of 
the extermination of many million Jews during World War II and the 
wounds thereby inflicted on the consciousness of the Jewish people, 
theological reftection is also needed. I therefore earnestly hope that 
study of and reflection on theology will become more and more a 
part of our exchanges for our mutual benefit even if, quite under
standably, some sections of the Jewish community may still have 
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some reservations about such exchanges. However, deep knowledge 
of and respect for each other's religious identity seem essential for 
the reaffirmation and strengthening of the "link" the council spoke 
about. 

· The International Liaison Committee which you form is in itself a 
proof and practical manifestation of this "link". You have met 12 times 
since 1971 and despite the normal difficulties of adjustment and even 
some occasional tensions, you have achieved a rich, varied and frank 
relationship. I see here present both representatives of many local 
churches and of several local Jewish communities. Such large rep
resentations gathered in Rome for the 20th anniversary of Nostro 
Aetate is in itself consoling and promising. We have really made much 
headway in our relations. 

In order to follow along the same path, under the eyes of God and 
with his all-healing blessing, I am sure you will work with ever greater 
dedication, for constantly deeper mutual knowledge, for even greater 
interest in the legitimate C0!1Cerns of each other and especially for 
collaboration in the many fields where our faith in one God and our. 
common respect for his image in all men and women invite our witness 
and commitment. 

For the work which has been done I give thanks with you to the 
Lord our God, and for what you are still called to do I offer my prayers 
and I am happy .to reaffirm the commitment of the Catholic Church 
to this relationship and dialogue with the Jewish community. May the 
Lord help your good will and your personal and institutional com
mitment to this important task. 

Statement by Rabbi Mordecai 
Waxman, Chairman of the 
International Jewish Committee on 
Interreligious Consultations, 
during Audience with Pope John 
Paul II 
October 28, 1985 

Your Holiness, 
October 28, 1965, was both a historic and revolutionary date. It 

marked a turning away from eighteen centuries often characterized 
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by both misunderstanding and persecution, toward a dialogue in 
which we explored our common spiritual roots and confronted our 
disagreements frankly but in a spirit of. mutual understanding and 
respect. 

In the ensuing years, the Episcopates in the United States, Latin 
America and Europe have made the spirit of Nostro Aerate their own, 
carried its doctrines even further, and sought to translate them into 
modes of action and behaviour. 

Your Holiness personally has given great depth to the dialogue 
and evoked a warm response from Jews and, indeed, from many 
Catholics throughout the world through your own statements. These 
included your Declaration in Mainz in 1980 in which you affirmed: 
"the people of God of the Old Covenant [which] was never repudiated 
by God .... " That was supplemented by your statement in Rome in 
1982 that we pursue "diverse but, in the end, convergent paths with 
the help of the Lord." 

There is a Hebrew proverb that says, "D'vorim hayotzim min ha
lev, nichnasim el ha-lev" ("Words which come from the heart, speak 
to the heart"). The warmth with which you have spoken today of our 
common spiritual heritage, our common concerns and our common 
goals enables us, in tum, to speak from the heart. 

We appreciated, in Nostro Aetate and in the Declarations which 
have flowed from it, the ability of a great faith to examine itself and 
to chart new directions. . 

The repudiation of ·the false teachings-responsible for so much 
hatred and persecution-that all Jews, then and now, were respon
sible for the death of Jesus, encouraged Jews everywhere to feel that 
there was a new spirit in the Christian world. We have noted with 
distress, lapses from time to time into the old and repudiated language 
by some Catholic authorities. Nonetheless, the wide acceptance of 
the new approach in the Catholic world has been for us a source of 
hope. 

The further recognition in Nostro Aetate and in the Guidelines that 
the Jewish religious tradition has continued to evolve and grow through 
the centuries to the present day and has much to contribute to our 
world, and the assertion that every effort must be made to understand 
Judaism "in its own terms," as it sees itself, made dialogue possible. 

But, in these same years, the Jewish people have been undergoing 
a profound transformation of our own. The Nazi Holocaust shook us 
to the core of our being. The creation of the State of Israel restored 
us as a factor in history, but even more, restored us religiously and 
spiritually. For the third time in Jewish history, the pattern of exile 
and redemption was reenacted. The implications are incalculable, 
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but we are confirmed in biblical belief that the Covenant with the 
Land established by the God of Abraham and his descendants endures, 
even as the Covenant of the Torah abides. It said to us in the words 
of the Torah portion read this week throughout the Jewish world that 
"Abraham still stands before the Lord." 

We are deeply moved by the knowledge that Your Holiness has 
testified to this truth through your Apostolic Letter in April 1984: 

For the Jewish people who Jive in the State of Israel and who 
preserve in that land such precious testimonies to their history 
and their faith, we must ask for the desired security and the 

· due tranquility tha~ is the prerogative of every nation and con
dition of life and of progress for every sosiety. 

Thus, a renewed Jewish people, restored to Jerusalem arid to hu
man dignity, can engage in dialogue with the Catholic Church, con
fident that we have spiritual riches to cherish and to share, aware 
that we both have a common obligation to engage in Tikkun Olam
the improvement and perfecting of our world. On this anniversary of 
Nostra Aetate, we are conscious that much of its vision has yet to be 
translated into reality and universal acceptance. But, we look forward 
to the creation of structures and programs which will translate our 
dialogue into actions which will move the hearts of the members of 
our respective faiths in the joint quest for universal peace, for social 
justice and human rights, and for upholding the dignity of every human 
being created in the Divine image. 

Your Holiness, in recognition of the common spiritual heritage we 
share and in consideration of the fact that the Catholic and Jewish 
worlds are commemorating the 850th anniversary of the bi~ of one 
of our greatest figures, we wish to present you with a copy of the 
beautiful Kaufman manuscript of the Code of Maimonides. With it, 
we offer the hope that the final line of the Code will be fulfilled through 
our continuing dialogue which shall, with God's Will, grow in depth 
and understanding so that "the earth.may be filled with the knowledge 
of the Lord as the waters cover the sea." · 
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1986 
Historic Visit to the Synagogue of 
Rome 
April 13, 1986 

On Sunday, April 13, 1986, the Holy Father made his historic visit to 
the Synagogue in Rome. After an address of welcome by Prof Giacomo 
Saban, President of the Jewish community of Rome, the Chief Rabbi 
Elio Toaff then spoke. In reply the Holy Father gave the following 
address. 

Address by the Pope 

Dear Chief Rabbi of the Jewish community in Rome, 
Dear President of the Union of Italian Jewish communities, 
Dear President of the community in Rome, 
Dear Rabbis, 
Dear Jewish and Christian friends and brethren taking part in this 
historic celebration, 

1. First of all, I would like, together with you, to give thanks and 
praise to the Lord who stretched out the heavens and laid the foun
dations of the earth (cf. Is 51:16) and who chose· Abraham in order 
to make him father of a multitude of children, as numerous "as the 
stars of heaven and as the sand which is on the seashore" (Gn 22:17; 
cf. Is 15:5)-to give thanks and praise to him because it has been his 
good pleasure, in the mystery of his Providence, that this evening 
there should be a meeting in this your "Major Temple" between the 
Jewish community which has been living in this city since the times 
of the ancient Romans and the Bishop of Rome and universal Pastor 
of the Catholic Church. 

I likewise feel it is my duty to thank the Chief Rabbi, Professor Elio 
Toaff, who from the first moment accepted with joy the idea that l 
should make this visit, and who is now receiving me with great open
ness of heart and a profound sense of hospitality; and in addition to 
him I also thank aJI those members of the Jewish community in Rome 
who have made this meeting possible and who in so many ways have 
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worked to ensure that it should be at one and the same time a reality 
and a symbol. 

Many thanks therefore to you all. 
Toda rabbd (Many thanks). 
2. In the light of the Word of God that has just been proclaimed 

and that lives for ever (cf. Is 30:8), I would like us to reflect together, 
in the presence of the Holy One-may he be blessed! (as your liturgy 
says }-on the fact and the significance of this meeting between the 
Bishop of Rome, the Pope, and the Jewish community that lives and 
works in this city which is so dear to you and to me. 

I had been thinking of this visit for a long time. In fact, the Chief 
Rabbi was kind enough to come and see me, in February 1981, when 
I paid a pastoral visit to the nearby Parish of San Carlo ai Catenari. 
In addition, a number of you have been more than once to the Vatican, 
on the occasion of the numerous audiences that I have been able to 
have with represerltatives in Italian and world Jewry, and still earlier, 
in the time of my predecessors Paul VI, John XXlll and Pius XII. I am 
likewise well aware that the Chief Rabbi, on the night before the death 
of Pope John, did not hesitate to go to Saint Peter's Square; and 
accompanied by members of the Jewish faithful, he mingled with the 
crowd of Catholics and other Christian$, in order to pray and keep 
vigil, as it were bearing witness, in a silent but very effective way, to 
the greatness of soul of that Pontiff, who was open to all people 
without distinction, and in pa5i-ticular to the Jewish brethren. 

The heritage that I would now like to take up is precisely that of 
Pope John, who on one occasion, as he passed by here-as the Chief 
Rabbi has just mentioned- stopped the car so that he could bless 
the crowd of Jews who were coming out of this very Temple. And I 
would like to ta.Ice up his heritage at this very moment, when I find 
myself not just outside, but, thanks to your generous hospitality, inside 
the Synagogue of Rome. 

3. This gathering in a way brings to a close, after the Pontificate 
of John XXlll and the Second Vatican Council, a long period which 
we must not tire of reflecting upon in order to draw from it the 
appropriate lessons. Certainly, we cannot and should not forget that 
the historical circumstances of the past were very different from those 
that have laboriously matured over the centuries. The general ac
ceptance of a legitimate plurality on the social, civil and religious 
levels has been arrived at with great difficulty. Nevertheless, a con
sideration of centuries-long cultural conditioning could not .prevent 
us from recognizing that the acts of discrimination, unjustified limi
tation of religious freedom, oppression also on the level of civil free-
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dom in regard to the Jews were, from an objective point of view, 
gravely deplorable manifestations. Yes, once again, through myself, 
the Church, in the words of the well-known Declaration Nostra Aetate 
(no. 4), "deplores the hatred, persecutions, and displays of anti-Sem
itism directed against the Jews at any time and by anyone"; 1 repeat: 
"by anyone". 

I would like once more to express a word of abhorrence for the 
genocide decreed against the Jewish people during the last War, which 
led to the holocaust of millions of innocent victims. 

When I visited on June 1979 the concentration camp at Auschwitz 
and prayed for the many victims from various nations, I paused in 
particular before the memorial stone with the inscription in Hebrew 
and thus manifested the sentiments of my heart: "This inscription 
stirs the memory of the People whose sons and daughters were des
tined to total extermination. This People has its origin in Abraham, 
who is our father in faith (cf. Rom 4:12), as Paul of Tarsus expressed 
it. Precisely this People, which received from God the commandment: 
'Thou shalt not kill' has experienced in itself to a particular degree 
what killing means. Before this inscription it is not permissible for 
anyone to pass by with indifference" (lnsegnamenti, 1979, p. 1484). 

The Jewish community of Rome too. paid a high price in blood. 
And it was surely a significant gesture that in those dark years of 

racial persecution the doors of our religious houses, of our churches, 
of the Roman Seminary, of buildings belonging to the Holy See and 
of Vatican City itself were thrown open to offer refuge and safety to 
so many Jews of Ro!lle being hunted by their persecutors. 

4. Today's visit is meant to ma.Ice a decisive contribution to the 
consolidation of the good relations between our two communities, 
in imitation of the example of so many men and women who have 
worked and who are still working today, on both sides, to overcome 
old prejudices and to secure ever wider and fuller recognition of that 
"bond" and that "common spiritual patrimony" that exists between 
Jews and Christians. 

This is the hope expressed in the fourth paragraph of the Council's 
Declaration Nostro Aetate, which I have just mentioned on the rela
tionship of the Church to non-Christian religions. The decisive turn
ing-point in relations between the Catholic Church and Judaism, and 
with individual Jews, was occasioned by this brief but incisive par
agraph. 

We are all aware that, among the riches of this paragraph no. 4 of 
Nostra Aetate, three points are especially relevant. I would like to 
underline them here, before you, in this truly unique circumstance. 
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The first is that the Church of Christ discovers her "bond" with 
Judaism by "searching into her own mystery" (cf. Nostra Aetate, ibid.). 
The Jew.ish religion is not "extrinsic" to us, but in a certain way is 
"intrinsic" to our own religion. With Judaism therefore we have a 
relationship which we do not have with any other religion. You are 
our dearly beloved brothers and, in a certain way, it could be said 
that you are our elder brothers. 

The second point noted by the Council is that no ancestral or 
collective blame can be imputed to the Jews as a people for ''what 
happened in Christ's passion" (cf. Nostra Aetate, ibid.). Not indis
criminately to the Jews of that time, nor to those who came afterwards, 
nor to those of today. So any alleged theological justification for 
discriminatory measures or, worse still, for acts of persecution is 
unfounded. The Lord will judge each one "according to his own works", 
Jews and Christians alike (cf. Rom 2:6). 

The third point that I would like to emphasize in the Council's 
Declaration is a consequence of the second. Notwithstanding the 
Church's awareness of her own identity, it is not lawful to say that 
the Jews are "repudiated or cursed", as if this were taught or could 
be deduced from the Sacred Scriptures of the Old or the New Tes
tament (cf. Nostra Aetate, ibid.). Indeed, the Council had already said 
in this same text of Nostra Aetate, and also in the Dogmatic Consti
tution Lumen Gentium (no. 16), referring to Saint Paul in the Letter 
to the Romans ( 11 :28-29), that the Jews are beloved of God, who has 
called them with an irrevocable calling. 

5. On these convictions rest our present relations. On the occasion 
of this visit to your Synagogue, I wish to reaffirm them and to proclaim 
them in their perennial value. · 

For this is the meaning which is to be attributed to my visit to 
you, to the Jews of Rome. 

It is not of course because the differences between us have now 
been overcome that I have come among you. We know well .that this 
is not so. 

First of aJI, each of our religions, in the full awareness of the many 
bonds which unite them to each other, and in the first place that 
"bond" which the Council spoke of, wishes to be recognized and 
respected in its own identity, beyond any syncretism and any am
biguous appropriation. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to say that the path undertaken is still 
at the beginning, and therefore a considerable amount of time will 
still be needed, notWithstanding the great efforts already made on 
both sides, to remove all fonns of prejudice, even subtle ones, to 
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readjust every manner of self-expression and therefore to present 
always and everywhere, to ourselves an_d to others, the true face of 
the Jews and of Judaism, as likewise of Christians and of Christianity, 
and this at every level of outlook, teaching and communication. 

In this regard, l would like to remind my brothers and sisters of 
the Catholic Church, also those living in Rome, of the fact that the 
guidelines for implementing the Council in this precise field are al
ready available to everyone in the two documents published respec
tively in 1974 and in 1985 by the Holy See's Commission for Religious 
Relations with Judaism. It is only a question of studying them carefully, 
of immersing oneself in their teachings and of putting them into 
practice. 

Perhaps there still remain between us difficulties of the practi~al 
order waiting to be overcome on the level of fraternal relations; these 
are the result of centuries of mutual misunderstanding, and also of 
different positions and attitudes, not easily settled, in complex and 
important matters. 

No one is unaware that the fundamental difference from the very 
beginning has been the attachment of us Catholics to the person and 
teaching of Jesus of Nazareth, a son of your People ... , from which 
were also born the Virgin Mary, the Apostles who were the "foun
dations and pillars of the Church" and the greater part of the first 
Christian community. But this attachment is located in the order of 
faith, that is to say in the free assent of the mind and heart guided 
by the Spirit, and it can never be the object of exterior pressure, in 
one sense or the other. This is the reason why we wish to deepen 
dialogue in loyalty and friendship, in respect for one another's intimate 
convictions, taking as a fundamental basis the elements of the Rev
elation which we have in common, as a "great spiritual patrimony" 
(cf. Nostra Aerate, no. 4). 

6. It must be said, then, that the ways opened for our collaboration, 
in the light of our common heritage drawn from the Law and the 
Prophets, are various and important. We wish to recall first of all a 
collaboration in favour of man, his life from conception until natural 
death, his dignity, his freedom, his rights, his self-development in a 
society which is not hostile but friendly and favourable, where justice 
reigns and where, in this nation, on the various continents and 
throughout the world, it is peace that rules, the shalom hoped for by 
the lawmakers, prophets and wise men of Israel. 

More in general, there is the problem of morality, the great field 
of individual and social ethics. We are all aware of how acute the 
crisis is on this point in the age in which we are living. In a society 
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which is often lost in agnosticism and individualism and which is 
suffering the bitter consequences of selfishness and violence, Jews 
and Christians are the trustees and witnesses of an ethic marked by 
the Ten Commandments, in the observance of which man finds his 
truth and freedom. To promote a common reflection and collaboration 
on this point is one of the great duties of the hour. 
. And finally I wish to address a thought to this city in which there 
live side by side the Catholic community with its Bishop, and the 
Jewish community with its authorities and its Chief Rabbi. 

Let this not be a mere "co-existence", a kind of juxtaposition, 
interspersed with limited and occasional meetings, but let it be an
imated by fraternal love.· 

7. The problems of Rome are many. You know this well. Each one 
of us, in the light of that blessed heritage to which I alluded earlier, ' 
is conscious of an obligation to work together, at least to some degree, 
for their solution. Let us seek, as far as possible, to do so together. 
From this visit of mine and from the harmony and serenity which we 
have attained may there flow forth a fresh and health-giving spring 
like the river that Ezekiel saw gushing from the eastern gate of the 
Temple of Jerusalem (cf. Ez 4 7: l ff.), which will help to heal the wounds 
from which Rome is suffering. 

In doing this, I venture to say, we shall each be faithful to our most 
sacred commitments, and also to that which most profoundly unites 
and gathers us together: faith in the One God who "loves strangers" 
and "renders justice to the orphan and the widow" (cf. Dt 10:18), 
commanding us too to love and help them (cf. ibid. and Lv 19:18, 34). 
Christians have learned this desire of the Lord from the Torah, which 
you here venerate, and from Jesus, who took to its extreme conse
quences the love demanded by the Torah. 

8. All that remains for me now, as at the beginning of my address, 
is to tum my eyes and my mind to the Lord, to thank him and praise 
him for this joyful meeting and for the good things which are already 
ftowing from it, for the rediscovered brotherhood and for the new 
and more profound understanding between us here in Rome, and 
between the Church and Judaism everywhere, in every country, for 
the benefit of all. 

Therefore I would like to say with the Psalmist, in his original 
language which is also your own inheritance: 
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hodu la Adonai ki tob 
ki le olam hasdo 
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ki le olam hasdo · 
yomeru-na jir'e Adonai 
ki le olam hasdo (Ps 118:1-2, 4). 
0 give thanks to the Lord for he is good, 
his steadfast love endures for ever! 
Let Israel say, 
"His steadfast love endures for ever". 
Let those who fear the -Lord say, 
"His steadfast love endures for ever". 
Amen. 

Address by Chief Rabbi Elio Toaff 

Your 'Holiness, 

As the Chief Rabbi of this community, whose history goes back 
thousands of years, I wish to express to you my intense satisfaction 
at the gesture you have wished to carry out today, visiting a Synagogue 
for the first time in the history of the Church. This gesture is destined 
to be remembered throughout history. It shows itself linked with the 
enlightened teaching of your illustrious predecessor, John XXIII, who, 
one Sabbath morning, became the first Pope to stop and bless the 
Jews of Rome who were leaving this Temple after prayer, and it follows 
the path marked out by the Second Vatican Council, which, with the 
Declaration Nostra Aetate, produced that revolution in relations be
tween the Church and Judaism that has made today's visit possible. 

We thus find ourselves before a true turning-point in Church policy. 
The Church now looks upon the Jews with sentiments of esteem and 
appreciation, abandoning that teaching of disdain whose inadmiss
ability Jules Isaac-may he be remembered here in blessing-brought 
to the attention of Pope John. 

At this historic moment, my thoughts turn with admiration, grat
itude and mourning to the infinite number of Jewish martyrs who 
serenely faced death for the sanctification of God's Name. Theirs is 
the merit if our faith has never wavered and if fidelity to the Lord 
and his Law has not failed in the long course of the centuries. Thanks 
to them the Jewish people lives still, the only surviving people from 
antiquity. 

Thus, we cannot forget the past, but today we wish to begin, with 
faith and hope, this new historic;::a! phase, which fruitfully points the 
way to common undertakings finally carried out in a plane of equality 
and mutual esteem in the interest of all humanity. 
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We propose to spread the idea of the spiritual and moral mon
otheism of Israel in order to bring together mankind and the universe 
in the love, the power and the justice of God, who is the God of all, 
and to bring light to the minds and hearts of all men, so as to cause 
order, morality, goodness, hannony and peace to flourish in the world. 

At the same time, we reaffirm God's universal fatherhood over all 
men, taking our inspiration from the prophets, who taught it as that 
filiai love which joins all living beings to the maternal womb of the 
infinite as to their natural matrix. It is therefore man who must be 
taken into consideration; man, who was created by God in his image 
and likeness, with the aim of conferring upon him a dignity and nobility 
that he can maintain only if he wills to follow the Father's teaching. 
It is written in Deuteronomy, "You are children of the Lord your God", 
in order to indicate the relationship that must join men to their 
Creator, a relationship of Father and child, of love and benevolent 
indulgence, but also a relationship of brotherhood which must reign 
among all human beings. If this truly existed, we would not today 
have to struggle against the terrorism and twisted acts of violence 
that reap so many innocent victims-men, women, the elderly and 
children-as happened not long ago even at the threshold of this 

Temple. · 
Our common task in society should therefore be that of teaching 

our fellow man the duty of mutual respect, showing the iniquity of 
the evils afflicting the world; such as terrorism, which is the exaltation 
of blind and inhuman violence, and which strikes out against def
enceless people, including Jews in every country, simply because 
they are Jews; likewise, anti-semitism and racism, which we vainly 
felt to be forever vanquished after the last world war. 

The condemnation that the Council pronounced against every form 
of anti-semitism should be rigorously applied, as well as the con
demnation of all violence, in order to keep all mankind from drowning 
in corruption, immorality and injustice. 

The invitation that we read in the book of Leviticus-"l am the 
Lord your God; sanctify yourselves, be holy, because l am Holy"-is 
meant to be an exhortation to imitate the holiness of the Lord in our 

lives. 
In this way, the image of God in potency in man from the ~rst 

·moment of his creation becomes the image of God in act. The "Ke
doshim Tiiyu" is the imitation on the part of man of what are called 
the "Ways of the Lord". 

In this way, by seeking to subject all their actions to the spirit, 
· man gives the spirit dominion over material reality. 

The reward for this kind of conduct is great, and God already 
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revealed this to Abraham when he brought him out to gaze at the sky 
on a starry night: "I am the Lord who brought you out of Ur Casdim 
in order to give you possession of this land". The possession of the 
promised land is obtained as a reward for having followed the ways 
of the Lord, and the end of days will come when the people have 
returned there. 

This return is being realized: those who escaped from the Nazi 
death camps have found in the land of Israel a refuge and a new life 
in regained liberty and dignity. It is for this reason that their return 
has been called by our Teachers "the beginning of the coming of final 
redemption", "Reshit tzemihat geulatenu" . 

The return of the Jewish people to its land must be recognized as 
a good and an inalienable gain for the world, because it constitutes 
the prelude-according to the teachings of the prophets-to that 
epoch of universal brotherhood to which we all aspire, and to that 
redemptive peace that finds its sure promise in the Bible. The rec
ognition of Israel's irreplaceable role in the final plan of redemption 
that God has promised us cannot be denied . 

We will thus be able to strive together to affinn man's right to 
freedom, a complete freedom that encounters an inviolable boundary 
only when it infringes upon or limits the freedom of others. Man is 
born free, is free by nature, thus all men, no matter to what people 
they belong, must be equally free, because all have the same dignity 
and participate in the same rights. There are no men who can consider 
themselves superior and others inferior, because there is in everyone 
that divine spark that makes them equal. 

Yet even in our own day there are still countries in the world where 
freedom is limited and discrimination and alienation are practised 
without any hesitation. I ani referring in particular to blacks in South 
Africa, and, as far as freedom of religion is concerned, to Jews and 
Catholics in the Soviet Union. Our common task ought to be that of 
proclaiming the fact that from man's fundamental freedom there arise 
inalienable human rights: like the right to life, to freedom of thought, 
conscience and religion. . 

The right to life must be understood not only as the right to exist, 
but to see one's life guaranteed, from its birth, to see one's existence 
assured against every threat, every violence; it means a guarantee of 
the means of subsistence through a more equitable distribution of 
wealth, so that there are no longer people dying of hunger in the 
world. It means the right of each person to see his honour safeguarded, 
his good name against calumny and prejudice, including that of a 
religious nature. It means the condemnation of every attack on a 
person's self-respect, considered by Judaism to be equivalent to 
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bloodshed. It means to fight against falsehood because of the dis
astrous consequences it can have on society, and against hate, which 
provokes violence and is considered by Judaism the same as hate of 
the Lord, of whom man is the image. 

Freedom of thought also includes freedom of conscience and re
ligious freedom. We have to strive with all our power in order to 
prevent man even today from being persecuted or condemned for 
the ideas he professes or for his religious convictions. 
. The concept of freedom-as we see-is a composite one, and if 
one of its components is suppressed, it is inevitable that sooner or 
later the whole complex reality of freedom will be lost, because it is 
a unity that has an absolute and indivisible value. It is an ideal in and 
of itself, one of the objects of that reign of universal justice preached 
in the Bible, by virtue of which men and peoples have the inalienable 
right to be their own masters. 

Your Holiness, at this very important moment in the history of 
relations between our two religions, as our hearts open to the hope 
that the misfortunes of the past might be replaced by a fruitful dialogue 
that-even while respecting our existing differences-might give us 
the possibility of a concordant activity, of sincere and honest cooper
ation towards the realization of those universal ends that are found in 
our common roots, allow me to conclude my reflections wfth the words 
of the Prophet Isaiah: "I will greatly rejoice in the Lord, my soul shall 
exult in my God; for he has clothed me with the garments of salvation, 
he has covered me with the robe of righteousness, as a bridegroom 
decks himself with a garland, and as a bride adorns herself with her 
jewels . For as the earth brings forth its shoots, and as a garden causes 
what is sown in it to spring up, so the Lord God will cause righteousness 
and.praise to spring forth before all the nations" (Is 61 :10-11). 

Address hy Prolf. Giacom.o Saban 

The President of the Jewish Community of Rome greeted the Holy. 
Father with the following words. 

Your Holiness, 
I have ·the honour of being the first to welcome you to this Major 

Temple on the banks of the Tiber. I greet you on behalf of the most 
ancient Jewish Community of the Diaspora, a Community that I have 
been given the privilege of serving. In expressing our satisfaction at 
seeing a Roman Pontiff for the first time cross the threshold of a Syn
agogue, I feel it my duty to recount briefly the history of the Jewish 
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Community of this city, a history which goes back several thousand 
years. 

Having settled on the banks of the Tiber almost two centuries prior 
to the destruction of the Second Temple, the fathers of the Jews that 
lived in Rome for centuries lived here as free Roman citizens. They 
wept, together with the multitude, over the mortal remains of Caesar; 
they applauded, together with the delirious populace, the triumph of 
Augustus. They were not spared, however, during the reigns of less 
glorious emperors, suffering, together with the rest of the inhabitants 
of Rome, from their wickedness and tyranny. 

Their number grew with the arrival of the prisoners of the Jewish 
wars, and-at first slaves, but then quickly freed-they enjoyed a 
relatively tranquil life: witness to this fact is a stone tablet between 
the fourth and the filth mile of the Ancient Appian Way .. .. But I am 
here speaking of the majority, because there were also those who 
came to Rome to ascend the glorious stairway of martyrdom, and 
the names of some of these are inscribed in the lists of the Mamertine 
Prison, from Aristobulus, son of Herod the Great, the victim of dark 
political designs, to Simon bar Ghiora, who fought relentlessly for 
our people's freedom. 

Contrary to the legislation of Augustus Caesar, which, inscribed in 
bronze tablets and hung in the forums of the principal cities of the 
Empire, safeguarded the rights of our ancestors, the Theodosian Code 
limited their freedom, activity and development. Nonetheless, they 
remained-faithful to the city-perhaps the only constant component 
in the mosaic of populations that converged on Rome from throughout 
the Empire. Nor did their life consist only of trade and commerce; 
our commentators speak of flourishing Rabbinical academies, and 
many inscriptions in the catacombs witness to the fact that they 
constituted an inviting centre of spirituality and a source of pure 
monotheistic faith in the midst of a world in which paganism was 
moving towards its definitive extinction. 

The dark centuries which followed and which saw, together with the 
end of the Western Empire, the decline of the city, were borne by this 
Community with serene courage. Shortly after the end of the first 
millennium, when the temporal power of the Popes was being consoli
dated, a son of this community, Nathan ben Jechiel Anav, whose house 
is found in Trastevere, not far from here, wrote in Rome the "Arukh ", 
the first normative compendium of the Judaism of the Diaspora. 

This community escaped the massacres that were inflicted upon 
Judaism on the other side of the Alps by croziers and Crusades; it 
did not, however, remain indifferent to the lot of those brothers in 
the faith, as is documented by the ancient funerary liturgy still in use 
among the Jews of Rome. 
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The first centuries after the year one thousand were difficult and 
painful for both the Jews and the rest of the population of Rome. 
Relations with the ruling power went through alternating phases, and 
violent acts were inflicted.upon this Community in the persons of itS 
Teachers. But those .were the years in which Dante showed his ap
preciation of Immanuel Romano, who entered the world of Italian 
literature, bringing his metre, style and same poetic structures into 

Jewish literature. 
The year 1492 saw the community grow with the arrival of refugees 

from Spain, and the liberal attitude of the Pope assured them a haven 

in this city. 
In the following half century the situation was to change radically. 

In September of 1553, hundreds of copies of the Talmud were bumed 
not far from here, in Campo di Fiori, and this blaze, which was not 
the first, would be re-ignited more than once in subsequent centuries. 
After the accession of Paul IV, with the Bull Cum nimis absurdum ... 
of 14 July 1555, the Ghetto of Rome was established precisely where 
we find ourselves today. The measures introduced, harshly restrictive 
with regards to study and worship, as well as normal everyday ac
tivities, reduced the inhabitants of the Ghetto to economic and cul
tural misery, depriving them of some of their most fundamental rights. 

Limitations of every sort and lack of freedom were thus the lot 
reserved to Roman Jews for a period of more than three centuries. 
It was only one hundred and fifteen years ago that this complex of 
restrictions, enslavement and humiliations came to cease, and not 
without some very sad last eruptions, such as the "casoMortara" .... 

It took more than sixty years for the Community of Rome to begin 
to refashion a normal existence worthy of the position that it occupies 
in the framework of Italian Judaism, both in terms of number and 
historical tradition. This process was cruelly cut short by the events 
immediately preceding the Second World War, with persecutions which 
were much more horrible in that they aimed at the complete anni-
hilation of Judaism worldwide. · 

It does not fall to us to judge what took place in Rome during those 
years, as we are too near in time to those days. What was taking place 
on one of the banks of the Tiber could not have been unknown on the 
other side of the river, nor could what was happening elsewhere on the 
European continent. Nonetheless, many of our brethren found help 
and refuge through courageous initiatives precisely within those con
vents and monasteries that they had learned to fear for so many centu-

ries. 
An apostolic nuncio who would be called to the Papacy fifteen 
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years later was not ignorant of the misdeeds that were being carried 
out in those days in the heart of our continent. 

That Pope, John XXlll, wished to see the development of a spir
ituality suited to the tormented world that was finally experiencing 
the healing of the atrocious wounds of the war. With the Second 
Vatican Council he wished to give the Church an opportunity to begin 
anew to meditate upon fundamental values. Nostra Aetate, that Coun
cil document which most relates to us, introduces a different rela
tionship between the faith of Israel and that of the surrounding world, 
restoring to us not only what for centuries we had been denied, but 
also the dignity that it had always been our right to see recognized . 

The work of that "just man" has always had our praise and total 
appreciation; that work h<:!S been eminently carried on by his suc
cessors. That work must continue. 

The efforts of men of good-will must in fact tend towards greater 
understanding of peoples, fully respecting their diversity. It is in this 
context that I feel I must manifest the aspiration to see abandoned 
certain reticences regarding the State of Israel. The land of Israel has a 
role that is central, emotionally and spiritually, in the heart of every 
Jew, and a change of attitude in its regard would gratify not only those 
present here, but Judaism worldwide. It would also, in my opinion, 
make a real contribution to the pacification of a region of the world that 
today presents threats and perils to the entire western world. 

This would be a further step, then, in the "fraternal dialogue" of 
which Nostra Aetate speaks. I do not hesitate to believe that this step 
will be taken. Today's visit, Your Holiness, that you have held to be 
opportune-I would even say necessary-is a lively testimony to the 
spirit of the Council. It fills us all with joy, inasmuch as it is a sign 
which foreshadows better days, days in which all those who believe 
in the One God-may His Holy Name be blessed- will be able, united, 
to contribute to the creation of a better world. 

"Relations with Non-Christian 
Religions" at General Audience 
June 5, 1986 

At the general audience in St. Peter's Square on Wednesday, 5 June, 
the Holy Father resumed his series of talks on faith and revelation 
after a reading from the Book of Revelation (21 :23-26). While speaking 
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of non-Christian religions in general, the Pope singled out the Church's 
"special relationship" with the Jewish people. The pertinent section, 

no. 6, follows: 

6. A special · relationship-with non-Christian religions-is the one 
that the Church has with those who profess faith in the Old Testament, 
the heirs of the patriarchs and prophets of Israel. The Council in fact 
recalls "the spiritual bond linking the people of the New Covenant 
with Abrah~'s stock" (Nostra Aetate, no. 4). 

This bond, to which we have already referred in the catechesis 
dedicated to the Old Testament, and which brings us close to the 
Jews, is again emphasized by the Declaration Nostra Aetate when it 
refers to those common beginnings of faith, which are found in the 
Patriarchs, Moses and the Prophets. The Church "professes that all 
who believe in Christ, Abraham's sons according to faith, are included 
in the same patriarch's call . . . the Church cannot forget that she 
received the revelation of the Old Testament through the people with 
whom God in his inexpressible mercy deigned to establish the Ancient 
Covenant" (Nostra Aetate, no. 4). From this same people comes "Christ 
in his human origins" (Rom 9:5), Son of the Virgin Mary, as a,lso his 
Apostles are its sons. 

All this spiritual heritage, common to Christians and Jews, con-
stitutes an organic foundation for a mutual relationship, even though 
a great part of the children of Israel "did not accept the Gospel". 
Nevertheless the Church (together with the Prophets and the Apostle 
Paul) "awaits the day, known to God alone, on which all peoples will 
address the Lord in a single voice and 'serve him with one accord' 
(Zep 3:9)" (Nostra Aetate, no. 4). 

Second Angelicum Colloquium 
November 6, 1986 

The second international Catholic-Jewish scholars' colloquium, like 
the first, was held at the Pontifical University of St. Thomas Aquinas 
(the Angelicum). The Pope's statement lists the sponsors of both col
loquia. There follows here, the statement of Mr. Nathan Perlmutter, 
president of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, and then the 
response and welcoming statement of the Pope during his audience 
with the participants . . 
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Statement of Nathan Perlmutter 

Your Holiness, 

We are deeply honored to again visit with you as we did when the 
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith joined with institutions of the 
Church in the commemoration of the 20th anniversary of NostraAetate. 

As you know so well, modernity brings its complex chaJlenges to 
individuals and to their institutions. And the Church and its children, 
the S}'nag~gue and its children strive to meet these challenges. We 
strive to retain what has served our ancestors so well and to fashion 
continuity for our future generations. 

The Church stands tall and proud on the foundation of Faith and 
Tradition. And you, your Holiness have served as its loving and in
spired leader. 

So too have Jews cherished Faith and Tradition. Central to Judaism 
is God, Torah and Israel, the Land and its people it has been central 
to our past, inextricably interwoven with our future. 

To profess caring concern for Catholicism without respect for its 
faith and Tradition is to love it l~ss:So too Jews look to their neighbors' 
approbation for the bedrock of their Faith, Jerusalem as the spiritual 
and reeognized capitol of Israel. 

Your Holiness, we in the AOL were deeply honored to be repre
sented in your Day of Prayer, and Day of Peace in Assisi. How ap
propriate Assisi, rich in the tradition of St. Francis. Where armies 
have failed to bring about peace, perhaps in your example, prayer 
and love will facilitate. peace. 

The world continues to be beset by acts of terrorism, and Your 
Holiness knows the ravages only too well. Perhaps what is needed in 
addition to a Day, of Prayer for Peace, is a day in which we contemplate 
the evil of terrorism, and as the site for such prayers against the 
scourge of terrorism and war, where more appropriate than in the 
City of P~ace, Jerusalem? And personally led by whom, more appro
priately, than by your prophetic voice of peace. 

Response of the Pope 

Dear Friends, . 
I. I am very happy to welcome you on the occasion of your Second 

International Catholic-Jewish Theological Colloquium. In 1985 the 
Theological Faculty of the PontHicaJ University of Saint Thomas Aqui
nas, the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the Centro Pro Unione 
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and the "Service de Documentation Judeo-Chretienne" (SIDIC), in 
cooperation with the Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations 
with the Jews, opened this series of theological research in com
memoration of the twentieth anniversary of the Conciliar Declaration 
Nostra Aetate. According to the spirit and the perspectives of the 
Council, the topic chosen for your Second Colloquium, which has 
now come to an end, is: Salvation and Redemption in the Jewish and 
Christian Theological Traditions and in Contemporary Theology. 

2. Contemplation of the mystery of universal redemption inspired 
the Prophet Isaiah to wonder: "Who has directed the Spirit of the 
Lord, or as his counsellor has instructed him? Whom did he consult 
for his enlightenment: and who taught him the path of justice, and 
taught him knowledge, and showed him the way of understanding?" 
(Is 40:13-14; cf. Rom 11:34). We are hereby invited to receive with 
. humble docility the mystery of the love of God, Father and Redeemer, 
and to contemplate it in our heart (cf. Lk 2:51) in order to express 
it in our works and in our praise. 

Theological reflection ·is part of the proper response of human 
intelligence and so gives witness to our conscious acceptance of God's 
gift. At the same time the other human sciences, such as history, 
philosophy and art, also offer their own contribution to an organic 
·deepening of our faith. This is why both the Jewish and Christian 
traditions have always had such high appreciation for reii'gious study. 
Honouring our respective traditions, theological dialogue based on 
sincere esteem can contribute greatly to mutual knowledge of our 
respective patrimonies of faith and can help us to be more aware of 
our links with one another in terms of our understanding of salvation. 

3. Your Colloquium can help to avoid the misunderstanding of 
syncretism, the confusion of one another's identities as believers, the 
shadow and suspicion of proselytism. You are effectively carrying out 
the insights of the Second Vatican Council, which have also been the 
theme of subsequent documents of the Holy See's Commission for 
Religious Relations with the Jews. 

This mutual effort will certainly deepen common commitment to 
the building of justice and peace among all people, children of the 
one heavenly Father. Let us, in this common hope for peace, confi
dently express our praise with the words of the Psalm, inviting all 
people to pray: "Praise the Lord, a ll nations! Extol him, all peoples! 
For great is his steadfast love toward us, and the faithfulness of the 
Lord endures for ever. Halleta-Yah (Ps 117). 

4. As I said recently in Assisi, Christians are convinced that in Jesus 
Christ, as Saviour of all, true peace is to be found, "peace to those 
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who are far off and peace to those who are near" (Eph 2:17; cf. Is 
57:19; 52:7; Zee 9:10). This universal gift has its origins in the call 
directed to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and it finds its fulfilment in 
Jesus Christ, who was obedient to the Father even unto death on the 
Cross (cf. Mt 5: 17; Phil 2:8). Whereas faith in Jesus Christ distinguishes 
and separates us from our Jewish brothers and sisters, we can at the 
same time affirm with profound conviction "the spiritual bond linking 
the people of the New Covenant with Abraham's stock" (Nostra Aetate, 
no. 4). Thus we have here a bond which, notwithstanding our differ-
ences, makes us brethren; it is an unfathomable mystery of grace 
which we dare to scrutinize in confidence, grateful to a God who 
grants us to contemplate together his plan of salvation. 

Grateful for every initiative promoting dialogue between Christians 
and Jews, and especially for this International Catholic-Jewish The
ological Colloquium, I implore the blessing of Almighty God upon all 
of you and pray that your work will bear fruit for better understanding 
and increasing relations between Jews and Christians. 

1fo ttlln<e JJ<ewii~lhl Commnrnnnnnfty of 
AllB®fhraiiliicm 
November 26, 1986 

The attitude of Catholics toward the Jewish religion "should be one 
of the greatest respect, n Pope John Paul II toldAustralia'sJewish leaders 
November26, 1986, in Sydney. FortheJewishpeople, "Catholics should 
have not only respect but also great fraternal love, for it is the teaching 
of both the Hebrew and the Christian Scriptures that the Jews are 
beloved of God, who has called them with an irrevocable calling. " 
The Pope said, "no valid theological justification could ever be found 
for acts of discrimination or persecution against Jews. In fact, such 
acts must be held to be sinful. " The text of the Pope's talk follows . 

I. Earlier this year, I had the pleasure and privilege of. visiting the 
synagogue in Rome and of speaking with the rabbis and the assembled 
congregation. At that time I gave "thanks and praise to the Lord, who 
stretched out the heavens and laid the foundation of the earth (cf. Is 
51:16) and who chose Abraham in order to make him the father of a 
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multitude of children, as numerous 'as the stars of heaven and as the 
sand which is on the seashore' (Gn 22:17; cf. Is 15:5)." 

I gave thanks and praise to him because it had been his good 
pleasure, in the mystery of his providence, that the meeting was taking 
place. Today, I praise an(f~thank him again because he has brought 
me, in this great southern land, into the company of another group 

" of Abraham's descendants, a group which is representative of many 
Jewish people in Australia. May he bless you and make you strong 
for his service! 

2. It is my understanding that although the experience of Jews in 
Australia-an experience going right back to the beginning of white 
settlement in 1788---has not been without its measure of sorrow, 
prejudice and discrimination, it has included more civil and religious 
freedom than was to be found in many of the countries of the Old 
World. At the same time, this is still the century of the Shoah, the 
inhuman and ruthless attempt to exterminate European Jewry, and I 
know that Australia has given asylum and a new home to thousands 
of refugees and survivors from that ghastly series of events. To them 
in particular I say, as I said to your brothers and sisters, the Jews of 
Rome, "the church, in the words of the well-known declaration Nostra 
Aerate, 'deplores the hatred, persecutions and displays of anti-Sem
itism directed against the Jews at any time and by anyone.' " 

3. My hope for this meeting is that it will help to consolidate and 
extend the improved relations you already have with members of the 
Catholic community in this country. I know that there are men and 
women throughout Australia, Jews and Catholics alike, who are work
ing, as I stated at the synagogue in Rome, "to overcome old prejudices 
and to secure ever wider and fuller recognition of that 'bond' and 
that 'common spiritual patrimony' that exists between Jews and Chris
tians." I give thanks to God for this. 

4. Where Catholics are concerned, it will continue to be an explicit 
and very important part of my mission to repeat and emphasize that 
our attitude to the Jewish religion should be one of the greatest 
resJ}ect, since the Catholic faith is rooted in the eternal truths con
tained in the Hebrew Scriptures, and in the irrevocable covenant made 
with Abraham. We, too, gratefully hold these same truths of our Jewish 
heritage and look upon you as our brothers and sisters in the Lord. 
· For the Jewish people themselves, Catholics should have not only 

respect but also great fraternal love for it is the teaching of both the 
Hebrew and Christian Scriptures that the Jews are beloved of God, 
-who_has called them with an irrevocable calling. No valid theological 
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justification could ever be found for acts of discrimination or per
secution against Jews. In fact, such acts must be held to be sinful. 

5. In order to be frank and sincere we must recognize the fact that 
there are still obvious differences between us in religious belief and 
practice. The most fundamental difference is in our respective views 
on the person and work of Jesus of Nazareth. Nothing, however, 
prevents us from true and fratemaJ cooperation in many worthy 
enterprises, such as biblical studies and numerous works of justice 
and charity. Such combined undertakings can bring us ever closer 
together in friendship and trust. 

Through the law and the prophets, we, like you, have been taught 
to put a high value on human life and on fundamental and inalienable 
human rights. Today, human life, which should be held sacred from 
the moment of conception, is being threatened in many different ways. 
Violations of human rights are widespread. This makes it all the more 
important for all people of good will to stand together to defend life, 
to defend the freedom of religious belief and practice, and to defend 
all other fundamental human freedoms. 

6. Finally, I am sure we agree that in a secularized society there 
are many widely held values which we cannot accept. In particular, 
consumerism and materialism are often presented, especially to the 
young, as the answers to human problems. J express my. admiration 
for the many sacrifices you have made to operate religious schools 
for your children in order to help them evaluate the world around 
them from the perspective of faith in God. As you know, Australian 
Catholics have done the same. Jn secularized society, such institutions 
are always likely to be attacked for one reason or another. Since 
Catholics and Jews value them for the same reasons, let us work 
together whenever possible in order to protect and promote the 
religious instruction of our children. In this way.we can bear common 
witness to the Lord of aJI. 

7. Mr. president and members of the executive council of Australian 
Jewry, I thank you once again for this meeting, and I give praise and 
thanks to the Lord in the words of the psalmist: 

Praise the Lord, all nations! 
Extol him, all peoples! 
For great is his steadfast 

love toward us; 
And the faithfulness of the 

Lord endures for ever. 
Praise the Lord! (Ps 116). 
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DRAFT 

Theology 

C.ontradictory Vatican Statanents About Jews and Judaism 

OlITLINE 

1. Introduction 

Refer to nnving statenElt made last week - "In my pastoral concerns, 

journeys and meetings and in my teachings during the years of my 

pontificate, I have constantly sought to develop and deepen our 

relationships with the Jews, our older brothers in the faith of Abrahan).'' 

/ 

- Also - in the audience with LJCIC (10/85) there was an expressed 

affirmation that "-God does not reject His people',', also advocating "the 

freeing of our catechismal and religious teaching of a negative or inaccurate 

presentation of Jews and Ju:iaism" that will ''help to proirote respect, 

appreciation and indeed love for one and the other." 

Precisely because we are heartened by these and IJ¥ll1Y similar statements affirming 

oomni.tment to Nostra Aetate, Vatican Guidelines and the Notes (Great Synagogue> 

Rome) offered in the spirit of the candor, friendship : and respect, we are 

puzzled and pained by homilies which do not appear to be consistent with this 

stated intent, or the intent of the Vatican Guidelines and the nnre recent 

otes which urge Catholics "to learn by what essential traits the .J~s ../ 
d~fine themselves." 

2. Deicide 

References - 5/87 - (fran Feldman) also General Atrlience - 2/11/87 - Reference 

to Pilate presenting Jesus, "soourged and crossed with thorns" to the drowd 

of Jews with the words, "Behold your King.'·.' '1he very Jews, Mio, parachxically 

aspired to the establishment of the 'kingdom of David' crted out, "Crucify him ••• 

we have no king but Ceasar "(Jn. 19:15) 

These statements appear to conflict with Church teachings about Deicide fran Nostra 

Aetate to the Notes which repudiate the charge of Jewish responsibility for the 

death of Christ. Further, the tendency to focus on the theological significance 

of the death of Christ provides little opportunity for Catholics to understand the 

devastating effect of the Deicide charge which was used as an excuse to persecute 
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Jews for centuries. To this day, Jewish children are still accused of being 

"Christ-killers." It is imperative to correct the historical reoord for 

Catholics as well as Jews to encourage Christians to place greater focus on 

the Resurrection, which holds the greatest theological significance. 

3. Supersessionism - Displacanent Theology Reference - First Sun. Lent (1986) 

hcmily 11 
••• because of the many transgressions · of the Covenant, God px:omises 

his ch:>"Sen people a new C.Ovenant, one that shall be ratified with the bl ood of · 

his own Son Jesus, on the Cross. The Church ... represents the continuity of 

Israel . .. It is the new Israel; It presupposes the old and goe;; beyond it." · 

Nostra Aetate and subsequent church teachings refer to God's Covenant with the 

Jews as irrevocable. This reference represents a triurrphalist pattern nnre in 

keeping with pre-Vatican II theology and appears to bring into question the 

continuing validity of Judaism as a living faith. The natiiteorGocl .. sel""i:!Ction 

needs further exploration, need to be perceived in a new way. 

4. Teaching of Contempt 

Ref ei:-ence (First Sunday Lent) 1986 - h:>mi.ly - Cautions Catholics "to avoid the sin 

comnitted by the people of Israel who refused Jesus." 

Coupled with references to Deicide, such statements may lead us back t:o misuse of 

Church statement to denigrate the Jews and Judaism, leading to anti-semitism 

condamed by the Church since Nostra Aetate. The implied promise of Church teachings 
since then is elimination of the teaching of conten:pt. 

5. Typology 

Reference - Homily - Third Sunday of Lent - (3/86) 

' 'The Passover of the Old Covenant becane the image of and preparation for the 

New Passover in Christ ... God, vAlo during the night of the escape fran Egypt, is 

revealed as the One wh:> sets free from slavery, wants to be revealed as the one 

who reaches out to every person with the salvific power of the Cross and the 

Resurrection." 

Reading Hebrew Scriptures only as preparation for the New Testammt and the Christ 
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event denies that Hebrew Scripture has a validity of its own. Such references 

makes it difficut' for Catholic educators to provide "precise, objective and 

rigorously accurate teaching on Judais" as called for in the Notes. 

6. .Anti-$emitism as Racism 

References: - conments with regard to "N series Shoah (4/87) - that Lanzmann 

"wished to help the hunan conscience ... so that it may never becane accustomed 

to the perversion of racism and its abominable ability to kill" - also -

(~/87 - at beatification of F.dith Stein -- . defining her as being killed as a 

''Catholic Jew'' vi1o died as a martyr during the Holocaust. 

In order to · eradicate anti-sanitism, it is imperative that Ch~istians understand 

this phencmmon the way Jews experience it. Without the religious roots of anti

Judaism .there ~ul.d be no anti-semitism. Defined as racism, Christiantiy will 

never confront the role of t:he Church in the development of anti-semitic attitudes. 

Racism, grafted by the Nazis onto anti-Judaism led to the Final Solution. 1his basic 

understanding is necessary before the Church can carry out its comnitment to 

eliminate anti-semitism. 

Catholic-Jew:: - use of such a tenn defines Jews as an etlmic group, denying 

the Judaic mmponent of Jewish Peoplehood~ No rrore possible than being a Moslem 

Catholic. (Apostate?) 

7. C.Onclusion 

Such references provide Catholics and Jews with mixed messages. Taken together 

these references appear to be a regression to a pre-Vatican.II theology which the 

CHuich has struggled to overcome for the last two decades. They are particularly 

confusing in light of the Holy Sees' known comnitment to strengthening Catholic

Jewish relations based on the remarkable progress achieved in the last twenty years. 

Confusions regarding these central theological issues need to be clarified in an 

unambigtX>Us way to prevent misuse or manipulation of such reference by anti-semites 

v.ho wol,11.d prevent us from healing ancient muldns - from making our brotherhood and 

.. sisterhood under God a tangible reality. 
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Together, take advantage of this IlDIIlE!l1tous opportunity to renew this ocumibDent 

and find new ways to enrich and enhance the Dialogue in the same spirit of can<br 

and friendship with which we began. 
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Union of American Hebrew Congregations 
PATRON OF HEBREW UNION COLLEGE- JEWlSH INSTITUTE OF RELIGION 

838 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK. N.Y., 10021 (212) 249-0100 CABLES· UNIONUAHC 

DEPARTMENT OF INTERRELIGIOUS AFFAIRS 

September, 1987 

MEMO 

From: Rabbi Jerome Davidson, Chair, Interreligious Committee 

to: .Rabbis, Congregational Presidents, Social Action Commission, 
.Interreligious Committees, etc. 

Re: Pope's visit to MiaJiJ.i and Preparations in Rome 

The UAHC Department of Intei'religious Affairs, which played an integral 
role in all preparations . culminating in the historic meetings bet ween 
Jewish representatives, Vatican authorities and the Pope in Rome and 

-Miami, has prepared this packet of information to help congregants place 
these events in proper perspective in order to take advantage of' new 
opportunities t o foster the dialogue between American Catholics and J ews . 

This packet contains the following items : 

Background information 

The meetings in Rome and Castel Gandolfo--Rabbi Schindler 

Statement: Rabbi Schindler at Vatican 

-- Texts: 

- Joint communique at Castel Gandolfo 

- Remarks at. Miami -- Rabbi Mordecai Waxman and Pope J ohn Paul II 

Interre1igious Currents - Holocaust Observance: Remembrance 
and Repentance 

-- News article - Vatican Judaica Exhibit 

J 
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Background: 

For the past year, representatives of national American Jewish agencies 
which work closely with the National Conference of Catholic · Bishops have been pre
paring for Pope John Paul II's visit to Miami. 

Annette Daum, UAHC representative to the International Jewish Committee 
on Interreligious Consultations, and Albert Vorspan, Senior Vice President, were 
deeply involved in the process of gaining consensus within the Jewish community 
and negotiating with the Vatican. 

From the beginning, long before the Waldheim fiasco, Orthodox agencies 
threatened to veto participation· by the Synagogue Council of America, the umbrella 
organization for Orthodox, Conservative and Reform Judaism (Jewish religious in
stitutions). Although this .would not prevent Conservative or Reform Judaism from 
participating as separate entities, such a veto was bound to be perceived by Am
erican Catholics as an insult to the Church, weakening the ability of SCA to work 
effectively with the NCCB in the future. Orthodox agencies, which are opposed in 
principle to dialogue with other faiths and which have the least stake in Cath
olic-Jewish relations, withheld a form.al veto, extracting a heavy price for per
mitting SCA participation as an entity. 

Outraged by the Pope's meeting with Waldheim, Jewish agencies called 
for and received a substantive meeting with the Pope and Vatican authorities to 
clarify several areas of concern to the Jewish community, including and trans
cending Waldheim. (A report of these meetings by Rabbi Schindler is appended). 

Dissension among the ranks of Jewish representatives jockeying for 
publicity and a place in the delegation to Rome, all too well reported in the 
press by participants who leaked information moments after agreement that pro
ceedings not be publicized, threatened to undermine the effectiveness of the 
Jewish presentation. As an integral part of IJCIC from the beginning, as well 
as the only branch of Judaism with full-time Interreligious Affairs staff, the 
UAHC has been entitled to separate representation, apart from the Synagogue 
Council .of America. Nevertheless, we were forced to fight for a place on the 
delegation which was automatically ours. It was on that basis that Rabbi Alex
ander M. Schindler was part of the delegation to Rome. 

Rome: 

Rabbi Schindler played a crucial role at meetings with . the Vatican 
Secretariat for Religious Relations with the Jews and the Secretariat for State, 
calling attention to Vatican statements, many of them homilies by Pope John Paul II 
to Catholic audiences which appear to offer a pre-Vatican II theology. This was 
one of the four significant issues discussed which also included contemporary 
anti-Semitism, the Holocaust, and Israel. Rabbi Schindler and other participants 
considered that these meetings successfully advanced the dialogue. 

These meetings are unique in the history of Catholic-Jewish relations. 
Prior meetings involved a formal exchange of prepared texts on an agenda which 
was cleared before-hand. For the first time, Jewish representatives set their 
own agenda for an open , informal, substantive discussion of major issues. Also 
on the agenda was the development of ongoing communication between the Vatican 
Secretariat for State and Jewish representatives. (This was also the first 



meeting. between this Secretariat and Jewish community leaders) • . This is a 
highly significant development since it is often Vatican policy on political 
matters handled by the Secretariat for State that causes tensions between Cath
olics and Jews. 
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American Jews owe a debt of gratitude to the American Catholic hierarchy 
for its understanding of the pain felt by the Jewish community regarding the meet
ing with Waldheim and for their support of the necessity for these substantive 
meetings. 

As a result, a joint communique was issued which holds the promise of 
significant progress in most_ areas under discussion. 

' . ' 

Despite the fact that the Vatican agreed to the informal, substantive 
meeting requ'ested; despite the positive reports by all participants who advised 
that their agencies par.ticipate in Miami, Orthodox agencies boycotted the meet
ing. They agreed not to veto SCA participa·tion on several conditions: that the 
presentation to the Pope was not to be made by the President of SCA, an Orthodox 
Rabbi; that they remain full participants in the preparation of Jewish remarks 
to the Pope; and that they maintain the right of veto if they were not satisfied 
with the document. They threatened to veto any reference to the Vatican Judaica 
exhibit, co-sponsored by the UAHC, and on view at the Cultural Museum where we 
would be meeting! (A description of this exhibit, arranged by Rabbi Philip Hiat, 
is appended). Ironically, Orthodox agencies which refused to participate exer
cised major control over the Jewish presentation in Miami. 

Miami: 

Twice repeating the words, "Never Again," Pope John Paul II expressed 
his horror at the Holocaust. Responding to Jewish 'concerns that the Holocaust was 
being universalized, he specifically referred to this evil as an inhuman attempt 
to destroy the Jewish People in Europe, re-affirming his commitment to a joint 
study of the implications of the Shoah and a forthcoming Catholic statement on 
the Shoah and anti-Semitism. 

In further response to the concerns raised by Jewish representatives 
in Rome and Miami, he called for implementa'tion in every Diocese of Nostra Aetate 
and subsequent Vatican statements regarding the correct way to preach and teach 
about Judaism. with particular reference to teaching about the Holocaust. 

In many subtle ways, he affirmed the continuing validity and vitality 
of Judaism as a living faith, calling for deepened dialogue between Catholics 
and Jews as well as a "common witness to the world." 

In a significant departure from past addresses to Jewish Leaders in 
other countries, Pope John Paul II called upon Catholics to "recognize among the 
elements of the Jewis~ experience that Jews have a religious attachment to the 
Land, which finds its roots in biblical tradition."' Underscoring Vatican treat
ment of the modern State of Israel as a political problem, the Pope re-iterated 
Vatican support for the right of the Jews to a homeland and the right of security 
for the State of Israel. Many Jews were disturbed, however, by his coupling of 
the rights of Jews with the right to a homeland for Palestinians, although this 
is the same message he presented to A.rafat at their controversial meeting in 1982. 
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It is unfortunate that no progress has been made in this area in the 
last five years. While Pope John Paul II failed to open up even the possibility 
of advances on this issue in the near future, we must be mindful of Rabbi Schind
ler ' s assessment that announcement of any progress on this matter would be made 
with and through Israeli officials rather than American Jews. Predictably, the 
media only picked up on the negative aspects of the Pope's address, including his 
failure to directly address the Waldheim issue and his defense of the record of 
Pope Pius XII, whose actions during the Holocaust are s"till the subject of debate, 
with Catholics and Jews on both sides of the issue. The statement, eloquently 
delivered by Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, was developed and carefully crafted by Jew
ish representatives to achieve consensus based on the meetings i_n Rome. 

The meetings between Pope John Paul II, Vatican officials and Jewish 
community leaders in Rome and Miami must be viewed in context, .as a unity. Despite 
painful controversy, the meetings in Rome, conducted in an unprecedented atmos
phere of candor and cordiality, were of greater and more lasting significance 
than the largely ceremonial affair in Miami-- which sustained the spirit of Rome, 
laying the basis for increased dialogue between Catholics and Jews on a new 
an4 deeper level of understanding. 

The new video produced by the Department of Interreligious Affairs, 
Jews and Catholics: From Fear to Friendship, was shown on Catholic Cable TV Net
work immediately after the Pope's meeting with Jewish community leaders. It 
has received. excellent reviews as an introduction to Catholic~Jewish dialogue. 
It can also be used to stimulate visits to the Vatican Judaica exhibit which is 
scheduled to reach Houston, Texas on October 31; Memphis, Tennessee in January, 
1988;-and Los Angeles in February. The accompanying Study Guide also provides 
information and suggestions for ongoing dialogue, education and social action 
projects on the Par~s~/Synagogue level. (Available for $35 from the UAHC 
TV and Film Institute). 

An in-depth analysis of the impact of the Waldheim affair, Catholic 
reaction to the Pope's visit, his statements on dissent, the possible effect on 
American public policy and American Catholic-Jewish relations will appear in 
the following issue of Interreligious Currents. 

The Department of Interreligious Affairs is available to provide assist
ance whenever necessary to help congregations begin the New Year by taking advan
tage of new opportunities to create better understanding between our two faith 
cormnunities. 

------·--- . .. --- --------- - - . -----



Address by Representative of U.S. Jews 
and the Pope-'s Reply 

MIAMI. Sept_ 11 (AP) - FoUowmRare th</ 
texts of an address delivered today to Pope 
John Paul 11 by Rabbi Mordecai' Waxman. 
honorary president of the Synagogue C01Anc1/ 
of America. on behalf of the Jewish com· 
munuy of America. and of the Pope's ad· 
dress in response. In delivering his address 
the Pope did 11ot use b1blical or other cita· 
tions. pu1 these were provided in the printed 
text. 

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman 

It is our honor and pleasure to welcome 
you·10 the United States. We do so in behalf of 
lhe Jewish orl!anizations who are repre
sented here toe.av: oraanizalions that havf! 
been in fruitfui conversations With the 
Roman Catholic Church through the years. 

They include representatives of the Amer· 
ican Jewish Committee, the American Jew· 
ish Congress. the Anti· Defamation League of 
B'nai B'rith. and the Synagogue_ Council _of 
America, which is here representing the 
Union of American Hebrew Congregations. 
United Synagogue of America, Central Con
ference of American Rabbis an<I Rabbinical 
Assembly. Also present with us this morning 
are the leaders of other major organizations 
m American Jewish life, as well as members 
of the Greater Miami Jewish community. 

The men and women assembled here re· 
fleet the rich diversily of American Jewish 
fire: we constitute a variely of religious and 
communal affiliations; American-born and 
immigrant; 5ome are survivors of the Shoah, 
the Naz.i Holocaust, while others have never 
experienced the dark shadow of anti-Semi
tism in their own lives. We come from all sec
tions of the Un-ited States. and we come as 
full panicipants in the pluralisUc and dem~ 
cratic society that has encouraged us to be 
proudly American and fully Jewish at the 
.same time. 

Your visit to this country happ!ly coincides 
with the 200th anniversary of the U.S. Consti· 
Julion. a document that guarilJltees religious 
liberty for all American citizens and which 
has enabled all faith communities to nourish 
In an atmosphert ot religious pluralism. This 
has made possible a tree and nourishing reli
gious life for all. 

Second Vatican Council 
It has been 22 years since tbe conclusion of 

tlle second Vatican Council, and the promul· 
gation of Nostra Aetate. Tiie broad teachings 
that emersed in 1965 have been further en· 
richecl and stren11thened by a series of formal 
Catholic documents and pronouncements. 
·59me of them your own. These statements 
have lransformed Catholic-Jewish relation· 
.ships throughout the world, and this positive 
dlange ·U especially evident here in the 
Q'nited SUltes. 

As lhe largest Jewish community in the 
·world, we have developed close and respect· 
ful ties with many Roman Catholics, both lay 

a.od clergy. and we value these warm rela· 
t1e>nships and treasure these friendships. We 

·pa rucularly cherish our relationship with the 
National Conference of Catholic Bishops and 
i~s Secretariat for Catholic-Jewish Relations. 
In almost every piace where Catholics and 
Jews live in lhe United States. we relate to 
each other in some organized fashion. We 
constantly exchange views and opinions. and 
as. Jews and Catholics we often share our 
positions. sometimes agreeing, sometimes 
~isagreeing, but always striving for a spirit 
al mutual respect and understanding. 

Throughout the United States, American 
Jews and Catholics work in concert with one 
another on a wide range of social justice 
issues and fight for global human rights and 
ag·ainst all forms of racism and bigotry. Our 
common agenda has always embraced. and 
'lt:r !ut~r~ ag~~~::: \'..'i!! ccn:inue !O :?:r.!:: ac~. 
the many crucial problems of the human 
family as a whole. . 
. One or the major achievemen1s of our joint 
encounters 1s the shared recognition that 
each community must be understood in its 
own terms. as it understan~:; itself. It is 
particularly gratifying that our Catholic
Jewish meetings are conducted in a spirit of 
candor and mutual resjJecL 

Issue of Waldheim Visit 
Such meetings took place last week at the 

Vatican and at Castel Gandolfo. These con· 
ver5ations. although quickly arranged. were 
highly significant. You and high church lead
ers listened to the deeply felt concerns of the 
Jewish community that were raised fol!ow
itlg last June's State visit to the Vatican by 

Austrian President Kurt Waldheim, who has 
never expressed regrets for hi~ Nazi past. 

Obviously, the differences expressed at 
last week's meeting have not been resolved. 
Howe~er, this opportunity for us to express 
the pain and anger of the Jewish community 
in face-to-face meetings and for you and lead· 
ers ot your church te listen with respect and 
openness represents an important confirma· 
tion of the progress our communities have 
made in recent decades. One of Ole results of 
those meetings will be an instrumentality to 
develon ("Jl\sPr (71"tml'9\11ntr~tt- ~-A .,.. __ • ..,_. · 

between our com~~niti~:---·· -··- -~ .. --· 
A basic belief or our Jewish faith is the 

need "to mend the world under the sover
eignty of God .. . L'takken olam b'malkhut 
Shaddai." To mend the world :means to do 
GOd's work in the world. II is in· this spirit 
that catholics and Jews should continue to 
address the social, moral, economic and 
political prot>lems or the world. Your pres· 
ence here in the United States affords us the 
opponunity to reaffirm our rommitment to 
the sacred imperative of .. tikkun olam." "the 
mending of the world." 

B11t before we can mend lhe world. we 
must first mend ourselves. A meeting such 
as this is part of the healing process that is 
now visibly under way between our two com· 
munities. ll is clear that the teachings pro
claimed in Nostra Aetate are becoming 
major concerns of the Catholic Church and 
under your leadership are being imple
mented in the teachings of lhe church and in 
the life of Catholics everywhere. 

Reconciliation Process 
Calholics and Jews have begun the long 

overdue process of reconciliation. We sull 
have some way to go -be<:ause Catholic-Jew· 
ish relations is one of this cen1ury's most 
positive developments. 

We remain concemed with the persistence 
of anti·Semiusm - the hatred of Jews ana 
Judaism. which is on the rise in some parts of 
the world. We are encouraged by your vigor· 
ous leadership in denouncing all forms of 
anti·Semnism, and by the church's recent 
teachings. The church's repudiation of anti· 
Semitism is of critical importance m the 
strugale to eradicate· this v1rulenl plague 
from the entire human family. 

Anti-Semitism may affect the body or the 
Jew. IYJt historv h11s traeic:allv ~hr.w!'l rhar it 
assaults the soUI of the Christian world and 
all others who succumb to this ancient. but 
persistent pathology. 

We hope that your strong condemnations of 
anti-Semitism will conunue 10 be imple· 
mented in the schools, lhe parishes-. teaching 
materials and the liturgy, and reOected in the 
attitudes and behavior ol Catholics through
out the world. Greater attention ·needs to be 
paid to the Christian roots of anti-Semitism. 
lbe "teaching .of contempt" reaped a de
monic harvest during the Shoah in which one· 
third of the Jewish people were murdered as 
a central component of a nation's policy. Tiie 
Nazi Holocaust-Shoah brooght together two 
very different forms of evil : On the one hand 
it represented the triumph of an ideology of 
nationalism and racism. the suppression of 
human conscience and the deification of the 
state - concepts tha! are profoundly anli· 
Christian as well as anti· Jewish. On the other 
hand the Shoah was the culmination or cer.· 
tunes of anti-Semitism in European culture 
for which Christian teachings bear a heavy 
responsibility. 

Shoah Pronouncements 
While your sensitive concerns and your 

noteworthy pronouncements about the Shoah 
have been heartening, we have observed re
cer.; tendenc:ies to otscure the fact t~:ilt JE-. ... s 
were the major target of Na21 genocid.al poli· 
cies. It is possible to visit Nazi death camps 
today and not be informed that the majomy 
of its victims were Jews. Your letter about 
Shoah, sent last month to Archbishop John 
May, the president of the National Confer
ence or Catholic Bishops. represented a deep 
level of understanding of that terrible period. 

We loolt forward to the forthcomins Vati· 
can document on the Shoah. the historical 
background ol anti-Semitism: 

Many Catholic sdlools in the U.S. are al· 
ready leaching about the Holocaust and ef· 
tons are under way to develop a specific 
curriculam about the Shoah for Catholic stu· 
dents. This material is being jointly devel
oped by catholic and Jewish educators. . 

Even though many of the great centers of 
Jewish learning were destroyed during the 
Shoah, there has been a remarkable renewal 
of Jewish religious life throughout the world. 

(over) 



This rena 1ssance of the sp1rn 1s taiong 
place. not only in the United Slates. 1n the 
State of Israel. and in other lands or freedom. 
but in the Soviet Union as well. Many Soviet 
Jews are discovering that the covenant be· 
tween God and the people of Israel is indeed 
"irrevocable" as you declared last year at 
the Grand Synagogue in Rome. The struggle 
of Soviet Jews to achieve freedom 1s a maior 
toncern of the Jewish communny. 3nd v.e ap
preciate the support American Ca1hohcs 
have given to this cause. 

The return to Zion and the re-eSJabhsh· 

men1 of Jewish s0vereig11ty 1n the. land of 15· 
rael play a paramount role in Jewish self-un
de.rstanding today. Because of th~ 1mpor· 
1ance that the Slate of Israel occupies m the 
mmd. spint. and heart of .Jews. whenever 
Chnst1ans and. Jews meet m a senous con· 
versatioti. Israel is at the center of that en· 
counter. The re-emergence of an ·~dependent 
Jew1sti state on.to the world stage 1n I 948 has 
compelled Christians and Jews to examine 
themselves and each other inane"' hght. 

Holy See and Israel 
We must express our concern at the ab

sence of lull diplomatic relations between the 
Holv See and the State of Israel. We welcome 
the ·recent statements from Vatican leaders 
declaring Lhat no theological rea.sons exist in 
Catholic doctrine to 1nh1bit such relauons. We 
strongly urge once again that full and formal 
diplomauc relauons be established soon be
tween Lhe Vatican and Lhe State of Israel. 
such a step would be a positive a.nd construe·· 
1ive conmbution by the Vatican to ~ peace 
process. and it would send a strong signal to 
the international communny that the Holy 
see recognizes Israel as a permaMnt and le
gitimate member of the family of nations. 

one of the most welcome results of the re
cent Catholic-Jewish encounter has been the 
recognition by Catholics that Judaism has 
continued and deepened its unique spiritual 
development after the separau!>n of the 
Christian church from the Jewish people 
some 1,900 years ago. 

A meeung such as today·s 1s a vivid re· 
~1ndE'r that we live 1n an histonc moment. 
dearly, as two great communiues of laith. 
repositories ol nioral and spiritual value;;. 
Catholics and Jews need to move together 1n 
th is new momenL Tiie last quarter-century · 
has irreversibly changed the way we per· 
ceive and act towards each other. 

In an age of grea1 challenge·s and grea1 
possibilities there is a compelling need for a 
"vision for the umes," ·;Chawn L"moed" 
(Habakkuk, 2:3). our vision for Calllolics 
and Jews as a prayer of the synagogue. 

Al lhe end of lhe Torah reading. the scroll 
1s held high so the enllre congregation may 
s~ the wcrd' of Gn<i. >1nit tngf!ther I.he ain
gregauon prays. "Haiak, Hazak. v•n_itha· 
z.ek:· "Be strong. be very strong, and let U$ 

strenglhen one another." 

Pope John Paul 11 

Dear friends. representatives of so many 
Jewish organizations assembled here from 
across the United States. my dear Jewish 
brothers and sisters. 

1. 1 am grateful to you for your kind wor.ds 
of gree1ing. I am indeed pleased to be with 
you especially at !his time when lhe Uni1ed 
s1a;es tour of the vaucan Judaica Collecuon 
begins. Tiie wonderful material, rncludtng 11· 
lum1n11ed Bibles and prayerbooks,. demon
strates but a small part or the immense 
spmtual resources ol Jewish tradition across 

the centunE's and up to the present ume -
sp1h1ual resources otten used tn fruufu! 
cooperation wnh Chnsuan art1s1s. . 

ll 1s f1tung, at the beginning of our meeung· 
to emphasize our fanh in the One God. who 
chose Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. and made 
with them a covenant of eternal love, which 
·was never revoked 1cr. Geriesis 27: 13; 
Romans 11 :291. It was ra1her confirmed by 
the g1.rt of the Torah to Moses. opened by the 
prophets to the hope of eternal redempuon 
and to the universal commitment for justice 
and peace. The Jewish people. the church and 
all believers m the merciful God - who ism· 
voked an the Jewish prayers as Av Ha-Rak· 
ham1m - can find in this fundamental Cove
nant with the Patnarchs a very substantial 
starting point for our dialogue and our com· 
mon witness in the world. 

II 1s also fitting to recall God's promise to 
Abraham and Lhe spmtual fraternuy which 
it established: "In your descendants all the 
nauons shall find b,lessing - all this because 
you obeyed my command" )Genesis 22: 181. 
nus spiritual fratemny, linked to obedience 
to God. requires a great mutual ·respect in hu· 
mility and confidence. An objective consider· 
ation of our relations dunng Lhe centuries 
mus• lake into account this qreal need. 

Religious Refugees in U.S. 
2. It is indeed worthy of note <that the United 

States was founded by people who came to 
these shores. often as religious refugees. 
They aspired to betng treated justly and to 
being accorded hospi!ality according to the 
word or God. as we read in Leviticus: "You 
shall treat Lhe alien who resides with you no 
ditrcrently than lhe natives born among you; 
have the same love for him as for yourself; 
for you too were once aliens in the land of 
Eqypr. I , the Lord. am your God" llevillcus 
19:34). 

Among these millions of immigrants there 
was a large number of Catholics and Jews. 
Tiie same basic reh11ous pnnc1ples of frff
dom and iustice, of equality and moral soli· 
darny. affirmed in the Torah as well as in the 
Gospel. were in fact reflected 1n the h1&h 
human ideals and m the pl'Olectt0n of wnver· 
sal nqhts found m lhe United States. lllese 1n 
tum exercised a strong positive influence on 
the history of Europe and other pans or the 
wurld. 

But the paths of the immigrants in their 
new land were llOl always easy. Sadly 
enough. prejudice and discrimination .were 
also known in the New world as well as 1n the 
Old. Nevertheless. toaelher. Jews and C.tht> 
lies have contributed to Lhe success of lhe 
Amencan expenmeru In religious freedom. 
and. in this unique context, have given 10 Lhe 
world a vigorous form of interreligious dla· 
logue between our two ancient traditions. For 
those engiged m this dialogue, so important 
tC ~'\e O:~rc.~ ar::! ~:> the .!~:::h ~;::!:. ! 
pray: May God bless you and make you 
strong for his service. · 

3. At the same time, our common heritage. 
task and hope do not eliminate our distincuve 
idenllties. Because of her specific Christian 
w1tlle$5, "The Church must preach Jesus 
Chnst to the world" I 19H "Guidelines," II· 
In so doing we proclaim Lhat "Christ is our 
peace" !Ephesians 2: 14). As the Apostle 
Paul said: "All this Is from God, Who Lhrouqh 
Christ recondled us to himself and gave us 
I.he m1n1s1ry of reconciliation" 111 Conn
Lhians S: 181. Al the same tlme, we recoanile 
and appreciate the spiritual treasures of the 
Jewish people and their reli&ioUS witness to 
God. A fraternal theological dt.alogue will try 
to understand. in the light of t.he mystery of 
redemption, how differences in faith should 
not cause enmity but open up the way of 
.. reconciliation,'' so that in the end "God may 
be all tn all" 11 Corinthians 15: 28 t. 

:n this ~egard I Jm plused tria1 tl\E' S.i· 
uonal Conference of Catholic Bishops .ind the 
Svnagogue Council of America are 1n111a11ng 
a· consultauon between Jewish leaders and 
bishops which should carry forward a dia· 
logue on issues of lhe greatest interest to the 
two faith communities. 

Suffering Of the Jews 
4. Considering history in the light of the 

principles of ra1Lh in God. we must also re· 
rte<:t on Lhe catastrophic event of Lhe Shoah. 
that ruthless and inhuman attempt 10 exter
minate the Jewish people in Europe. an at· 
tempt that resulted in .millions of v1c11ms -
including women and children. the elderly 
and the sick - exterminated only because 
they were Jews. · 

Considering this mystery of the suffenng 
of Israel's ctuldren. their witness of hope. of 

faith and of humanuy under dehumam~1ng 
outrages, the church experiences ever more 
deeply her common bond with the Jewish . 
people and wnh their treasure of spiritual 
richeS in the past and in the present. 

It 1s also fitting to recall the strong. un· 
equivocal efforts of the popes against anti· 
Semitism and Nazis at the height or the 
persecution against the Jews. BaclC in 1935. 
P1u1 XI declared lhal "anu-Semitism cannot 
be admitted" !Sept. 6, 19351. and he declared 
the total opposition between Chnstianity and 
Nazism by stating that the Nazi cross 1s an 
"enemy of the Cross of Christ" IChnstmas 
Allocuuon, 1938). And I am convinced that 
history will reveal ever more clearly. and 
convincingly how deeply Pius XII fell the 
tra&edY of the Jewish people, and how hard 
and effectively he wortced to assist them dur· 
in& the Second World War. 

Speakill8 in the name of humanity and 
Chnstian principles.. the Bishops' eonrerence 
of the United States denounced the atrocities 
with a clear statement: "Since lhe murder· 
ous as.sault on Poland. uuerly devoid of every 

. semblance of humanny. there has been a pre-
meditated and systematic extermmauon of 
the people of lhls nation. Tiie . same satanic 
technique is being applied to many other peo
ples. We feel a deep sense of revulsion 
against the cruel 1nchgn11ies heaped upon the 
Jews m conquered counmes and upon de· 
lenseless peoples not of our fauh" !Nov. 14. 
19421. 

We also remember many others. who. at 
risk of their own lives. helped persecuted 
Jews. and are honored by the Jews with the 
title of " Tzaddige ·umm0t ha.'olam" (Right· 
eous of the Nations). 

Implications of Shoah 
5. The ternble tragedy of your people has 

led many Jewish thinkers to reflect on the 
human condition with acute insights. Their 
vision of man and the roots of this vision in 
li"IC tc,•chin15~ or U1c: Oibic. whi-.il WC ~ ••• c lu 
our common heritage of the Hebrew Scrip
tures offer Jewish and Catholic scholars 
much' useful materaal for renection and dia· 
logue. 

In order to understand even more deeply 
the meantng of the Shoah and the hinoncal 
roo1s of anti-Semitism that are related to it, 

· joint collaboration and studies by Catholics 
and Jews on lhe SN>ah shOuld be continued. 
Such studies have already \aken place 
through ma.ny conferences in your country, 
such as Lhe Na1ional Worltshops Ofl Christian· 
Jewish Relations. The religious and histori· 
cal implications of the Shoah for Christians 
and Jews will now be taken up formally by 
the International catholic-Jewish Liaison 
Committee, meeting later this year in the 
United States for the first time. And as was 



Text of ·Catholic"."J ewish Communique 

ROME. Sept J - Following is Che 
tut of a joint communique issued to
day at lhe conclusion of meetinis by 
Pope John Paul lfcmd Vatican aides 
wilh lhe ·international Jewish Com· 
mittee on lnterreligious Consulta· 
tions. 

·1 

·Rep"resentatiyes of _the Holy See's 
Commission for Religious Rela~ 
With the Jews and of the Interna
Uonal JeWish Committee.on Jnterrell
gio11$ Consultations met in Rome on 
Monday, Aug. 31, 1987. The meeting 
was joined by a representative of the 
Council for Public Affairs of the 
Church. The meeting was described 
by Its co-sponsors as part of an ongo
ing process In response to difficulties 
whicb have risen in the relationship 
in recent months. lbe_agenda for the 
meeting included the Shoah (Holo
caust), contemporary anti-Semitism, 
~lhollc teaching on Jews and Juda
·ism. and relations between the Holy 
See and the state of Israel The dls
ciiSsion was open and free, and au 
isS1JeS were discussed in candor and 

. frl!mdshiP. 
··rn the discussion of the Shoah, the 

C8lhollc- delegadon recalled ~ Im
portance of, Pope John Paul ll's mov
_lng statement in Warsaw !>ft June 14, 
1987; his letter to An:hbishop J.ohn 
May. president of the National Con
fe~ce of Catholic BIShops (tr.S.A.) 
of Aug. 8, 1987, and the"declsion to dis
cuss the Shoah "in its religious and 
historical perspectives .. at the next 
meeting of the International Catholic· 
Jewt.sb Liaison Committee In Wash
ingtan, D.C., in December 1987. 

Cbur'Cb Plaas a Document 

~ardlnal' John Willebrands, presi-

The delegation received reports on 
the current state of anti-Semitism in 
vanous countries and expressed con
ce.m over recent manifestations of 
anti-Semitism and also of anti-Ca, 
"tholiclsm. The group called for an in
tensification of existing effons to 
counter religious and cultural preju· 
dice. 

Tbe JsraeU Rec:ognltkln Issue 

Catholic manifestations· and pledged 
itself to join with Catholics in oppos
ing them. 

D 

On Tuesday morning. ttie Jewish 
delegation . met with eanri'iiir 
Agostino casarqh, secretary of State. 
·1n thiS cordial meecmg vanous con
cerns were discussed 

It was agreed that as occasions re
qwre, m areas which are of concern 
~ the world Jewish communnx and 
Where reh~1ous and pohucal issues 
• tertwme, ulure exChanges between 

J .C. . . and the secretanat or State 
wi ss1 e rom time to lime. 

ega mg e s e o srae , the 
Cardinai stated that w 1 e diplomatic ' 
relations have not oeen perfected," 
there do exist gooo relauons on many 
leyels including olhc1ai visits to the 
Holy See by Israeli leaders. 

m 

oa an an 1· em1 ism or e 
fillurcn and for the· world. T6e PoJ>e 
spoke of his personal e~perien~e 1n 
Poland and his memones or living 
close to a Jewish-cammunity now de
stroyed. He recalled his recent spon
taneous address to the Jewish com
munity in Warsaw, in which he spoke 
of the Jewish people as a force of con
science in the world today and of Jew
ish memory of the Shoah as a "warn
ing, a witness and a silent cry" to all 
humanity. 

Citing the Exodus of the Jewish 
people from Egypt as a paradigm 
and a continuing source of hope, the 
Pope movingly expressed his deep , 
conviction that, with God's; help, evil : 
can be overcome in history, even the 1 
ay.resome evil of the Shoah. ' 
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affirmed in the important and very cordial 
mceung I had w11Jt Jewish leaders II\ Castel 
Gandolfo on SepL I, a catholic document on 
the Shoah and anti-Semitism will be forth· 
comana. resulting from such serious stud6es. 

Similarly. it is to be hoped that ccmman 
educational programs on our historical and 
religious relations, which are well developed 
In your country, will truly promote mutual 
respect and teadl future generatiom about 
the Holocaust so that never again will such a 
horror be possible. Never a1aln. · 

When meeting the leaders of the Pol~ 
Jewish community, in Warsaw, in .rune or 
this year, I underscored the fact lh8t dirauah 
the terrible experience or the Shoah, your 
people have become ··a loud wamlna voic:e 
for all of humanity, for all nations. for all the 
powers of this wortd, ror every system and 
every lndtvidual .. . a saving wamina" I Ad· 
dress or June 14, 19871. 

8. It is also desirable that 111 every dtocese 
Catholics should implement. under the dlrec· 
tlan of the BiShops, the statement of the Sec· 
ond Vatican eounc1~··5U6iiquen1 in
structions i~y the Hoq Su rt'Prdin& 
lhe correct way to preach 8l¥i teach abaut 
Jews and Judaism. I know that a peat mmiJi
effor:u In this direction have already been 
ma by Catholics, and I wist! to expreu IDJ 
gntlwde' to all those who have wortied so 
dlHpntly for this aim. 

7. Necessary for any sincere dlatope ts the 
intenUon al each partner to allow oUwn '° 
define themselves "in tJle llaftt of their ovn 
relipoua eirjlenence" I t970 "Gllidellnes," ID
troductlonl. In fidelity to this amrmaUon, 
Catholics recopize amonq the elements al 
the Jewish experience Uiat Jews have a relt
&ious auachment to the Land, whkh finds tu 
roolS in biblical tradiUOn. 

Right to a Homeland 
After the tragic extermination of the 

Slloah, lhe Jewish people began a new period 
m their history. They have a r:ight to a home
land. as does any cavil nation, according to in
ternational law. " For lhe Jewish.people who 
hve in the Stale of Israel and who preserve in 
chat land such p~tous testimonies to their 
history and their faith. we must ask for I.he 
desired security and the due tranquillity that 
Is the prerogative of every nation and condi· 
t1on of life and of progress for every society" 
!Redempuonis Anno. April 20, 19$41. What 
has been said about the ri&ht to a homeland 
also applies to the Palestinian people, so 
many of whom remain homeless and retu· 
gees. While all c:onc:emed must honeSlly re
nect on the past - Musllms no less 1,t1an Jews 
and Chrislians - it is time to forge those 
solutions which wlil lead t0 a just. complete 
and lasting peace in that area. For this peace 
I earnestly pray: . . 
· 8. Finally. as I thank you once aqain for the 

warmth of your greetinq to me, I live praise 
and thanks to the Lord for this fratem•I 
meet.in&. for the lift of tfi4alo@Ue between our 
peoples. and ror the new and deeper under· 
standln& between ua. Al our long relationship 
moves toWard iu third millennium, it is our 
qreat prlvileae in tlUI aenerauon to be wl\· 
nesses t0 this pf'lllres&. 

It Is my sincere hope that. as partners in 
dialOlue, 11 fellow belteYen in the God who 
revealed h1m1ielf, u dllklren ¢Abraham. we 
will strive co render a common service to hu
manity, Which Is to much needed in this our 
day. We are Clllled co collaborate in servtce 
and to unite in a common ca\AR Wherever a 
brother or lister is unattended. foraotten. ne
glected or sufferln& in any way; wfletTler 
l\uman nahU are endan1ered or human dta· 
nny offended; whereYer Ole riahU of God are 
violated or Ignored. 

With the Psalmist, I now repeat:• 
" I will hear what God proclaims; the Lord 

- for He proclaims peace to His people, and 
to His faithful ones, and to \hose who put in 
Him 1.1\eir hope'.' I Psalms ~:9J. 

To all of you, dear friends. dear brOthers 
and slaters; to -.II of you dear Jewish people 
ot America: with great hope I wtlb you the 
peace of · the Lord: Shalom. Sllaklm. God 
bless you on this Sabbadl and in this year: 
Shabbath Shalom. Shanat: Tovah we-Hali· 
mahTovah. 
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The Vatican :~ Ju.daic -Treas~r~ 
Pricel~·Manuscripts to To~ U~S. for Two Y~i'S . 
----8-y-Ja-mes--~-. Da-·--~-· -' --· glass bearing pictures of the·~Jenmlelll 

,_,.__..,.~ temple, dating from the 3nl or 4th centuries. 
MIAMI-They found buried treasure in an . But. most people didn't know about the 801 

unusual place-the Vatican ardUves. Jewish manuscrip~ Italy, Spain. Ger-
The treasure giemM. with gold. red and ma.."rt~~Ftherance.R ·· . ·. ,___,_ H 

green tracillg out daacing animals, pnying """WIS enam.-uice, "'"''"u1g ebrew 
-~ and n- .... ~ ... i...-:..~ . was as much a mark of a geiltleman and a 
"'"""' . uv!""'r "!'"""u1& ... """"''II Pace.- scholar as was Greek, Latin and Arabic: Hiat 
lessJewisll manuscripts of a 1,00()-year span. · ....i.:.- ..,..._. -re the - _,,_. ............. 

The public will be able to see it ........... ill! .....,......... • '""7 w.. """"""~ "'""""' ""'"'Ill .. languages. the languages of the Bible.• 
~year tour of major U.S. cities. The travel- Hiat thou""t of a Vatican Judaica exhibit 
ing exhibit debuted yesterday at the Center for . 111" 
F'me Arts in Miami and __.._, ... will be seeo two years ago, before the annotmeement of the 
. w.- i.;...,._ ................. 7 pope's U.S. tour. When he broached the idea 
m _...... Called •A Visual Testimony; to n....i... .... A""•tolic Lib--'s ... - the Judaica &cru the Vatican. Library,• the chibit . ...., ... """ ,....... .... , ... ~ 
shows 56 maimsaipb. mo5t of them worlcs « priest was immediately enthusiastie. 
art as well as literature. Written from the 8th to . . . Miller recalls when he and other workers 
the 18th ceaturies, they include commentaries . ~ the matter in Boyle's olfice at the 
on re1ision. ethics, medicine and PDJoaopby. · Vatican. As ~ talked, _one of them ~ 

The v~ 1m beea Ptherma Jewish touched 111 3Ddeat~ book m eo,i;e s 
manusaipts rm ~ ~ this wil be the · desk. Suddenly Boyte burst out: "For CIJllll 
firsttimemanyoftbembaveeverbeesuhown..· cut ,loud. ~ it upl l~s lasted 700 yat'lf 
Even Pepe John Paul n will be seeing many of You re not going to hurt 1tr · 
them for lbe first time this &II. He is expected Even with the prefect's personal help, the 
to dedicate the exhibit on Sept. 11 when he · researchers bad to read and sian reams of 
meets American Jewish leaders in Miami dur- rules before descending into the underground 
iDg his U.S. tour. archive:. Surrounded by concrete and steel. 

Rabbi Philip Hiat. of the Union ol American behind a massive door that could be med in a 
Hebrew Congregations, confums that inter- bal1!< vault, they often had to we_ar aweaters . 
faith relations was a prime goal of the project. during the ~er because ¢ strict tempera- . 
He and other judaic scholars sorted out the ture and humidity controls. · 
tats for two years, much ol it spent deep in '1 had two criteria: 'oob' and 'aim: • Miler 

·underground Vatican vaults. says. '1 wanted gorgeous art that would CIP' · 
"We're continuing in the steps of 'Nostra ture attent&on.. • · 

Aetate,' • Hiat says, naming the historic Valt- But the hundreds of parchments and the 
can U document that renounced anti&mitism tedious work often taxed the scholars. It was · 
and urged dialogue with Jews. "Can anything at the end of a long day that Miller found a . 
be more dnmatic than something Jewish that. psalter, or hymn book. dated 1469 from Na- · 
is part of the Vatican?" pJes. It was so tiny, it lit in his ~Im, but it 

Their findings Include: showed exquisitely delicate worlananship. 
11 A prayer book from 1345 for the High Holy Pediaps because of its beauty, perhaps · 
Days, printed in Germany. It practically 1eaPs because oi his fatigue. "l just started crying.• 

· with draps. gargoyles and other gothiC illu- Miller recalls. · · 
minatioos. When library prefect Leonard Boyle The wealth of artwork in the llWlmCripts 
saw it, he exclaimed: "Oh, my heavens. I had may surprise people who know the bih1ial . 
no idea we had something like this.• commandment against making a •graven im-
11 Pages from Mantua, Italy, published in · age.• It shows the Jews' theological as wcD as 
1435, depicting Sabbath worship, wedding cultural adaptability, indicates art h~orian 
sc:ienes and ritual slaughter of animals. · Josepb Gutman. who helped in the exhibit. 
e A Mishna T otah, a 1 Stb-ceotury cnpy of the · •Jews in different periods had different atti-
~ law by Maimonides, with letters illu- . . tulles: explains Gutman, a professor at Wayne 
minated in gold leaf so thick they appear State University in Detroit. "Islam discournged 
three-dimensional · · ' images. and Jews who lived under it followed 
l!I "The Light of Intellect: a cofmful cabalistic · suit. When Christianity encouraged them, Jews 
diagnm that aims to show the special powers found other ways to interpret the Bible. They 
d. "Yahweh.• the Hebrew ~ for God. · decided that two-dimensional pictures were 
ca A lJth<entury Spani3h Bible with com- not graven ~ges. • 
mentary, with colwnns of type sheltered by · In the exhibit, Miller also delighted in show
Moorish arches. · . ing "the level of knowledge available to Jews. .. 
• The peculiarly Jewish illuminations called . such as Hebrew translations of Aristotle and of 
micrography-tiny leUering that forms ~ Arabic medical books. The ahibit even Im 
metric and floral borders around pages. Hebrew versions of writings by the medieval 

"This is interfaith work, but with no agenda: Catholic theologian Sair.t Thomas Aquin.ia-3" 
says exhibit curator Philip E. Miller, librarian at well as by Averroes. an Islamic philosopher 
Hebrew Union College in New York City. . who may have helped to inspire Aquinas. · 
"l'bere is a let that takes place in this world, '1 wanted to show the level of lcnowledge 
jist simple gestures. that can make real COll1ri-. available to Jews, and to show how Jews also 
bulions in ways previously not expected.• learned from others; the curator adds. "They 
· The ~ for the maousaipts is the Nies- had their part in bringiiJ& about the RetlD 
tolic Libtary, the Vatican archive that hokb ' · sance." 
more than 70,000 books and manuscripts. The . - From Miami, •A Visual Testimony" will go 
popes often received collections from wealthy on a two-year tour of the United States. The 
~ and even acquired whole libraries final itinerary has not been worked out yet, but. 
~somecities. · . · . . ·.. . · · it likely will indude New York. PhiladeJpbia, ·: 

Scholan have long kna,m of the VatiCan's . Chicago, Lm Angeles, San Francisco and 
Judaic artifacts; its museum C!ften shows .Sold . Washington.. 
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PRESENT TENSE 

POPE JOHN PAUL II, WALDHEIM, JEWS, ANO ISRAEL 

By Marc H. Tanenbaum 

Seldom since Vatican Council II which met between 1962-1965 had 

Jewish emotions and concerns been so deeply stirred· as by the audience 
. -to"" 

granted on June 25th by Pope John Paul II Kurt Waldheim, former Nazi ,. 
army officer and now president of Austria. 

And not since that historic council in Vatican City were the 

intellectual resources and experiences of the American Jewish Committee 

so fully challenged. 

~ 
The spontaneous and worldwide furor that the Papal-waiheim audience 

generate~ throughout the Jewish conrnunity -- and, among many Christians 

as well -- probably resulted from a complex of reasons yet to be fully 

understood. But some reasons are self-evident. 

Probably on the deepest levels were the fusion in public imagery of 

two of the most powerful emotional symbols in Jewish historic conscious-

ness. Waldheim, by virtue of all the incessant publ~qity focused on 

him, became the contemporary embodiment of the Nazi 'war machine and all 

the Nazi holocaust means to Jews. The Pope is the supreme repre-

sentative of the Roman Catholic Church which, until Vatican Council II' s 

adoption of Nostra Aetate, has been experienced in 1,900 years of Jewish 
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history as the mort·al enemy of the Jewish people, responsible for 

"teachings of contempt," ghettoes, pogroms, inquisitions1 auto-da-fes, 

yellow badges. 

The convergence of those two overpowering symbols in that Papal-

Waldheim audience became synergistic, assuming a traumatic force that 

the event itself may not have justified on rational, analytic terms. 

That explosion of feeling may have been further complicated by the 

fact that since the adoption of Nos ta Aetate· on October 28, 1965, 

e~traordinary progress had been made, particularly among 52 million 

Catholics in the United States, in uprooting the theological sources of 

anti-Semitism, in developing a revised Catholic (a~d Christian) theology 

th at respects Jews and fudaism in their own terms rather than as 

stepping-stones to be fulfilled in Christianity, and in joi~udies and 

social action collaboration that contributed impressively to "mutual 

respect and fraternal dialogue." Even the Nazi holocaust and the 

Vatican's diplomatic relations with Israel became fit subjects for real 

and sympathetic discuss~on between American Catholics and Jews in recent 

ye.a rs. 

This awareness of significant progress was not theoretical nor 

abstract for the American Jewish Committee, because AJC was first and 

foremost in helping bring about the historic achievement of Vatican 

Council II's declaration which changed the course of Catholic-Jewish 
wntc.v-

relations. AJC's officers then authorized this to devote much of the ,. 
past twenty years in travelling with our interreligious staff to 
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literally every major city in the United States in which networks of 

Catholic-Jewish dialogues, seminars,. institutes, media discussions were 

organized. Similar AJC programs were implemented in Western Europe, 

~~~"·~ South ~ana Israel. . 

Inspired by the Vatican's Nostra Aetate and the 1974 Vatican 

Guidelines on Catholic-Jewish Relations which promulgated specific 

instructions for change, textbooks were revised, liturgies were freed of 

anti-Jewish prayers, homilies were altered, teachers were retrained, and 

a whole generation of Catholic seminarians were being educated~ ~ "'~ 
t"~ .. "h .. ft.s Jr- res re-~ ~ J tw) c:a. .... ~ ru c:J.., l $"'.-. 

Precisely because such major achievements were realized and 

friendly relations were established with every level of the Catholic 

church, the Papal-Waldheim audiences was not only unexpected but 

appeared to be a startling violation of the promising spirit that 

permeated the new culture of Catholic-Jewish solidarity. The sense of 
hct.S/ 

surprise was intensified because Pope John Paul II a=i/done more to 

advance Catholic-Jewish understanding than any other pope in recent 

history, except for possibly for Pope John XXIII. 

Thus, in an AJC audience with him in February 1985, this 

charismatic Polish pope told AJC leaders -- Howard Friedman, then 

president, Theodore Ellenoff, Arnold Gardner, and their spouses, David 

Gordis, and myself -- that "Nostra Aetate ••• must be followed by the 

(entire) Catholic Church ••• as an expression of the faith, 

spiration of the Holy Spirit, a':"/wo~ of the Divine Wisdom." ,,. ..:.....-

as an in-

In other 
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words, the Pope asserted that improved Catholic-Jewish relations was a 

basic ay.iom of Catholic doctrine, not just good intergroup relations. 

During· that moving audience, Pope John Paul II also told AJC 

officials that "anti-~emi tism is incompatible with Christ's. teaching, 11 

and he prayed for the peace of the "the Holy Land. 11 He also praised AJC 

~r collaborating with Catholic agencies in human rights and in helping 

relieve refugee and hunger problems in Africa and other parts of the 

world. 

Then, on June 25th the Pope received Kurt Walheim. That audience 

not only caught world Jewry by surprise; it astounded many Catholics, 

and -- as I was to learn in mid-July in Rome -- even most of the· Vatican 

curia. From my conversations with several Cardinals and bishops in 

Vatican City, and later in Austria (where AJC is now carrying on a major 

cooperative program of education and seminars), I was informed that 

Waldheim had sought an audience with the Pope on three separate oc

casions and was turned down. Finally, the Austrian government demanded 

an audience for domestic political reasons on the ground that Pap~ 

policy requires the Pope to receive the head of state who is demo

cratically elected when such a request is made. 

It could then be argued that the Pope had no alternative but to 

receive Waldheim, especially since Austria is predominantly a Catholic 

country (87% of its population is Catholic) with a long history of close 

re lat ions W:i th the Holy See dating back to the Austrian-Hungarian 

empire . As supreme Pontiff of the Holy See, a sovereign state, the Pope 
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apparently felt that raison-d'etat required him to accede to Waldheim's 
e~-v 

request. ~aving received him, what became in the wo~ds of AJC's 

President Ted Ellenoff -- "morally and politically incomprehensible," 

was the fact that the Pope as "universal pastor" did not utter a word 

about Waldheim's Nazi past nor the Nazi holocaust. 

The danger that could flow from . the Papal silence, AJC spokesmen 

repeatedly· asserted to the media, was that an inadvertant message was 

being sent to millions of young Catholics in Germany, Austria),Poland, 

and across the globe that the Nazi holocaust had become so irrelevant 

that it did not deserve a mention in the presence of this former Nazi 

who had lied about his past for some 40 years. 

This implied revisionism of the Nazi period caused Jewish leaders, 

particularly in the United States, to doubt whether they could in good 

conscience participate ii:i a "ceremonial" audience with the Pope long 

scheduled for September 11th in Miami, his first stop on his 10-day 

pastoral visit to the United States. From June 26th until the end of 

August, AJC staff -- A. James Rudin, Judith Banki, and myself -- met 

literally once or twice a week with other major Jewish religious and 

communal organizations under the umbrella of IJCIC (the International 

Jewish Committee for Interreligious Consultations.) 

Organized in 1969 by AJC and five other Je~sh groups to present a 

united Jewish front to the Vatican (and the World Council of Churches), 

IJCIC became the arena in which Jewish policy was hammered out in 
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response to this critical situation. Orthodox groups announced they 

would boycott the Miami meeting and veto the participation of the 

Synagouge Council of America, the religious umbrella group, unless the 

Pope first apologized for the Waldheim meeting and proclaimed that full 

diplomatic relations with Israel would be established. The American 

Jewish Congress published a full-page ad in the New York Times, in the 

form of a letter to Pope John Paul II, indicating they would boycott the 

Miami meeting. The World Jewish Congress took a similar view. For some 

weeks the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith gave mixed signals. 

These heated pronouncements resulted in widespread resentment in 

much of the U.S. Catholic community, who apparently perceived American 

Jews as attacking the person of Pope John Paul II, the Vicar of Christ 

on earth. AJC sought to clarify that these were not attacks on the 

person of the Pope, but rather were specific criticisms of this parti-

cular political decision to receive Waldheim. 

In any case, AJC made public its position, shared by the Union of 

American Hebrew Congregations (UHAC), and B'nai B'rith International 

that we were keeping our options open about going to the Miami meeting, 

pending further meetini/with ~e Vatican and the American Catholic 

hierarchy. Our intention was ~educe the rapidly-developing polari-

zatlon between U.S. Catholics and Jews and to avoid jeopardizing the 

important gains made in Catholic-Jewish relations during the past 22 

years since the close of Vatican Council II. 
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Though the sympathetic intervention ~f several key leaders of the 

American Catholic hierarchy, a hastily-called meetingfs arranged with 

Cardinal Agostino Casaroli, Vatican Secretary of State, on July 9th at 

the New York residence of the Papal Delegate to the United Nations. 

Thee other colleagues -- Rabbis Mordecai Waxman, Gilbert Klapperman, 

Wolfe Kelman -- and I had a frank and civil discussion with Cardinal 

Casaroli for about one-and-half hours about the entire situation -- the 

Waldheim affair, diplomatic relations between the Holy See and Israel, 

the need of a Papal document clarifying unambiguously the Pope's and 

Holy See's convictions about the Final Solution in the Nazi ideology and 

practice, the rise of anti-Semitism, the threat to the future of 

positive Catholic-Jewish relations. 

It was at this meeting that the four of us broached the need for an 

early meeting with the Pope to clear the air, otherwise, we felt the 

Miami audience would not take place. Cardinal Casaroli said that he had 

heard a number of important ideas and the he would discuss them "with n:iy 
. )) 
boss. 

About ten days later Rabbi Waxman, chairman of IJCIC, received a 

telephone call from Cardinal Jan Willebrands, president of the Vatican 

Secretariat on Religious Relations with Jews, informing him that there 

would be a day-long meeting with his Secretariat on August 31, and on 

the next day, September 1, there would be a meeting with the Pope at 

Castel Gondolfo. The following Friday after the Cardinal's call, the 

Rev. ~iel.£,!; ~ du Prey, secretariat vice-president, telephone me from 
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Vatican City to say that he had just seen the Pope. "The Holy Father," 
1""' 

he said, "will receive you delegation at 12 noon; there will be an 
. . t: 

hour-and-a-half alloted to the meeting. The Pope does not want 

speeches. He would like real conversation, and there are no limits as 

to what can be discussed." 

Father du Prey then told me, "The Pope would prefe·r five delegates 

so there could be real exchanges." 

It seemed evident that the Pope and the Holy See had responded to 

all of our requests, and AJC and other Jewish agencies publicly 

acknowledged that as "a sign of good faith." 

For internal Jewish political reasons, AJC reluctantly agreed to 

allow nine Jewish delegates, instead of the five that Rome had 

requested. 

At IJCIC's request, I prepared a position paper outlining 

objectives and approaches on five issues: (a) The Nazi holocaust, 

Waldheim, revisionist tendencies in the Catholic-Church; (b) Obstacles 

that stand in the way toward full diplomatic relations between the Holy 

See and Israel; (c) Contemporary Anti-Semitism; (d) Contradictory Church 

Teachings on Jews and Judaism; and (e)-Human Rights and Soviet Jewry. 

The document was reviewed and approved by AJC officers and Bertram 

Gold, AJC executive vice-president. It became the basis of our IJCIC 

discussions with Vatican authorities and the Pope in the Vatican. 
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On Monday, August 31, our IJCIC delegation held a day-long meeting 

in Vatican City with Cardinal Willebrands and eight other Vatican 

delegates, including representatives from the Vatican Secretariat of 

State and Justice and Peace. I was assigned the responsibility for 

making the first presentation ofl. the Nazi holocaust, Waldheim and 

revisionism. Rabb Leon Klenicki a:li the Anti-Defamation League dis-
5c.-\...,~ 

cussed contemporary anti-Semitism. Rabbi Alexander~ President of the 

Union of American Hebrew Congregations, spoke on the contradictory 

teachings about Jews and Judaism in the Catholic Church. Seymour Reich, 

president of B'nal B'rith International, dealt with the absence of full t 
~e.t"&- vJ .. j ~ll f cu'\tc.'e~h\ ""~e ·ik~ d c.k.3o.;t(J ~ D.-. G (A'hAt"t:l _/ 

normalization of Vatican diplomatic ties with Israel. {Riegner of the 

World Jewish Congress; Henry Siegman, American Jewish Congress; Rabbi 

Gilbert Klapperman, Synagogue Council of America; Dr. Geoffrey Wigoder, 

Israel Interfaith Committee. 

Each subject was discussed fully, frankly, and with much intensity. 

There were no limitations on any theme, including Waldheim and Israel. 

The same open, candid, and civil spirit prevailed the following morning 

in our unprecedented meeting ~ith Cardinal Casaroli in Vatican City. 

In response to these discussions, several ~ievements 
emerged: 

* Cardinal Willebrands proposed that "an official Catholic 

document" would be prepared examining "the demonic element" in 1,900 
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years of anti-Semitism in the Christian West;. the Nazi holocaust and the 

role of the Vatican and the Catholic Church during World War II; 

contemporary anti-Semitism and specific proposals for combatting ~ ~") 

·ancient evil. 

* Cardinal Cas<?:li agreed to meet "from time to time" as need 

required with IJCIC representatives, especially to discuss Middle East 

issues and to avoid surprises (such as Waldheim, Arafat meetings with 

Pope) insofar as possible. 

* Both cardinals agreed in principle to establish a mechanism 

within the Vatican for maintaining contact with trends and developments 

in the world Jewry in order to avoid unnecessary crises and to improve 

communication. 

In a real ~ense, we felt that these agreements, when translated 

into reality, would constitute historic breakthroughs in relations 

between the Vatican and world Jewry. Against that background, our 

conversat~on with the Pope that was to follow was looked upon as a 

symbolic capstone, rather than as a "working session." 

Following our meeting on Tuesday morning with Cardinal Casaroli, 
~ . 

three Vatican lim~sines whisked us across the Appian Way to Castel 

Gondolfo. During the one hour and fifteen minutes of conversation with 

Pope John Paul II, our IJCIC delegation raised each of the critical 

issues that we had discussed fully the day before. The Pope did not 
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respond directly to our statements on Waldheim and on Israel. In 

classic Vatican lnguistic ambiguity, he responded indirectly: 

* His opening words were: "Today is September 1, 1987. This is the 

48th anniversary of the Nazi invasion of Poland. I know what the Nazis 

did to my Polish nation_. I know what suffering the Nazis inflicted on 

the Jewish people." At the close of the meeting, he said to a small 

circle of us, "This monstrous evil of Nazism must be overcome by the 

Grace of God with the good." Thus, the Pope did not refer to Waldheim, 

but he condemned the Nazism that Waldheim's past symbolized. 

* On Is~ael, he said, I know that Israel is central to the identity 

of the Jewish people." Later, he sai9 he had visited Jerusalem years 

ago and would like to go again. There was no mention of "a Palestinian 

homeland" that he was to refer to in his Miami speech on September 11th. 

Following Cardinal Willebrands opening statement in which he 

presented his proposal for a study of anti-Semitism and the Nazi 

holocaust, the Pope said instantly: "I support that study. I endorse 

it wholeheartedly. I wish to see it happen." 

On American Jewry, the Pope said, in w~rmly wel coming us: "I have 

great respect for American Jews; I know you are strong and influential 

and powerful." 
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In sum, the conversation with the Pope was dramatic and 

symbolically important. But the substantive achievement took place in 

the day-long meetings the day before with Cardinal Willebrands and later 

with the Cardinal Casaroli. The Pope lifted up their significance by 

giving those agreements his personal blessings. 

Our seasoned IJCIC delegates knew that it was simply unrealistic to 

expect the Pope to apologize for the Waldheim episode. Popes have 
,</ 

seldom apologized for anything lest it erodes belief in the/infal-

libility. (In Miami, Cardinal Willbrands at a public function suggested 

an apology by acknowledging that "mistakes and faux pas" were made. 

Everyone seemed to realize that that was about as close as the Vatican 

would come to an apology.) Besides, in my judgment, a major Catholic 

document on anti-Semitism and the Nazi holocaust would be infinitely 

more useful and meaningful a response to Waldheim than an apology, 

although such confessional statements would in fact be the right moral 

and spiritual thing to do.) 

Nor did we expect that our "unprecedented summit meeting with the 

Pope" would result in instant establishment of full diplomatic ties with 

Israel. First of all, diplomatic negotiations for exchange of ambas-

sadors are the responsibility of Israeli and Vatican diplomats. World 

Jewry has an important role to play in interpreting the centrality of 

Israel in Jewish consciousness, but we have no standing as diplomats, 

and it is a presumption to act as if we do. Secondly, anyone with a 

scintil~ knowledge about how Vatican diplomacy and foreign policy 

function, would know there was to be no magical transformations as a 
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result of the "summit." Even so, important communications mechanisms 

were agreed upon that can help move the diplomatic process forward, with 

Israeli and Vatican diplomats as the central actors, and with world 

Jewry and American Catholics as the support~~st. 

So the air was cleared substantially, and we come to Miami. To be 

completely honest, Miami was import·ant in itself, but substantively it 

was anti-cli~atic after the Vatican and ·Papal meetings where the real . 

work was done. 

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, IJCIC chairman, presented our concensus 

statement elegantly and effectively and deserved the standing ovation he 

received. Pope John Paul II was warmly received by some 200 Jewish 

leaders in the presence of key Vatican curial leaders and American 

Catholic cardinals. Two thirds of the Pope's address was exceedingly 

affirmative on Jewish issues, and its importance is that the TV cameras 

of America~ and the international media brought that positive message to 

many of the 52 million American Catholics and possibly .to many of the 

850 million Catholics across the globe. That was a most important 

seminar in global Catholic-Jewish relations. 

That overall positive statement, however, was marred by his 

unexpected brief but sharp defense of Pope P.ius XII' s actions in 

response to the Nazis, and his reference to "a Palestinian homeland." 

While all the issues the Pope spoke about affirmatively -- God's 

permanent covenant with the Jewish people; the unique suffering and 
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victimization of the Jews under the Nazis; condemning anti-Semitism; 

collaboration in social justice -- are the ongoing context for future 

Catholic-Jewish dialogue, it is now evident that he personally has 

placed the issue of Pius XII and the Nazi holocaust and the Palestinian 

homeland side by side with the Jewish homeland as priority themes on the 

next stage of the Catholic-Jewish agenda. 

In December 1987, a symposium will be held jointly sponsored by the 

Vatican Secretariat on Catholic-Jewish relations and IJCIC. It will be 

held in Washington, O.C., and its overarching theme will be "The Nazi 

Holocaust -- Christian and Jewish Perceptions." 

AJC's quarter century of scholarship, experience, and personal 

relationships will stand us in good stead as we seek to convert another 

challenge into an opportunity for increased mutual knowledge and 

--




